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Titre: Identification de cibles thérapeutiques potentielles contre les infections par 

les trypanosomatides; caractérisation moléculaire et fonctionnelle des composants 

du collier de la poche flagellaire. 

Résumé en francais 

Trypanosoma brucei, un parasite flagellé unicellulaire, est responsable de la trypanosomiase 

humaine africaine aussi connue comme la maladie du sommeil. 

Les microtubules (MTs) sous-pelliculaires, le quartet de MTs (MTQ), le flagelle (F) et le 

collier de la poche flagellaire (CPF) sont les principaux composants du cytosquelette du 

trypanosome. À ce jour, une seule protéine du CPF, BILBO1, a été identifiée et caractérisée.   

Dans cette étude, nous montrons in vivo que BILBO1 forme des polymères capables de 

construire un échafaudage qui permet l’ancrage de protéines partenaires. Ainsi, un crible en 

double hybride chez la levure a identifié plusieurs protéines partenaires de BILBO1, 

notamment une nouvelle protéine appelée FPC4. Nous démontrons que FPC4 est une 

protéine spécifique des kinétoplastides, localisée au CPF mais aussi au hook-complex, une 

structure proche du CPF. L’interaction FPC4 – BILBO1 est démontrée in vitro et in vivo, et 

les domaines d'interaction identifiés. En outre, nous démontrons in vivo et in vitro que FPC4 

est une protéine associée aux microtubules. Nos données suggèrent fortement que FPC4 

est impliquée dans le processus de séparation des CPFs au cours du cycle cellulaire. Nos 

résultats mettent en évidence un lien étroit entre le MtQ et le CPF et l'implication probable du 

hook-complex. 

Enfin, nous mettons en évidence une structure analogue au hook-complex chez les 

Leishmanies. 

L’interaction BILBO1 – FPC4 représente une nouvelle cible thérapeutique et sera 

caractérisée plus avant. 

Mots clés: Trypanosoma brucei, BILBO1, cytosquelette, quartet de microtubules, 

collier de la poche flagellaire 
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Title: Identification of potential therapeutic targets against trypanosomatid parasite 

related infections; molecular and functional characterization of components of the 

flagellar pocket collar. 

Abstract in English  

Trypanosoma brucei, a unicellular flagellated parasite, is responsible for the human African 

trypanosomiasis also known as sleeping sickness. 

Sub-pellicular microtubules (MT), the MT quartet (MtQ), the flagellum (F) and the Flagellar 

Pocket Collar (FPC) are the main components of the T. brucei cytoskeleton. To date, only a 

single FPC protein, BILBO1, has been identified and characterized.  

 

In this study we demonstrate in vivo that BILBO1 forms polymers able to build a scaffold 

structure that anchors partner proteins. As such, a yeast-2-hybrid screen identified several 

BILBO1 interacting protein partners. 

We demonstrate that FPC4 is a kinetoplastid-specific protein, which is localized at the FPC 

and at the hook complex. Its specific interaction with BILBO1 has been demonstrated in vitro 

and in vivo, and the interacting domains identified. Furthermore, we demonstrate that FPC4 

is a microtubule binding protein. Our data strongly suggest that FPC4 is involved in the 

separation of the old and the newly formed FPC during the cell cycle. 

Altogether, our results demonstrate a tight connection and interplay between the MtQ and 

the FPC and the likely involvement of an adjacent third structure, the hook complex. Finally, 

we highlight a structure similar to the hook-complex in Leishmania. 

The BILBO1 – FPC4 interaction represents a new therapeutic target and will be 

characterized further. 

Keywords: Trypanosoma brucei, BILBO1, cytoskeleton, microtubule quartet, flagellar pocket 

collar 
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Abbreviations list 

∆B1BD   
delta BILBO1 Binding 
Domain 

A Ala Alanine 
aa   amino acid 
amp   ampicillin 
APOL1   ApoLipo protein L1 
ATP   Adenosine TriPhosphate 
B   Blasticidin 
B1BD   BILBO1 Binding Domain 
BARP   brucei alanin rich protein 
BB   Basal Body 
BBB   Blood Brain Barrier 
BD   Binding Domain 
bp   base pair 
BSF   bloodstream form 
Ca2+   Calcium ion 

CATT   
The Card Agglutination Test 
for Trypanosomiasis 

CC   Coiled-Coil 
CCVs   Clathrin-Coated Vesicles 
CDK   cyclin-dependent kinase 
CiPo   Ciliary Pocket 
CK   Cytoskeleton 
CKI   CDK Inhibitor 
CL   cutaneous leishmaniasis 
Cl-   Chlorid ion 
CM   Conditioned Medium 
CNS   Central Nervous System 

CRAM   
Cysteine Rich Acid trans-
Membrane 

Da   Dalton 

DAPI   
4',6-Diamidino-2-
Phenylindole 

DEPC   diethylpyrocarbonate 
DNA   Deoxyribonucleic acid 
DTT   dithiothreitol 

ECL   
Enhanced 
ChemiLuminescence 

EE   Early Endosomes 

EGTA   
Ethylene Glycol Bis(2-
aminoethyl Ether)tetraacetic 
Acid 

EM   Electron Microscopy 
ER   Endoplasmic Reticulum 

ESAG   
Expression-Site Associated 
Gene 

ESB   Expression-Site Body 
EtOH   Ethanol 
Evs   Extracellular Vesicles 
F   Phleomycin 
F Phe Phenylalanine 
FAZ   Flagellar Attachment Zone 

FC   Flagellar Connector 
FCS 

 
Fœtal Calf Serum 

Fg   Flagellum 
FL   Full Length 
FP   Flagellar Pocket 
FPC   Flagellar Pocket Collar 
g   gravity constant 
G1-Phase   Gap1-Phase 
G2-Phase   Gap2-Phase 
G418   Neomycin 
gDNA   genomic DNA 
GFP   Green Fluorescent Protein 

GPI   
Glycosyl-Phosphatidyl-
Inositol 

gRNA   guide RNA 
H   Hygromycin 
h   hours 

HAT   
Human African 
Trypanosomiasis 

HAT   
Hypoxanthin-Aminopterin-
Thymidine 

HC   hook complex 

HGPRT   
Hypoxanthine Guanine 
PhosphoRibosyl Transferase 

His   histidine 
HRP   Horse Radish Peroxidase 
hygro   hygromycin 
iEM   immuno-Electron Microscopy 
IFT   IntraFlagellar Transport 

IMDM   
Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s 
Medium 

IPTG   
Isopropyl β-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside 

ISG   
Invariable Surface 
Glycoprotein 

K Lys Lysine 
kana   kanamycin 
kDNA K kinetoplast DNA 
KO   Knock Out 
L Leu leucine 
L   liter 
LB   Lysogeny Broth medium 

LC-MS/MS   
Liquid Chromatography 
Mass Spectrometry/Mass 
spectrometry 

LE   Late Endosomes 
Lm   Leishmania major 
Lmx   Leishmania mexicana 

LRRP1   
Leucine Rich Repeated 
Protein1 

LS   long slender 
mA   milli Ampere 
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MAP   
Microtubule Associated 
Protein 

MeOH   Methanol 
mg   milli gram 
min   minutes 
mL   millilitre 
MM   Molecular Mass 

MORN1   
Membrane Occupation and 
Recognition Nexus 1 

mQ-H2O   milli-Q water 

MT   Microtubule 

MTOC   
MicroTubule Organizing 
Center 

MtQ   Microtuble Quartett 
N   nucleus 
neo   neomycin 
NHS   Normal Human Serum 
NLS   Nuclear Localization Signal 
NTD   N-terminal domain 
OD   optical density 
ODC   Ornitine decarboxylase  
ORF   Open Reading Frame 
P   Puromycin 

PAGE   
PolyAcrylamide Gel 
Electrophoresis 

pBB   pro-Basal Body 
PBS   Phosphate Buffer Saline 
PCF   procyclic form 

PCIA   
phenol:chloroform:Isoamyl 
Alcohol 

PCR   Polymerase Chain Reaction 
PEG   polyethylene glycol 
PFA   Para FormAldehyde 
PFR   ParaFlagellar Rod 
phleo   phleomycin 
PLK   Polo-like kinase 
puro   puromycin 
rDNA   ribosomal DNA 
RE   Recycling Endosomes 
RNA   Ribonucleic acid 
RNAi   RNA interference 
rpm   rotation per minute 

rRNA   ribosomal RNA 

RT   room temperature 

RT-PCR   Reverse Transcription PCR 

S-Phase   Synthesis-Phase 
SC   Synthetic Complete medium 
SDM   Semi-Defined Medium 
SDS   Sodium dodecyl sulfate 
SDS SB   SDS sample buffer 
sec   seconds 
SL   Spliced Leader 
spp   subspecies 

SRA   
Serum-Resistance 
associated protein 

SS   short stumpy 
T7 Pol   T7 RNA Polymerase 

TAC   
Tripartite Attachment 
Complex 

Tb   Trypanosoma brucei 

TbHpHbR   
Haptoglobin Hemoglobin 
receptor 

TEM   
Transmission-Electron 
Microscopy 

Tet   Tetracyclin 
TetO   Tetracyclin Operator 
TetR   Tetracyclin Repressor 
TfR   Transferrin Receptor 

TgsGP   
T. brucei gambiense specific 
GlycoProtein 

TLF   TrypanoLytic Factor 
TMD   Trans Membrane Domain 
tRNA   transfer RNA 
U   units 
UTRs   UnTranslated Regions 
V   volt 
VAT   Variable Antigen Type 
VL   Visceral Leishmaniasis 

VSG   
Variable Surface 
Glycoprotein 

W Trp tryptophan 
w/o   without 

H2O  
 

water 

WC   Whole cell 
WHO   World Health Organization 
WT   Wild Type 
Y  Tyr Tyrosine 
YFP   Yellow Fluorescent Protein 
YNB   Yeast nitrogen base 
YPD   yeast peptone dextrose 
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1. Introduction 

 

Understanding the basic, but fascinating, biology of parasites is the primary goal of my 

thesis. The name parasite comes from ancient Greek word “parásitos” which means “person 

who eats at the table of another”. In other words, parasitism represents a non-reciprocal 

symbiotic relationship between two different species, where the parasite takes benefits from 

the host, possibly causing host death. 

During my thesis, I focused my interest on organisms which diverged early in evolution, such 

as Trypanosomatids. 

 

The historian Ibn Khaldun reported in 1373, the death “by lethargy” of King Diata II, sultan of 

Mali, and this is considered to be one of the first written reports of human sleeping sickness 

(WHO). It was approximately 350 years later, that Atkins, a British naval surgeon, described 

the symptoms of what Winterbottom in 1803 called “negro lethargy” (Cox, 2002). During the 

slave trade (15-19 century) numerous cases of negro lethargy were reported (WHO). 

In the middle of the 19th century, David Gruby coined the name trypanosoma, after the 

identification of the parasites in frogs (Gruby, 1843). However, it was not until 1881 that 

Griffith Evans found parasites in the blood of camels and horses affected by surra and 

suggested therefore the connection between the parasite and the disease (Evans 1881). 

At the beginning of the 20th century, David Bruce discovered Trypanosoma brucei (T. brucei) 

as the aetiological agent of the disease Nagana (Steverding, 2008). 

 

I. Kinetoplastidae 

 

Kinetoplastidae is a class of flagellated protists. This class is divided into two orders: 

Trypanosomatida and Bodonida, which differ in the number of flagella, more precisely in 

mono- or multiflagellated parasites, respectively (Moreira et al., 2004). These parasites 

possess a single large mitochondrion containing the mitochondrial DNA network, called 

kinetoplast (kDNA) (Alexeieff, 1917). 

 

Trypanosomatid parasites can be found in a vast repertoire of eukaryotic hosts. Plants, for 

examples, can be infected by phytomonas, whereas small animals like birds, fishes, rats and 

amphibians can be colonized by T. avium, T. siniperca, T. lewisi and T. hosei, respectively 

(Votýpka et al., 2002; Gu et al., 2007; Strickland, 1911; Saxena and Miyata, 1993). Other 

animals of larger size are not free from trypanosomatid infections; some examples are: 
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Fig. 1.1 Phylogenetic Tree of protozoan parasites such as Trypanosomatida.  
Trypanosoma brucei, Trypanosoma cruzi and Leishmania belong to the class of 
Kinetoplastidae, characterized by the presence of a kinetoplast. 
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koalas (T. irwini), badgers (T. pestanai) and horses (T. equiperdum and T. equinum) 

(McInnes et al., 2009; Yorke and Blacklock, 1912). 

Within Trypanosomatids there are three species that are responsible for human neglected 

tropical diseases: Leishmania, Trypanosoma cruzi and Trypanosoma brucei (Fig.1.1), whilst 

T. congolense, T. vivax and T. brucei brucei are responsible for the disease Nagana in cattle 

(Morrison et al., 2016). 

The genus Trypanosoma can be divided in two sections according to the mode of 

transmission: Salivaria vs Stercoraria (Hughes and Piontkivska, 2003). T. brucei, belongs to 

the Salivaria subgenus, meaning that the transmission occurs via the saliva of the vector. On 

the contrary, T. cruzi is the most important representative of the Stercoraria subgenus, in 

which transmission of parasites, and thus disease, is via the excrement of the insect vector 

(Simpson et al., 2006; Vickerman and Preston, 1976; Adl et al., 2005). 

Animals and humans can act as reservoirs for these parasites, which renders parasite 

control difficult. This raises the interest in finding an efficient drug against these diseases, 

because the preventative treatment of all the potential hosts is not possible. 

 

a) Leishmania 

 

From a historical point of view, diseased caused by Leishmania, previously known as oriental 

sore, were firstly described in the 10th century in the Middle East by Arab physicians. In 

India, at the beginning of the 19th century, a different form of the disease, called Kala azar, 

now known as visceral leishmaniasis, was often confused with Malaria. Only in 1900, 

Leishman and Donovan discovered the parasite, and in 1911 Vianna noticed that the 

parasites in South America differed from those found in the Old World. A decade later, the 

vectors involved in the transmission were discovered by the Sergent brothers (Cox, 2002). 

 

Leishmaniasis is caused by around 20 different Leishmania spp. The parasites are 

transmitted to humans or animals, such as dogs, horses and cats, by the bite of a female 

infected Phlebotominae in the Old World (Europe and Asia) and by Lutzomyia sandfly in the 

New World (Americas) (Killick-Kendrick, 1990; Bates and Rogers, 2004; Bates, 2007). These 

infected humans and animals act as reservoirs. 

 

There are three main forms of the disease: cutaneous (caused mostly by L. major, L. tropica, 

L. brasiliensis, L. mexicana), visceral (L. infantum) and muco-cutaneous Leishmaniasis (L. 

donovani) (Walker et al., 2014). I will mostly focus on Leishmania major, since I have used 

this parasite during my thesis.  
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Fig. 1.2 The different forms of Trypanosomatids parasites. 

This representation takes into account the cell-body shape, the position of the kDNA and the 
flagellum length. Amastigote parasites are characterized by a very short flagellum, which 
does not exit the cell body. Promastigotes show an elongated cell body, which a long free 
flagellum. Epimastigote parasites are similar to promastigotes, but have a part of the 
flagellum attached to the cell body. Trypomastigotes, on the contrary, possess the kDNA 
located in the posterior end of the cell and a flagellum which is attached upto the anterior end 
of the cell body. Modified from (Hoare, 1966) and Zephyris. 
 

                                    

Fig. 1.3 Life cycle of Leishmania (Stuart et al., 2008) 

Leishmania is transmitted by the bite of an infected sandfly during its blood meal. These 
parasites invade macrophages by receptor-mediated endocytosis - for example CR3 
(complement receptor 3) and some TLR (Toll-like Receptor). (Mosser and Rosenthal, 1993; 
Stafford et al., 2002) and differentiate into the amastigote form that can multiply by binary 
fission. During a blood meal on an infected host, a sandfly takes macrophages that contain 
amastigotes forms that will differentiate into the promastigote form in the midgut and become 
afterwards infective. 
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The life cycle of Leishmania, as well as for T. cruzi, and other Trypanosomes, is divided into 

two stages, one in a mammalian host and the other in the vector. L. major is found as an 

obligate intracellular amastigote (Fig.1.2) in monocytes and macrophages (mononuclear 

phagocyte system) of the host, and as the promastigote parasite in the vector (Fig.1.2) 

(Walker et al., 2014). 

 

After the bite of the infected sandfly, promastigotes are phagocytized by macrophages. Once 

in the macrophages, they differentiate into amastigote parasites that can massively replicate. 

The sandfly, during its blood meal, can take up infected macrophages. The amastigote 

parasites are then released in the midgut and differentiate into promastigote parasites, which 

can then multiply and differentiate into infective metacyclic promastigotes. This infective form 

is injected into the mammalian host during subsequent sandfly blood meals (Fig.1.3) (Stuart 

et al., 2008). 

 

Cutaneous Leishmaniasis is spread in South America, on the Mediterranean coast and in the 

Middle East (see Fig.1.4). CL is currently treated with intralesional injections of pentavalent 

antimonials (den Boer et al., 2011). Visceral Leishmaniasis, present on the Brazilian Coast, 

the Mediterranean area, Sub-Saharan Africa and India (see Fig.1.5), is nowadays treated 

with Amphotericin B®, Miltefosine and Paromomycin (den Boer et al., 2011; Singh et al., 

2012). 

 

Leishmania is an organism which shows a partially aneuploid genome (Ravel et al., 1998). It 

possesses 36 chromosomes, mostly diploids. The genome contains approximately 8200 

protein-coding genes; among them 900 genes have no orthologues in T. brucei or T. cruzi 

(Ivens et al., 2005; Berriman et al., 2005; El-Sayed et al., 2005). Around 30% of these genes 

are involved in key metabolic differences between Leishmania and Trypanosomes, whereas 

the remaining 70% of these Leishmania-specific genes have unknown functions (Ivens et al., 

2005). 
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Fig. 1.4 Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (CL) distribution (Pigott et al., 2014) 

Reported (A) and predicted (B) distribution of CL in the New World (first panel) and Old 
World (second panel). In (A) blue spots show important occurrence points of the disease, 
whereas in (B) the probability of infection is represented in red and green (high and low 
probability, respectively). CL risk is higher in South America as well as on the Mediterranean 
coast and Middle East. 
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Fig. 1.5 Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL) distribution (Pigott et al., 2014) 

The maps represent the reported (A) and predicted (B) distribution of VL in the New World 
(first panel) and Old World (second panel). In (A) blue spots represent the principal 
occurrence points of the disease. In (B) high (red) and low (green) level of probability of 
infection are represented. VL risk is higher on the Brazilian east coast, on the Mediterranean 
coast, part of Sub-Saharan Africa and India. 
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Fig. 1.6 Distribution of Chagas disease (Hotez et al., 2013; WHO 2014).  

Chagas disease is spread, mostly, in Central and South America, but also in North America.  
Left panel shows the incidence in North and Central America. On the right map, red and 
orange represent endemic areas in Central and South America, yellow shows areas where 
the transmission by the vector has been blocked, whereas green represent non-endemic 
areas or areas where the vector has been eliminated. 
 
 

                                         
Fig. 1.7 Life cycle of T. cruzi (Stuart et al., 2008). 

During the blood meal the Triatomine bug deposits its parasite-containing faeces on the host. 
The parasites are able to penetrate primarily, but not exclusively, epithelial cells at the biting 
site and develop into the amastigote form. Amastigotes can differentiate into trypomastigotes 
and are released in the bloodstream, where an insect takes them up during a blood meal. 
Within the insect, the parasite differentiates, firstly into epimastigote form, and then into 
infective metacyclic trypomastigotes. 
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b) Trypanosoma cruzi 

 

The first observations of the devastation caused by this disease were seen in spontaneously 

mummified humans. At the beginning of the 20th century, Chagas and Cruz discovered the 

parasite (T. cruzi) responsible for Chagas disease. Years later, a French parasitologist, 

Brumpt, discovered the transmission route via the faeces of the infected vector (Cox, 2002). 

 

Trypanosoma cruzi is the aetiological agent of American trypanosomiasis, also known as 

Chagas disease and can infect humans and more than 150 species of domestic animals, 

such as dogs, cats, horses, cattle and pigs (Fujita et al., 1994; Rassi et al., 2010), in more 

than 20 Central and South American states (WHO) (Fig.1.6). 

 
The transmission of the parasites occurs primarily via the faeces of the hematophagous 

Triatomine bug (also known as the kissing bug (Zeledón and Rabinovich, 1981) but also via 

blood transfusion, organ transplants, vertical mother-to-daughter transmission, or 

contaminated food. The disease is therefore not only limited to endemic regions, but can 

easily be spread all over the world. In contrast to the transmission of Leishmania or T. brucei, 

both female and male Triatomine bugs can carry and transmit the parasites. Three main 

vectors are responsible for the transmission to humans: Triatoma infestans, Rhodnius 

prolixus and Triatoma dimidiata (Zeledón and Rabinovich, 1981). 

 
In the insect, the parasites taken up in the blood meal, are in the trypomastigote form and 

can differentiate into the epimastigote form in the midgut. The epimastigote form is 

characterized by the position of the kDNA anterior to the nucleus. Epimastigote parasites can 

multiply and differentiate into infective non-dividing metacyclic trypomastigotes (Fig.1.2) in 

the posterior gut. The Triatomine bug takes a blood meal and passes the infective T. cruzi in 

the faeces. In the human host, at the wound site, metacyclic trypomastigotes can invade 

cells and transform into the intracellular amastigote form (in nucleated cells or when 

phagocytized by macrophages) that can replicate and invade new cells. Amastigotes can 

also be released into the bloodstream and differentiate into the trypomastigote form, which 

will be taken up by the insect in the blood meal (Fig.1.7) (Nagajyothi et al., 2012; Stuart et al., 

2008). 

 
Chagas disease is characterized by an initial acute phase (weeks to a couple of months), 

and progresses into a chronic phase, most of the time asymptomatic, that lasts for the entire 

host’s lifetime (Nagajyothi et al., 2012). The symptoms observed in the acute phase are 

fever, enlargement of lymph nodes, spleen and liver and general malaise. The chronic phase 

can lead to cardiac and/or gastrointestinal disease and death (Rassi et al., 2010). 
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Fig. 1.8 Microtubules organization along the Cytostome in T. cruzi (Alcantara et al., 2014) 

3-D model obtained by tomography of the FP area of T. cruzi (A, E). Two sets of MTs are 
found associated with the cytostome (pink with arrow-head) of T. cruzi. A triplet of MTs 
(green) and a quartet of MT (blue) give mechanical support to the cytostome (A, I, E). 
Additional to these two sets of MTs, the MtQ, as in T. brucei, is represented in orange (E). 
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At the moment, treatment is only available for the acute phase. Nifurtimox and Benznidazole 

are two relatively safe and effective molecules but there is always a need for more effective 

trypanocidal drugs that can be efficient also in the chronic phase (de Andrade et al., 1996; 

Rassi et al., 2010). 

 

T. cruzi has a predominantly diploid genome, which contains around 12,000 protein-coding 

genes and approximately 2000 of them are T. cruzi specific (El-Sayed et al., 2005; Agüero et 

al., 2000). Fifty percent of the genome consists of repetitive sequences (El-Sayed et al., 

2005). T. cruzi has maintained the CapZ F-actin capping complex, which is absent in T. 

brucei and Leishmania. This difference in the actin-myosin system can be linked to the 

cytostome-cytopharynx complex, which is only present in T. cruzi (El-Sayed et al., 2005). 

In Trypanosomatids, endo- and exocytosis events occur at a specific site called the Flagellar 

Pocket (FP) (an invagination of the cytoplasmic membrane) that is the only region of the cell 

devoid of sub-pellicular microtubules allowing vesicle fusion with the flagellar pocket 

membrane. T. cruzi possesses an additional invagination of the cell membrane used as the 

main site of endocytosis for macromolecules in the epimastigote form, the so-called 

cytostome-cytopharynx complex (Milder and Deane, 1969; Alcantara et al., 2014; Alcantara 

et al., 2016). The opening at the cell surface, called the cytostome, and a deep tube-shaped 

invagination, called the cytopharynx, define this dynamic cytoskeletal structure. The 

cytostome-cytopharynx complex disappears in G2 phase, when the cells exhibit two 

kinetoplasts and two FPs (Milder and Deane, 1969).  

 

Two sets of microtubules (MT) are associated with this complex: a triplet of MT originates 

underneath the cytostome membrane and runs along the cytopharynx, and a quartet of MTs 

which originates underneath the flagellar-pocket membrane, follows the preoral ridge (the 

plasma membrane domain in between the cytostome and the FP) and ends in close 

proximity to the cytopharynx (Fig.1.8). Both MT sets appear to give mechanical support to 

the complex, leaving, however, a MT-free side on the cytopharynx membrane for vesicles 

budding and fusion (Alcantara et al., 2014; Alcantara et al., 2016). 

In T. brucei a MT quartet (MtQ), associated with the FP, has been described (Sherwin and 

Gull, 1989a). In T. cruzi this MtQ is also present, but it is a distinct quartet to the one 

supporting the cytopharynx (Fig.1.8 E). It originates close to the Basal Body (BB), surrounds 

the FP and is inserted in the MT cortex, close to the FP opening (Alcantara et al., 2014). 
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Fig. 1.9 Life cycle of T. brucei (Stuart et al., 2008) 

When a tsetse fly takes a blood meal from an infected human (or animal), it ingests 
bloodstream parasites, which undergo several differentiation stages within the fly and 
become infective metacyclic trypomastigotes. This infective form is then injected into the 
bloodstream of the host during the next blood meal of the tsetse fly. From the bloodstream 
the parasite can spread and invade principally the central nervous system (CNS). 
 
 
 
Tab. 1.1 Anti-trypanosome treatment for first- and second-stage human African 

trypanosomiasis (Malvy and Chappuis, 2011) 
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c) Trypanosoma brucei 

 

As previously introduced, the Scottish microbiologist David Bruce identified, in 1895, 

Trypanosoma brucei parasites as the causative agent of the disease Nagana, and suggested 

the transmission via the tsetse fly vector. It was later, in 1909, that the German Friedrich Karl 

Kleine, showed the cyclical transmission of T. brucei mediated by the tsetse fly (Steverding, 

2008). 

 

The World Health Organization (WHO) has been actively involved in the eradication of this 

disease for many years. In the last 20 years, the number of new infections has dropped 

significantly; reporting, in 2014, a record low, with fewer than 4000 new reported human 

cases. The objectives of the WHO programme include supporting the field activities for 

diagnosis and prevention, monitoring treatments and drug resistance, and the control of the 

vector, the reservoirs and the disease (WHO).  

 

Human African Trypanosomiasis (HAT), also known as sleeping sickness, is an endemic 

disease present in 36 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, with a great socio-economic effect in 

rural areas (Malvy and Chappuis, 2011). The parasite responsible is T. brucei, which is 

transmitted, almost in 100% of cases, by the bite of a female infected tsetse fly (genus 

Glossina). To date, fewer than 15 cases of human mother-daughter transmission have been 

reported (De Kyvon et al., 2016). 

 

When the fly has a blood meal from an infected host (animal or human), trypomastigote 

trypanosomes differentiate into the procyclic form in the midgut of the vector. Procyclic 

trypanosomes can proliferate and leave the midgut to reach the salivary gland, where they 

differentiate into the replicative epimastigote form. Epimastigotes are then able to 

differentiate into the infective metacyclic trypomastigote form, which will infect the next host 

during the next fly’s blood meal. Trypanosomes in the metacyclic form are a pre-adapted 

form for the host’s environment. In the host, trypomastigote trypanosomes can multiply in the 

bloodstream and be taken up in the feed of another fly (Fig.1.9) (Stuart et al., 2008). 

 

Two subspecies of T. brucei are responsible for the human disease: T. brucei rhodesiense 

and T. brucei gambiense. A third T. brucei sup-species, T. brucei brucei is responsible for the 

disease Nagana in cattle. Infected animals can unfortunately serve as a reservoir for the 

human parasite. The parasites live exclusively in an extracellular form, fully exposed to the 

host immune system. 
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Fig. 1.10 Distribution of T. b. rhodesiense (WHO, 2015).  

T. b. rhodesiense is found predominantly in Eastern and Southern Africa. 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1.11 Distribution of T. b. gambiense (WHO, 2015). 

Repartition of T. b. gambiense, predominantly found in Western and Central Africa. 
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The disease, if left untreated, leads to coma and death. Currently, no vaccines are available 

and are not conceivable due to the antigenic variation that the parasites undergo within the 

mammalian host bloodstream to evade the immune system (Jacobs et al., 2011a; Jacobs et 

al., 2011b). Recently, a promising proteasome inhibitor (GNF6702) has been tested on mice 

infected by T. brucei, T. cruzi or L. donovani and seemed to be effective as a general drug 

for the treatment of these three diseases (Khare et al., 2016). 

 

The disease, for all the three subspecies, is characterized by two phases: during the first 

phase, the parasites are found in the blood, in the lymphatic system and in subcutaneous 

tissues (haemolymphatic stage). This leads to fever, headache and articular pains (WHO). 

Recently, it has been shown that the parasites can also be found in adipose tissue (Trindade 

et al., 2016). In the second stage, the so-called meningo-encephalitic or neurological phase, 

the parasites cross the BBB (blood brain barrier) and invade the CNS. This results in 

changes in behaviour, problems in coordination and sleep disorders (Steverding, 2008); 

these last symptoms give the name to this disease. 

 

c1) T. brucei rhodesiense 

 

T. b. rhodesiense (Stephens and Fantham, 1910) is transmitted by G. morsitans and is 

involved in 2% of the sleeping sickness affected patients (WHO). It is responsible for the 

acute form of the disease in Eastern and Southern Africa (Malvy and Chappuis, 2011) (Fig. 

1.10). The first symptoms can appear within weeks post infection and can lead to death 

within months (Steverding, 2008). 

 

T. b. rhodesiense expresses a mRNA that codes for the serum-resistance-associated protein 

(SRA) (De Greef and Hamers, 1994; Gibson et al., 2002), which confers resistance to T. b. 

rhodesiense against normal human serum (NHS). This protein is not present in T. b. brucei 

and T. b. gambiense.  

NHS contains two TrypanoLytic Factors (TLF-1 and TLF-2) (Wheeler, 2010; Namangala, 

2011). These two TLFs are both associated with APOL1. They enter the cells, binding to the 

TbHpHbReceptor (Haptoglobin Hemoglobin receptor) in a competitive and non-competitive 

way, respectively, but lyse the cells in the same way. APOL1 enters the parasite (associated 

with TLF1 or TLF2) by endocytosis and remains in the endosomal pathway. At low pH 

conditions, typical of the endosomal pathway, APOL1 undergoes a conformational change 

that enables the protein to insert into the lysosomal membrane. Once inserted into the 

membrane, a pore-forming domain of APOL1 creates pores in the membrane and leads to  
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an influx of chloride ions (Cl-) and the consequent lysosome swelling, which leads to parasite 

death (Pérez-Morga et al., 2005). 

In the case of T. b. rhodesiense, SRA is able to interact with Apolipoprotein L1 and this 

interaction blocks APOL1 activity and therefore inhibits the pore formation in the lysosomal 

membrane. This consequently prevents parasite death (Hager and Hajduk, 1997; Oli et al., 

2006). The fact that SRA can confer resistance to human serum has been shown by adding 

one copy of the SRA gene into T. b. brucei genome and observing their ability to survive in 

human serum (Xong et al., 1998). 

 

The treatments currently available to treat acute trypanosomiasis are shown in Tab.1.1. 

For the first stage of the disease, intravenous Suramine injections are recommended. The 

mechanism of action of Suramine is still unknown, but its trypanocidal activity can be due to 

the inhibition of enzymes acting in respiratory or glycolysis processes (Drug Bank - Bayer). 

Unfortunately, Suramine is toxic and not efficient in the second stage.  

Melarsoprol (Sanofi-Aventis), an arsenic derivative, is able to cross the BBB, and is used in 

the second stage of the disease. However, its high toxicity is responsible for 5-10% of 

treatment-related patients’ deaths (Jacobs et al., 2011b). Melarsoprol is metabolized to 

Melarsen oxide (Mel Ox), which is able to interact with trypanothione (Fairlamb et al., 1992) 

and block trypanothione-reductase, inducing parasite death. 

 

c2) T. brucei gambiense 

 

T. b. gambiense derives its name from The Gambia, the state where the parasites were 

observed for the first time, in the early 1900s by Forde and Dutton (WHO).  

 

T. b. gambiense is transmitted by G. palpalis and is responsible for the chronic form of the 

disease in Western and Central Africa (Fig.1.11). This sub-species contributes to the vast 

majority (98%) of sleeping sickness cases. The disease symptoms are the same as for T. b. 

rhodesiense but they differ in their severity, frequency and kinetics of disease progression 

(Franco et al., 2014). T. b. gambiense induced disease can take months before the first 

appearance of symptoms and potentially years before reaching the CNS, leading to death if 

untreated (Jacobs et al., 2011a; Checchi et al., 2008). 

T. b. gambiense, differs from T. b. rhodesiense, in that it does not possess the SRA-gene, 

and therefore has developed another way to resist normal human serum (NHS) and allow the 

disease to develop.  

This parasite possesses a specific GlycoProtein (TgsGP), which localizes in the endocytic 

compartment together with APOL1, internalized into the parasite within the TLFs. TgsGP  
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interacts with lipids via a beta-sheet, inducing membrane stiffening and preventing APOL1 

activity and therefore parasite death (Capewell et al., 2013; Uzureau et al., 2013). In TgsGP 

knock-out parasites, NHS leads to membrane swelling and consequent cell death (Uzureau 

et al., 2013). 

 

In order to treat patients in the first stage of disease, Pentamidine intramuscular injections 

are given. The mechanism of action of Pentamidine is not fully understood, but it might 

interfere with the nuclear activity, such as DNA and RNA synthesis and consequently 

phospholipids and protein synthesis (drug bank). For treatment of the second stage, 

Eflornithine alone or combined therapies of Nifurtimox/Eflornithine are administered (Tab.1.1) 

(Malvy and Chappuis, 2011; Priotto et al., 2008). Eflornithine is described as a “suicide” 

inhibitor, since it irreversibly binds to Ornitine decarboxylase (ODC), an enzyme involved in 

the first step of polyamines synthesis; polyamines are known to be required for cell growth 

(Willert and Phillips, 2008). 

 

For T. b. gambiense detection, a cheap and quick test can be used: The Card Agglutination 

Test for Trypanosomiasis (CATT) (Magnus et al., 1978). It is a direct agglutination test, which 

detects antibodies in blood, serum or plasma of patients infected by T. b. gambiense. It is 

based on recognition of variable antigen type (VAT) present on the variable part of VSG. In 

the case of a positive test, additional techniques, like microscopic analysis, are used to 

confirm the presence of the parasite (Chappuis et al., 2004). 

 

c3) T. brucei brucei 

 

T. b. brucei contributes, together with T. congolense, T. vivax and T. evansi, to the animal 

trypanosomiasis, also known as Nagana disease. It mostly affects cattle and sheep and has 

a huge impact on the population in terms of economic loss (Ilemobade, 2009). These 

parasites, in general, are not pathogenic for humans, since they are sensitive to normal 

human serum, as described previously. 
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Fig. 1.12 Life cycle of Trypanosoma brucei (Langousis and Hill, 2014), (Rotureau et al., 

2014). 

(Left panel) This simplified life cycle shows the replicative long slender BSF in the 
mammalian host and the Procyclic trypomastigote (which we cultivate in the laboratory) in 
the vector. It also shows the different position of the kinetoplast during the cell cycle and 
different cell length in the distinct developmental stages. The right panel represents the 
insect salivary glands, where epimastigote parasites can divide and produce either 
epimastigote cells or metacyclic infective trypanosomes. 
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II. T. brucei brucei – the model organism 

 

In 2005 the entire T. brucei genome was sequenced (Berriman et al., 2005), facilitating the 

study of trypanosome genes and enabling the identification of parasite-specific genes that 

can be used as therapeutic targets. 

T. brucei brucei is a very good model organism, because 1) it is genetically similar to the 

other two T. brucei species, T. b. gambiense and T. b. rhodesiense, sharing parasite-specific 

genes that can be used as drug targets for the three species, 2) it is not pathogenic for 

humans, and 3) its cultivation, in both, insect and mammalian stages, does not require other 

cells, since it is not an intracellular parasite. 

 

a) Life cycle 

a1) Vector – Host Interaction 

 

In this more simplified life cycle of T. brucei (Fig.1.12 left) (Langousis and Hill, 2014), the 

parasites are in the replicative procyclic form (PCF) in the mid-gut of the tsetse fly. They 

differentiate into an asymmetrically dividing epimastigote form, characterized by the 

repositioning of the kDNA anterior to the nucleus. In the salivary gland, the replicative 

epimastigote form remains attached to the endothelium, and differentiates then to the 

metacyclic infective form (Fig1.12 right). The latter is transmitted to humans by the bite of an 

infected tsetse fly. Metacyclic trypanosomes will differentiate into a replicative long slender 

(LS) bloodstream form (BSF). They can cross the Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) and colonize the 

brain. Those remaining in the bloodstream can then differentiate into a short stumpy form 

(SS), which is a non-replicative form. This SS form is pre-adapted for the fly, and is taken up 

during a blood meal by the tsetse fly. Once in the fly, it differentiates into replicative PCF. 

Trypanosomes can divide by binary fission, called cytokinesis, and both replicative BSF and 

PCF can be cultivated in the laboratory. 

 

One of the main differences between BSF and PCF parasites, except for their host, is their 

metabolism. BSF mostly (or completely) rely on ATP production from the glycosomes 

(peroxisome-like organelles) which contains most of the enzymes involved in glycolysis 

(Michels, 1989; Haanstra et al., 2016). On the other hand, PCF in absence of glucose can 

perform oxidative phosphorylation within the mitochondria to produce energy. Oxidative 

phosphorylation consists of the catabolism of amino acids (proline and threonine 

predominantly) to produce ATP (Besteiro et al., 2005; Hellemond et al., 2005). In BSF, the 

single mitochondrion, lacking most of the respiratory chain components and the capacity for  
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Fig. 1.13 VSG expression and switching - Antigenic Variation 

The mechanism of antigenic variation allows the parasites to escape the host immune 
system by switching its coat from one VSG to another (Horn, 2014). 
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oxidative phosphorylation, is not required for energy production but it is not dispensable, 

because it consumes ATP to generate mitochondrial membrane potential (Schnaufer et al., 

2005). 

Other main differences between PCF and BSF, such as kDNA positioning and the surface 

coat, will be discussed later. 

 

a2) VSG/procyclin 

The parasites possess a surface coat consisting of procyclins and VSGs (Variable Surface 

Glycoproteins), which are GPI-anchored (Glycosyl-Phosphatidyl-Inositol) glycoproteins, 

present on the vector PCF/epimastigote and on the mammalian BSF parasites, respectively.  

•! Procyclins: 

There are two forms of procyclins: one with a dipeptide composed of glutamic acid and 

proline (EP), and the other with a penta-peptide composed of glycine – proline – two glutamic 

acids and one threonine (GPEET) (Bütikofer et al., 1997). Six genes code for EP and two for 

GPEET (Ruepp et al., 1997); these genes are all transcribed by the RNA polymerase I (Pol I) 

(Günzl et al., 2003). The two types of procyclin are co-expressed on the cell surface (Ruepp 

et al., 1997) and anchored to the membrane via GPI-anchors (Ferguson, 1999). The 

procyclin coat serves to protect the parasites from the digestive enzymes of the tsetse fly 

(Acosta-Serrano et al., 2001). 

On the surface of epimastigote parasites, in the salivary gland of the fly, BARPs (brucei 

Alanin-rich protein) are the major GPI-anchored proteins exposed (Urwyler et al., 2007). 

•! Variable Surface Glycoproteins (VSG): 

VSG are found as homodimers on the surface of BSF parasites and build the so-called VSG 

coat. At any given time, on the cell surface, there are approximately 5-10x106 VSGs per cell 

(Jackson et al., 1985). These molecules are very immunogenic (Rudenko, 2011); they can 

easily provoke an immune response in the mammalian host. Similar to procyclins, VSGs are 

attached to the membranes (plasma and flagellar) via C-terminal GPI-anchors. The N-

terminus of a VSG is the variable part, and it is against this part that the host produces 

antibodies. The size of a VSG is approximately 500 amino acids long (55-60 kDa) 

(Vanhamme et al., 2001). The entire VSG coat varies periodically (Taylor and Rudenko, 

2006) rendering an efficient antibody response almost impossible and allowing the 

consequent escape from the host immune system. This process is called antigenic variation 

(see Fig.1.13). Individual cells switch the VSG being produced on the surface at low 

frequency and while the host immune system is occupied fighting against the major 

population of VSG, these minority cells will start proliferating, maintaining the infection 

(reviewed in Schwede et al., 2015).  
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Fig. 1.14 The origin of the name Trypanosoma (Schneider – cover Trends in Parasitology 

2011 Vol.27, nr.10) 
Trypanon = borer and soma = body. Because of its shape, Trypanosoma means borer body. 
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The T. brucei genome contains around 2,000 VSG or VSG-related genes (Gadelha et al., 

2011; Cross et al., 2014), but only one is expressed at a time. This mono-allelic transcription 

occurs at Expression-Site Body (ESB), an extra-nucleolar structure present in BSF only, 

where there is an accumulation of RNA Pol I (Navarro and Gull, 2001; Horn, 2014). As for 

procyclins, RNA Pol I ensures glycoprotein transcription (Günzl et al., 2003). The VSG 

transcription occurs at an extremely high rate to ensure coverage of the entire cell surface 

(Günzl et al., 2015). 

The distribution of VSG on the cell body surface is organized so that they are distant enough 

to allow small molecules to rapidly diffuse through the cell membrane, but they are 

sufficiently tightly packed to prevent antibodies inserting into the coat (Borst and Fairlamb, 

1998). 

!

The surface coat also contains invariant surface glycoproteins (ISG), which are TMD 

proteins, similar in size and structurally related to VSG (Ziegelbauer et al., 1992; Ziegelbauer 

and Overath, 1992; Schwede et al., 2015). It has been estimated that there is 1 ISG 

molecule for every 50 VSGs. The mechanism by which these proteins are not recognized by 

the host immune system remains unknown (Schwede et al., 2015). 

 

a3) Cell morphology (related to cytoskeleton) 

 

The name Trypanosoma derives from ancient Greek words Trypanon = borer and soma = 

body, because of the movement it makes to progress (Fig.1.14). The PCF parasites measure 

approximately 20-25 μm in length and 3-5 μm in diameter, whereas BSF are shorter, around 

15 μm in length and 2 μm in diameter (Morga and Bastin, 2013). The anterior end of the cell 

corresponds to the part where the flagellum is free and also determines the direction of 

progression/movement. The cell shape is maintained/determined by a corset of highly 

polarized microtubules (MTs) (sub-pellicular microtubules corset), which make up the 

majority of the cytoskeleton. 
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Fig. 1.15 Core cytoskeletal components in T. brucei, T. cruzi and Leishmania (from Berriman 

et al., 2005) 

A schematic representation of tubulin-based (left) and actin-based (right) cytoskeleton. 
Tubulin hetero-dimers (blue and light blue circles) are the main component of MTs, whereas 
actin monomers (orange) are the principal component of actin filaments. Black text indicates 
processes involved in cytoskeleton organization. Red text represents components present in 
one or more homologues in the TriTryp genomes, and in grey, components absent in all of 
them. CapZ genes are present in T. cruzi only, whereas orange components are present in 
T. brucei and T. cruzi. The ARP2/3 complex is divergent in Leishmania. 
 
 

                                           

Fig. 1.16 Structure of a single Microtubule (Conde and Cáceres, 2009) 
MTs are composed of heterodimers of α- and β-tubulin. They possess a very dynamic plus-
end, the extremity, where the rate of polymerization is higher than the rate of 
depolymerization, allowing MT growth. 
  

TbSAXO
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b) Cell architecture 

b1) Cytoskeleton 

The biogenesis of the cytoskeleton in trypanosomes is of major interest to our laboratory, 

because it is the main actor involved in the parasite morphology. The cell body shape, in fact, 

is constituted and maintained by a sub-pellicular MT array. The cell shape is adapted during 

the cell cycle to fit the different forms seen in the insect vector and the mammalian host. 

Furthermore, the cytoskeleton plays an important role in organelle positioning and in 

flagellum biogenesis. Cytoskeletal elements are therefore promising therapeutic targets. 

 

The cytoskeleton of T. brucei is distinct genomically, because genes encoding tubulins and 

actin are present, but not those for intermediate filaments. Despite the presence of its gene, 

no actin filaments have yet been observed. Compared to other eukaryotes, the TriTryp 

genomes appear to be less depend on an actin-myosin network, whereas they rely on an 

organized MT-based cytoskeleton (Fig.1.15) (Berriman et al., 2005). 

 

i) Sub-pellicular corset of microtubules 

The cell body shape of T. brucei is maintained by a highly organized corset of sub-pellicular 

MTs cross-linked to each other and to the plasma membrane (Sherwin and Gull, 1989a; 

Seebeck et al., 1988). The sub-pellicular MTs are composed in a helical arrangement along 

the longitudinal axis of the cell (Hemphill et al., 1991). Differently to other eukaryotes, the 

genome of T. brucei codes for tubulins and actin but there are no genes coding for 

intermediate filaments. Despite the presence of actin genes and ARP2/3 complex genes, no 

actin filament has been observed so far (Fig.1.15) (Berriman et al., 2005; Ben Amar et al., 

1988; Gull, 1999). In BSF, actin is localized in the endocytic pathway and is essential for 

vesicles formation and trafficking originating from the flagellar pocket. In PCF, actin is 

distributed throughout the entire cell. Actin down-regulation in PCF affects the Golgi 

apparatus and leads to the production of a heterogeneous population of vesicles, without, 

however, killing the parasites. On the contrary, actin RNAi in BSF rapidly arrests cell growth, 

producing cells with an enlarged flagellar pocket, leading ultimately to cell death. Moreover, 

the down regulation of actin impairs endocytosis, thus demonstrating that it is essential for 

vesicle formation and trafficking from the FP (García-Salcedo et al., 2004). 

MTs are composed of 13-18 protofilaments of alpha and beta tubulin heterodimers, 

assembled in a cylinder shape and measure 24 nm in diameter (Conde and Cáceres, 2009; 

Seebeck et al., 1983; Kohl and Gull, 1998).  
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Fig. 1.17 Thin section showing the MtQ, a specialized subset of MTs in T. brucei (Sherwin 

and Gull, 1989a) 

The MtQ (arrowheads) is associated with the ER membrane (white arrows). The FAZ 
filament (asterisk) is located close to the MtQ in between the sub-pellicular MT (sp MT). 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 1.18 Flagellar section (Langousis and Hill, 2014) 

Left panel: The flagellum contains the typical axonemal 9+2 MT organization and the PFR. 
The flagellum is attached to the cell body via the FAZ. The MtQ is positioned along the FAZ, 
associated with the ER (FER in the image). Right panel: Enumeration of the 9 doublets 
making up the axoneme and the different sections of the PFR. 
  

!
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MT can have a very dynamic plus-end, where new tubulin heterodimers can be added 

allowing the MT to grow (Kohl and Gull, 1998) (Fig.1.15, Fig.1.16). Studies on the polarity of 

the sub-pellicular MTs showed that they have their plus-end at the posterior end of the cell, 

and their minus-ends at the anterior of the cells (Robinson et al., 1995). Reversible post-

translational modifications (PTM) of tubulin normally act as stability markers for MT. 

Tyrosinated α-tubulin is a marker for dynamic assembly of new MT. On the contrary, stable 

MTs are normally detyrosinated and acetylated (Schneider et al., 1987; Sherwin and Gull, 

1989a). During the cell cycle new MTs are inserted in between pre-existing MTs, leading to a 

semi-conservative corset division during cytokinesis (Sherwin and Gull, 1989a). 

 

T. brucei possess the gene for γ-tubulin. An antibody against γ-tubulin shows some labelling 

at the BB (Scott et al., 1997; McKean, 2003) considered to be the MT organizing centre 

(MTOC), from which the flagellar axoneme originates. γ-tubulin is also found associated to 

the anterior end of the cells where minus-ends of MT are located, on a small specific subset 

of sub-pellicular MTs and one dot is visible in the nucleus of G1 cells. This dot duplicates and 

changes its shape to develop the mitotic spindle during mitosis (Scott et al., 1997). RNAi 

ablation of γ-tubulin does not impair the formation of the new flagellum but renders it 

immotile, since the central pair of MT is missing (McKean, 2003). 

 

ii) The microtubule quartet 

 

A set of four specialized MTs, called the MT quartet (MtQ), originates between the basal 

body and the pro-BB and make a half turn around the FP to reach the flagellar pocket collar 

(FPC) and runs up to the anterior end of the cell body. The MtQ shows inverted polarity 

compared to the sub-pellicular MTs. Interestingly, the MtQ is closely associated with the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and runs together with the FAZ filament (Flagellar Attachment 

Zone) all along the cell body (See Fig.1.17, Fig.1.18 left panel) (Sherwin and Gull, 1989a). In 

1969 (Taylor and Godfrey, 1969), for the first time, this special subset of four MTs was seen 

by EM and was named “subpellicular organelle”. Years later, a monoclonal antibody, 1B41, 

was produced that was specific for β-tubulin. Its localization, however, was not on all the sub-

pellicular MTs, but showed a punctuate staining along the flagellum on the cytoplasmic side. 

1B41 was therefore described as the first MtQ marker (Gallo et al., 1988), even though its 

definitive proof was not shown (such as immuno-gold labelling). To date, only two proteins, 

SpefI and TbPLK (Polo-like kinase), have been localized associated with the MtQ. 
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SpefI is a microtubule associated protein (MAP) located in a specific region of the MtQ, 

between the BB and the FPC (Gheiratmand et al., 2013). This protein has been identified via 

an immuno-isolation of the bi-lobe complex, with YFP-tagged LRRP1 and the results showed 

it to be essential in PCF. Its down-regulation by RNAi did not affect BB, kDNA and flagellum 

duplication, but affected their segregation and led to defects in cellular motility, biogenesis of 

the FPC, the bi-lobe and the FAZ (Gheiratmand et al., 2013). The morphological phenotypes 

observed upon SpefI RNAi included mostly generation of multinucleated cells, 1K2N cells, 

where the kDNA was duplicated but not segregated, and 2K2N cells with an incorrect 

positioning of the kDNA (NKKN or KKNN). The assembly of a new MtQ was inhibited, and 

this could explain the inhibited biogenesis of the FPC, the bi-lobe and the FAZ (Gheiratmand 

et al., 2013). This suggests an important role of the MtQ in the overall cytoskeleton 

organization. 

SpefI (also known as CLAMP) is a component of motile flagella, which is associated with MT 

and plays a role in MT stabilization (Dougherty et al., 2005). For example, in mice, SpefI is 

located in the sperm tail around the axoneme, and appears to be involved in flagellar 

biogenesis (Chan et al., 2005). In Xenopus laevis embryos, the MAP SpefI/CLAMP 

homologue plays a role in stabilizing MT during radial intercalation, a cell motility process by 

which cells move from an inner layer to an outer layer orthogonal to the plane of tissue. SpefI 

collaborates with the Par complex components to achieve this movement (Werner et al., 

2014).  

 

In early stages of the cell cycle, TbPLK localizes close to the kDNA and the BB, and up to 

the FPC on the MtQ (Ikeda and de Graffenried, 2012). At later cell stages, TbPLK is 

associated with the bi-lobe/hook complex and to the flagellar tip (de Graffenried et al., 2008). 

This protein has been associated with different functions like the biogenesis of the hook-

complex, BB segregation and cytokinesis. More details about TbPLK will be described in the 

Bi-lobe/hook complex section. 

 
iii) Microtubule associated proteins 

Proteins associated with microtubules are called MAPs (Microtubules Associated Proteins) 

and they often show repeated basic motifs involved in MT binding. These proteins can have 

distinct roles such as MT stabilization during polymerization, capping functions and linkers 

between MTs and other structures. Only a handful of MAPs have been characterized in T. 

brucei and they differ in their localization and roles:  

Gb4 is a cytoskeletal protein located at the posterior end of the microtubule array that form 

the cytoskeleton and serves as cap protein at the + end of the MTs (Rindisbacher et al., 

1993). 
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CAP15 and CAP17 are two low molecular mass MAPs, which localize at the anterior part of 

the sub-pellicular corset, but not in the flagellum or the mitotic spindle. They are located at 

the less dynamic part of the MT corset; they might therefore play a role is the stabilization of 

the MT. Their over-expression impaired correct cytokinesis, resulting in cells with 1K2N, 

zoids and mispositioned kDNA and nuclei (Vedrenne et al., 2002).  

MARP-1 and MARP-2 are composed of a short N-terminus, a long tandem of repeated 

sequences and a C-terminal MT-binding domain, and localize on the MT corset (Affolter et 

al., 1994; Affolter et al., 1994)  

WCB (the name comes from the antibody “whole cell body 1”) localizes between the sup-

pellicular MT and the plasma membrane; its down-regulation creates, mainly, defects in 

cytokinesis (Baines and Gull, 2008).  

The protein p60 is a MAP that can also interact with membranes, and might cross-link MT 

and membrane vesicles (Seebeck et al., 1988). MARP (p320), with more than 50 repeats of 

38 amino acids, localizes on the entire length of the sub-pellicular MT, but not on the flagellar 

axoneme (Schneider et al., 1988). I/6 and p52 localize on the sub-pellicular MTs and might 

be involved in cross-linking of MTs (Detmer et al., 1997; Balaban et al., 1995; Balaban et al., 

1989). p15A contains 16 tandem repeats and co-localizes specifically with sup-pellicular MT 

and cross-links the MT to the membrane through its hydrophobic regions (Rasooly and 

Balaban, 2002). 

So far, only TbSAXO has been described as a flagellum-specific MAP, and is a MAP6-

related protein involved in MT stabilisation. TbSAXO may play a role in flagellum motility 

(Dacheux et al., 2012). 

 

Another class of MAPs are the so-called motile MAPs. It contains the superfamilies of motor 

proteins like kinesins and dyneins, which can move on MTs via ATP hydrolysis and can 

transport cargo (Marx et al., 2006). 

 

b2) The flagellum, structure and roles in the cell cycle and morphology 

 

In kinetoplastid parasites, the flagellum is of major importance for their motility, but also for 

signalling, pathogenicity and cell division (Fridberg et al., 2007; Vaughan and Gull, 2003; Hill, 

2010; Vaughan, 2010).  

The flagellum movement is driven by bi-helical, left- and right-handed waves along its long 

axis (Rodríguez et al., 2009). It is an essential organelle in both BSF and PCF parasites. The 

flagellum functions as a sensory organelle and can transfer proteins via the fusion of the 

flagellar membrane of two flagella (Imhof et al., 2016). 
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Assembly of a new flagellum is directed by the old one (Moreira-Leite et al., 2001) and is 

involved in correct cell division, which occurs by binary fission in between the old and the 

new flagellum. 

The flagellum exits the parasite from the flagellar pocket (FP) and follows a defined left-

handed helical path, remaining attached throughout the entire length of the cell body via the 

FAZ, and with a small part being free to beat (Rodríguez et al., 2009). Unlike in axenic 

amastigote Leishmania that have a very short flagellum, T. brucei flagellum remains at least 

as long as the cell body throughout the entire life cycle.  

 
The flagellum can be described as four main structures or compartments: the axoneme, the 

Paraflagellar rod (PFR), the flagellar matrix, and the flagellar membrane. These structures 

and compartments are described below. 

 
i) The basal bodies and the axoneme 

Flagella and cilia share some morphological and structural characteristics (compared in 

section III. of this chapter) that also render T. brucei a good model organism to study 

ciliopathies. 

 
In G1 cells, a mature basal body (BB) and an associated pro-basal (pBB) body are located 

beneath the base of the FP, where the flagellum will originate from the BB. The BB is 

composed of a proximal zone containing 9 triplets of microtubules without a central pair. The 

triplets are composed of a complete A-tubule and incomplete B- and C-tubules. A transition 

zone with 9 doublets without a central pair (9 + 0) follows the proximal zone. At the distal end 

of the transition zone is the basal plate that contains the minus-end of the microtubule central 

pair of the axoneme that will extend from there (McKean, 2003). The pBB is located close to 

the BB and is composed of the proximal zone (9 + 0) only (Lacomble et al., 2010; Vaughan 

and Gull, 2016). During cell cycle progression, in the G1/S transition, the pBB matures and 

extends the transition zone within the FP to, later, build a new flagellum, and two new pBBs 

are created. The new BB and pBB rotate then anticlockwise around the old flagellum, and 

the new flagellum continues its elongation (Lacomble et al., 2010). 

 
The axoneme originates from the basal plate of the mature BB and shows the classical 9 + 2 

organization of motile cilia (9 doublets and a central pair of MTs). Each of the 9 doublets is 

composed of a complete A-microtubule consisting of 13 protofilaments, and a B-microtubule 

of 11 protofilaments connected by nexin bridges (green arrows in Fig.1.18 right panel). The 

axonemal MTs display an inverted polarity compared with the sub-pellicular MTs but the 

same polarity as of the MtQ (Robinson et al., 1995). Finally, radial spokes connect the 9 

doublets to the central pair of MT (Fig.1.18 right panel with MT numbers). 
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Fig. 1.19 Axoneme and PFR of T. brucei (Hughes et al., 2012) 
The organization of the flagellum of T. brucei is represented in this picture. The axoneme is 
composed of 9 doublets of MT (numbers) and a central pair (CP). The PFR lies along the 
axoneme and is divided into three sections: proximal (P), intermediate (I) and distal (D). 
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The machinery responsible for flagellum assembly is called Intra Flagellar Transport (IFT). Its 

first description was in 1993 in Chlamydomonas (Kozminski et al., 1993). 

Two families of proteins are involved in this transport machinery: kinesins and dyneins. The 

anterograde transport, from the BB to the tip of the flagellum, is fulfilled by kinesins. They 

move along the MTs and can bring cargo to the distal tip of the flagellum. Dyneins, on the 

other hand, are responsible for the retrograde transport and bring cargo from the tip of the 

flagellum back to the BB. In T. brucei the MT doublets 3 to 4 and 7 to 8 are used for IFT 

(Morga and Bastin, 2013), and recently it has been demonstrated that the ITF in 

Chlamydomonas can occur on the same doublet, with the anterograde transport on B-

microtubules, whereas the retrograde transport on the A-microtubules (Stepanek and Pigino, 

2016). 

Two complexes of IFT proteins can be distinguished: 1) ITF-A complex contains at least five 

proteins involved in retrograde transport (IF-144, 140, 139, 122, 43) and 2) ITF-B complex: 

11 proteins carrying out the anterograde transport (for example: kinesin-2, IFT-20, 27, 52, 

57/55, 80, 88, 172) (Morga and Bastin, 2013; Taschner et al., 2012). 

 

ii) The ParaFlagellar Rod 

 

Discovered by Keith Vickerman in 1962 (Vickerman, 1962), the paraflagellar rod (PFR) is a 

lattice-like structure contained within the flagellar membrane, which elongates close to the 

axoneme once the flagellum has exited the FP (Kohl and Gull, 1998). The PFR can be 

divided in three sub-domains: proximal, intermediate and distal domains, corresponding to 

their position relative to the axoneme. The proximal domain is always found on the side of 

doublets 4 to 7 of the axoneme, whereas the distal part is linked to the FAZ (Fig.1.18 right 

panel, Fig.1.19). Direct connections between the PFR and axonemal dyneins have been 

observed, suggesting a mechanism by which mechano-chemical signals may be transmitted 

from the PFR to axonemal dyneins (Hughes et al., 2012). The authors also proposed that the 

PFR could function as a biomechanical spring, able to store and transmit energy derived 

from axonemal beating. 

The PFR is a very resistant structure, which is maintained during flagellar isolation. The main 

protein components of this structure are PFR-A and PFR-C (Kohl et al., 1999), whilst at least 

20 other PFR proteins have been identified (Portman et al., 2009). A yeast-two-hybrid 

approach demonstrated the protein-protein interaction network within the PFR structure 

(Lacomble et al., 2009). Importantly, the PFR structure is essential for flagellar motility and 

cell motility in PCF and BSF (Broadhead et al., 2006), as shown in the snl-1 mutant strain 

(Bastin et al., 1998). Cell growth appeared normal but the cells sedimented to the bottom of 

the wells, appearing to be paralysed, because of the drastic decrease in flagellum beating.  
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Thin sections analysed by EM revealed the absence of the intermediate and distal part of the 

PFR in snl-1 mutants (Bastin et al., 1998). 

 

iii) The flagellar matrix 

 

The flagellar matrix is the luminal compartment of the flagellum. In 2011 a flagellar proteome 

was published. This proteome made a distinction between surface proteins (membrane) from 

matrix proteins (soluble). The matrix proteome included 666 proteins, many of them were 

annotated with putative functions related to cell signalling, one of the roles played by the 

flagellum (Oberholzer et al., 2011). The list of the identified matrix proteins included many 

putative kinases. However, more than half of the identified proteins had no predicted 

functions, thereby revealing the large amount of work that still needs to be done to 

understand the biology of T. brucei. 

 

iv) The flagellar membrane 

 

The flagellar surface proteome was published in 2011 (Oberholzer et al., 2011) and included 

158 proteins, more than half of them without predicted functions. These proteins were 

enriched for predicted TMD and most of the known flagellar membrane proteins were present 

within this list. Moreover, this flagellar surface proteome was depleted from IFT (intra-

flagellar transport) proteins, proving its quality and reliability. The proteins showing predicted 

functions included mostly transporter-related activities (Oberholzer et al., 2011). 

Recently, it has been shown that the fusion of the flagellar membranes is a mechanism for 

protein exchange between trypanosomes (Imhof et al., 2016). 

 

v) The Flagella connector 

 

The new flagellum is always positioned posterior to the old one and its distal tip is connected, 

during its entire elongation in PCF, to the old flagellum via the Flagella Connector (FC), a 

dynamic and mobile transmembrane complex (Moreira-Leite et al., 2001; Höög et al., 2016). 

Only two components of the FC are known to date: TbPLK (a polo-like kinase) (Ikeda and de 

Graffenried, 2012), and FC1 (McAllaster et al., 2015). Thanks to AB1, the only antibody 

recognizing the FC, the Gull laboratory demonstrated that when the FC reaches a specific 

point on the old flagellum the complex is disassembled and stops migrating, but the flagellum 

continues its growth (Briggs et al., 2004). 
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Fig. 1.20 FAZ organization (Sunter and Gull, 2016) 
The FAZ is the physical link between the FAZ filament within the cell body, the plasma 
membrane and the flagellar membrane. The FAZ originates above the FP and runs along the 
MtQ up to the anterior end of the cell body (left). On the right, a schematic representation of 
the known proteins of the FAZ and their localization. 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.21 The Tripartite Attachment Complex of T. brucei (Matthews, 2005; modified 

Hoffmann et al., 2016, Robinson and Gull, 1991) 

The TAC represents a physical link between the kDNA and the BB (in brackets in A, B). The 
proteins identified in this region are represented in the cartoon in (B). (C) The proof that the 
kDNA was physically attached to the BB was provided by the isolation of flagella carrying the 
mitochondrial DNA.  
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In the BSF there is no FC per se, but the flagellar tip, during flagellum elongation, is located 

in a small invagination of the plasma membrane called the groove. The authors hypothesize 

that this groove, closely associated to the MtQ, plays the same role as the FC (Hughes et al., 

2013). 

 

b3) The Flagellum Attachment Zone 

 

The Flagellar Attachment Zone (FAZ) is a complex structure that runs all along the cell body 

of trypanosomes with the task of maintaining the flagellum attached to the cell body (Kohl et 

al., 1999; Woods et al., 1989; Sunter and Gull, 2016). FAZ was first reported in 1976 when 

Hogan and colleagues described it as miniatura maculae adherentes (Hogan and Patton, 

1976). The FAZ creates a physical link between the cell body and the flagellum with three 

main domains (the FAZ flagellum domain, the intercellular domain, and the FAZ filament 

domain) (Fig.1.20 left panel). The FAZ-filament originates above the FP and runs parallel to 

the MtQ up to the anterior end of the cell body.  

Some examples of FAZ components are listed here: FAZ1, CC2D and FLA1 are associated 

with the FAZ filament (Fig.1.20 right panel) (Kohl et al., 1999; Vaughan et al., 2008; Zhou et 

al., 2011; LaCount et al., 2002; Rotureau et al., 2014). FLA1BP connects the plasma 

membrane with the flagellar membrane (Sun et al., 2013). FLAM3 and ClpGM6 are located 

inside the flagellum (Rotureau et al., 2014; Hayes et al., 2014) (Fig.1.20 right panel). 

 

The FAZ complex is essential, firstly to maintain the flagellum attached to the cell body, but 

also to play a role in organelle positioning, and defining the positioning of the cleavage furrow 

during cytokinesis, which starts from the anterior end of the cell (Sherwin and Gull, 1989a). 

Binary fission occurs in between the two flagella and is dictated by the FAZ positioning 

(Robinson et al., 1995).  

Many components of the FAZ are essential for parasite survival or for proper cytokinesis. It 

has been shown that cells with a shorter FAZ can still divide but not in a proper way, and 

cells in which the flagellum is detached and the FAZ is absent show impaired cytokinesis 

(Kohl et al., 2003). 
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b4) The Tripartite Attachment Complex 

 

A highly ordered trans-membranous structure called the Tripartite Attachment Complex 

(TAC) allows the connection between the mitochondrial DNA (kDNA) and the BB. The 

physical attachment between the kDNA and the BB was shown for the first time in 1991 

(Robinson and Gull, 1991) (Fig.1.21C); the name TAC came some years later, in 2003 

(Ogbadoyi et al., 2003). This complex is composed by three sub-domains 1) the exclusion 

zone, 2) a differentiated mitochondrial membrane, and 3) the unilateral filaments (Fig.1.21A, 

B). The exclusion zone links the BB to the differentiated mitochondrial membrane and does 

not contain cytoplasmic ribosomes (for this reason it has the name exclusion zone). The 

differentiated mitochondrial inner membrane (IMM) does not show any cristae and looks 

more parallel to the outer membrane (OMM) than the rest of the mitochondrial membrane. 

The unilateral filaments connect the kDNA with this differentiated mitochondrial membrane. 

The TAC is present throughout the whole cell cycle and this explains why the kDNA is 

always found close to the BB, at the base of the flagellum, and why the kDNA can be 

isolated together with flagella (Robinson and Gull, 1991; Ogbadoyi et al., 2003). 

 

Currently, five proteins have been identified as part of the TAC. The protein p197 

(Gheiratmand et al., 2013) is found in the exclusion zone. A monoclonal antibody, mAb22, 

also labels the exclusion zone, but so far the target protein has not been identified 

(Bonhivers et al., 2008a). TAC40 and TAC65 are found in the OMM (Schnarwiler et al., 2014; 

Käser et al., 2016; Niemann et al., 2013), whereas p166 is localized in the IMM (Zhao et al., 

2008). Recently, TAC 102 has been found on the unilateral filaments area (Trikin et al., 2016; 

Hoffmann et al., 2016) (see Fig.1.21B). 

 

Since one of the essential roles of the flagellum is parasite movement, several flagellar 

proteomes have been performed in order to identify proteins that can serve as novel drug 

targets. In 2006, the first flagellar proteome, starting with the flagellar axoneme, PFR and BB 

allowed the identification of more than 500 proteins (Broadhead et al., 2006). More recently, 

two proteomic analyses allowed the identification of flagellar surface and matrix proteins 

(Oberholzer et al., 2011; Subota et al., 2014).  

In the first proteome, 331 proteins were identified and 208 of them were trypanosomatid-

specific. Oberholzer and colleagues made a distinction between flagellar surface proteins 

and flagellar matrix proteins; they identified 158 and 666 proteins respectively. In the most 

recent proteome, 751 flagellar proteins have been identified and among them, 212 non-

previously associated with flagella. This shows that a lot of work should still be done to better 

characterize this important trypanosome organelle. 
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Fig. 1.22 Electron Microscopy and Tomography analysis of the FP region of T. brucei 

(Lacomble et al., 2009). 

A) Thin section of T. brucei showing the asymmetrical shape of the FP, and the Golgi 
apparatus positioned on the larger side, symmetrical to the pBB. B) Tomographic 
reconstruction of the FP area with the major membranes and cytoskeletal regions. 
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b5) The Flagellar Pocket  

 

The flagellum exits the cell body from a MT-free zone, corresponding to a small invagination 

of the plasma membrane. This invagination is called the Flagellar Pocket (FP). The FP 

membrane represents around 5% of the total cell surface area (Overath and Engstler, 2004; 

Engstler et al., 2004) (Fig.1.22).  

 

The FP is the only site where endocytosis and exocytosis processes occur, and is therefore 

essential for parasite survival. In BSF, host-produced antibodies against, and attached to, the 

VSGs are eliminated from the surface of the parasite and internalized into the FP by 

hydrodynamic forces produced by the forward motion of trypanosomes. The 

immunoglobulins are then separated from the VSGs and degraded, whereas VSGs are 

recycled back to the surface (Webster et al., 1990; Engstler et al., 2004). This process is 

extremely rapid, with the entire VSG coat being recycled in approximately 12.5 minutes 

(Overath and Engstler, 2004). The endo- / exocytotic activity in BSF is higher than in PCF, 

because of the high rate of VSG recycling, to escape the host immune system (Engstler et 

al., 2004). 

 

Endocytosis is restricted to the FP area located at the posterior end of the cell (Fig.1.23 A). 

In BSF, actin is involved in vesicle formation and trafficking (García-Salcedo et al., 2004). In 

the endocytotic pathway, once material has bound to a receptor on the FP membrane, it is 

endocytosed in a clathrin coated-vesicles class I (CCV I) and reaches the early endosomes 

(EE) characterized by the presence of the RAB5 GTPase. These vesicles can then migrate 

to the late endosomes (LE – characterized by the presence of RAB7) and reach finally the 

lysosomes for degradation. Lysosomes are identified by the present of p67 (see Fig.1.23 B). 

The EE can also be recycled into recycling endosomes (RE – containing the protein RAB11) 

returning to the FP to be exocytosed. A protein of the endocytic pathway, TbMBAP1, has 

been found in all the three compartments: EE, LE and RE, but absent in lysosomes (Engstler 

et al., 2005). 

Moreover, EE and RE can produce smaller vesicles (CCV class II), which collect fluid phase 

material and can, perhaps, directly reach the lysosomes (Overath and Engstler, 2004).  

It has been demonstrated that the endocytic activity of the FP is regulated by a 

phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinase present at the neck of the pocket (Demmel et al., 

2014). 

 

Since the endocytic process in T. brucei exclusively occurs in a clathrin-mediated fashion, an 

interactome of Clathrin has been performed in order to provide insight in the endocytic  
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Fig. 1.23 Endo- and Exocytosis processes within T. brucei (Overath and Engstler, 2004) 

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis enables the internalization of material into the cell through the 
FP. Clathrin-coated Vesicles type I (CCV I) migrates from early endosomes (EE) to late 
endosomes (LE) and finally to lysosomes (L). From early and late endosomes, the vesicles 
can also be recycled, reaching firstly the recycling endosome (RE) and then being 
exocytosed. 
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system (Field et al., 2012); from this study a list of Clathrin Associated Proteins (CAPs) 

candidates has been made. TbCAP100, TbCAP161 and TbHsc70 have been further 

characterized and localized in the endocytic pathways, and the interaction with Clathrin is 

clearly supported by experimental data (Field et al., 2012). 

Very few FP proteins have been identified and characterized. Among them, for example, the 

CRAM (Cysteine Rich Acid trans-Membrane) protein has been identified and serves as a 

lipoprotein receptor (Lee et al., 1990; Zheng et al., 1999), and the hetero-dimer transferrin 

receptor (TfR), encoded by ESAG6 and ESAG7 (Salmon et al., 1994), serves to internalize 

Fe3+-Transferrin complex (Steverding et al., 1995). Recently, Gadelha and colleagues 

published a surface proteome of the FP in BSF (Gadelha et al., 2015). They detected more 

than 200 proteins that are, with high confidence, located at the FP surface. To validate the 

proteome, 23 proteins, without predicted functions, were tested for their localization and 12 of 

them localized at the FP, 6 at the endosomes, and 5 elsewhere. 

 

In addition to exocytosis through the FP, the secretomes of T. b. brucei and T. b. gambiense 

have been published (Atyame Nten et al., 2010; Geiger et al., 2010). The secreted proteins 

(also called ESP = expressed/secreted proteins) could be divided into functional groups, 

suggesting a role of defence by these proteins against the host, or at least a protein 

exchange mechanism between parasites (Geiger et al., 2010). By EM analysis it was clearly 

shown that the parasites were able to secrete micro-vesicles (50-100 nm) from the coated 

plasma membrane and the flagellum. These micro-vesicles excreted cytosolic and plasma 

membrane proteins, whereas proteins of intracellular organelles were not detected (Geiger et 

al., 2010). Moreover, it has been demonstrated that cell-cell communication occurs via 

membranous nano-tube like structures, connecting two cells, and by the release of extra-

cellular vesicles (EVs), a sort of exosome. These EVs are endocytosed at the FP through a 

receptor-independent process. This enables an efficient transfer of virulence factors, such as 

SRA of T. b. rhodesiense to T. b. brucei, rendering the latter resistant to human serum 

(Szempruch et al., 2016).  

 

The new FP originates from the existing FP, in a highly coordinated fashion with BB 

duplication and segregation (Vaughan and Gull, 2016). 

 

In the FP region, four sub-domains of the same membrane, with different structural and 

biochemical properties, are in close proximity: flagellar, FP, neck, and plasma membrane 

(Lacomble et al., 2009; Borst and Fairlamb, 1998). They differ in the density of 

intramembrane particles (IMP), such as integral membrane proteins (Gadelha et al., 2009). 
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The FP appears uniformly involved in endocytosis, but, when this process is blocked, 

markers for fluid-phase and receptor-mediated endocytosis accumulate in a specific region of 

the pocket, associated with the MtQ. This region connects the flagellar pocket lumen to the 

extracellular space and is called the neck channel. In this membranous region, no clathrin-

coated vesicles are formed to be endocytosed (Gadelha et al., 2009). 

The neck region has a cylindrical shape slightly bigger in diameter than the flagellum and 

represents the connection between the internal FP membrane and the external plasma 

membrane (Lacomble et al., 2009). As for the FP, the sub-pellicular MTs do not invade the 

neck region. 

 

Recently, 3D reconstructions of the FP from whole cell tomography analysis allowed fine 

localisation of several cytoskeletal structures located at and close to the FP (Lacomble et al., 

2009). 

The FP, also defined as an asymmetric balloon, is associated with two different cytoskeletal 

structures: the collarette and the Flagellar Pocket Collar (FPC). The collarette is an annulus-

shaped region composed of transitional fibres that links the flagellar membrane to the FP 

membrane at the base of the FP (Lacomble et al., 2009). (Fig.1.22 B) On the opposite site, at 

the flagellum exit point, is the FPC, which encloses the plasma membrane around the 

flagellum (Fig.1.24) (Sherwin and Gull, 1989a; Bonhivers et al., 2008b, Lacomble et al., 

2009). Distal to the FPC is the neck region, which is associated with the beginning of the 

FAZ and the Golgi apparatus (Lacomble et al., 2009; Henley et al., 1978) and where the MtQ 

joins the sub-pellicular MT array. A single MT is present at the neck region and extends 

shortly along the FAZ, on the opposite site of the MtQ (Fig.1.24 A) (Lacomble et al., 2009). It 

is located between the beginning of the FAZ and before the beginning of the PFR, but its 

function is unknown. 

 

Note: Epimastigote T. cruzi parasites possess, additionally to the FP, the cytostome and the 

cytopharynx that serve as endocytotic organelles. A mechanism of vesicle release from the 

plasma membrane has also been observed (Bayer-Santos et al., 2013). As in the other 

Trypanosomatids, Leishmania parasites possess a FP. Despite that the knowledge of the 

presence of this structure for many years, the 3D organization of the pocket is not well 

known. Recent tomography analysis in L. mexicana brought some insights into the FP 

organization. The cytoskeletal structures are very similar to those of T. brucei although some 

rearrangements of FAZ proteins occur in L. mexicana amastigotes (Wheeler et al., 2016). 
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Fig. 1.24 Tomography of the FP region in T. brucei (Lacomble et al., 2009) 
(A) Membranes were excluded to visualize only the cytoskeletal elements in the FP area. 
The MtQ (blue) originates from the BB region, crosses the FPC (pink) and elongates along 
the FAZ filament (red dot). The neck MT (green) follows the FAZ from the FPC up to the 
beginning of the PFR. In (G) The FP region is visualized with the FP membrane, showing the 
MtQ wrapping around the FP and crossing the FPC and (G), rotated 180°, shows the FPC as 
an open-ring traversed by the MtQ. 
 

       

Fig. 1.25 The hook complex in T. brucei (Esson et al., 2012) 
(A) Scheme representing the hook-complex with MORN1/LRRP1 in green and Centrin 4 in 
orange, which sits on FPC (BILBO1 in pink). The MORN1/LRRP1 tail runs along the MtQ 
(blue) and Centrin 4 runs along the FAZ (red dots). (B) The view of the hook complex from 
the top (i), the bottom (ii), the left (iii), and the right (iv). (C)YFP-MORN1 assumes a hook-
shaped structure, which sits on the FPC and elongates along the flagellum. 
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b6) The Bi-lobe or Hook complex 

 

The bi-lobe is a cytoskeletal structure (cytoskeletal in the meaning that it remains associated 

with the cytoskeleton after detergent extraction), first described in 2005 (He et al., 2005), with 

the localization of Centrin2, a protein required for Golgi duplication. Centrin4 was found, in 

addition to the bi-lobe localization, at the basal body, together with Centrin2 (Shi et al., 2008). 

Both Centrins were found to be essential for parasite survival. Down-regulation of Centrin-2 

impairs Golgi duplication, whereas RNAi of Centrin-4 leads to rapid accumulation of 

multinucleated cells, zoids and 1K2N cells (He et al., 2005), (Shi et al., 2008). 

 

The bi-lobe structure measures approximately 2 µm in length and, interestingly, is not visible 

after negative staining of cells, whilst the FPC appears as an electron dense structure 

(Sherwin and Gull, 1989b; Morriswood and Schmidt, 2015; Esson et al., 2012) (Fig.1.25). 

 

The name bi-lobe originates from the shape of this structure, which is composed by two arms 

or lobes. One arm shows shape similarities to a fish-hook, which, recently, influenced 

Morriswood to re-name the structure: the Hook complex (Morriswood, 2015). Two of the 

most characterized proteins, which localize uniquely at the hook-complex, are MORN1 and 

LRRP1. Additional seven MORN1 neighbours or partners have been identified, as, and 

localize within the hook-complex (Esson et al., 2012). 

 

MORN1 (Membrane Occupation and Recognition Nexus) has a highly repetitive primary 

sequence. It assumes a hook-shaped structure that sits on top of the FPC (Fig.1.25). Its 

anterior end is elongated and runs parallel to the FAZ filament on the MtQ side, whereas the 

hook part partially co-localizes with BILBO1 at the base of the FP neck (Esson et al., 2012; 

Gheiratmand et al., 2013). In PCF, MORN1 knock-down only leads to a mild growth defect, 

without particularly affecting cell morphology (Morriswood et al., 2009). However, in BSF, 

MORN1 is an essential protein, which, upon depletion, rapidly leads to cell death 

(Morriswood and Schmidt, 2015). Morphologically, MORN1 RNAi induces the so called “big 

eye” phenotype, where the FP becomes enlarged, typically associated with a failure in 

endocytosis. Dextran was tested as a fluid-phase endocytosis marker and resulted in its 

accumulation in the FP. Concanavalin A, used as a receptor-mediated endocytosis marker, 

accumulated in a specific spot on the cell surface. Interestingly, this accumulation spot 

coincided with the localization of MORN1 and the neck channel (Gadelha et al., 2009).  
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It was thus suggested that MORN1 could be responsible for holding the neck channel open 

(Morriswood, 2015) and the neck channel could be responsible for a size-exclusion 

mechanism (Gadelha et al., 2009). 

MORN1 has not yet been characterized in other Trypanosomatids. 

 

LRRP1 (Leucine Rich Repeated Protein1), another component of the hook complex, has 

been identified via a proteome analysis (Zhou et al., 2010) in which flagellar associated 

structures, like the BBs, the FPC and the hook complex were isolated and analysed by mass 

spectrometry. LRRP1 is essential in PCF and is required for hook-complex duplication and 

cell division. Moreover, LRRP1 down regulation is inhibiting the duplication of the Golgi 

apparatus and of the FAZ, resulting in flagellum detachment. LRRP1 RNAi also seems to 

have an effect on FPC segregation (Zhou et al., 2010). Furthermore, LRRP1 is able to 

interact with the small GTPase Ran and a Ran-binding protein like (RanBPL) forming a 

complex involved in the regulation of Ran-GTP hydrolysis. Interestingly, the three proteins 

interact in vivo, but the complex could not be observed by IF with endogenous level of 

protein in the parasite. However, their interaction was confirmed by Y2H and pull-down 

assays (Brasseur et al., 2014). 

 

A list of novel hook-complex candidates has been recently obtained via a proximity-

dependent biotin identification (BioID) approach (Roux et al., 2012). In this technique, the 

protein of interest, MORN1, was tagged with a mutated version of the bacterial biotin ligase 

(BirA*). Cells expressing BirA*-MORN1 were incubated with an excess of biotin, a soluble B-

vitamin, and the reaction between the enzyme and biotin allowed the indiscriminate 

biotinylation (the covalently addition of biotin) of neighbours or interacting partners of 

MORN1. The biotinylated proteins were then affinity-purified with streptavidin-coated beads 

and analysed by mass spectrometry. This method allowed the identification of at least 7 

proteins localizing at the hook-complex (Morriswood et al., 2013). Moreover, this work 

provided a valid T. brucei-adapted version of the BioID technique that can surely be used to 

identify interaction or neighbour partners of other proteins. 

 

An additional protein has been found to be transiently associated with the hook-complex: a 

polo-like kinase (PLK). An affinity–purified antibody raised again TbPLK localizes it at the tip 

of the new FAZ. In early cell stages, the protein is found in a structure close to the kDNA and 

on the MtQ up to the FPC. During cell cycle progression, the elongation of the new flagellum 

allows TbPLK to move with the flagellum tip toward the anterior end of the cell (de 

Graffenried et al., 2008). TbPLK has been shown to be the responsible for Centrin2 

phosphorylation on serine 54. This phosphorylation occurs when TbPLK is located at the  
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Fig. 1.26 The Flagellar Pocket Collar seen as electron-dense material (Sherwin and Gull, 

1989a). 
The FPC is indicated (arrow-head) as an electron dense structure, located around the FP 
neck, enclosing the FP membrane at the flagellum exit site. 
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hook-complex, and it is essential for the correct hook-complex-duplication (de Graffenried et 

al., 2013). The down-regulation of TbPLK via RNAi induced defects in cytokinesis, 

kinetoplast mispositioning, accumulation of multi-nucleated cells and detachment of the 

flagellum (de Graffenried et al., 2008). The lack of TbPLK also resulted in a perturbation of 

the hook-complex structure (elongated, non-divided hook structure or short unorganized 

hook-complex). 

 
b7) The Flagellar Pocket Collar 

 
Located at the neck of the FP on the cytoplasmic side, there is a cytoskeletal structure called 

the Flagellar Pocket Collar (FPC), which maintains the FP membrane enclosed around the 

flagellum. This structure is visible by electron-microscopy as electron-dense material 

(Fig.1.26) (Henley et al., 1978; Sherwin and Gull, 1989b). 

 
The FPC measures around 500 nm in diameter and makes the link between the FP, the 

flagellar and the plasma membranes. The MtQ, which wraps around the FP and elongates 

along the FAZ, traverses the FPC (see Fig.1.24) at the base of the FP neck. The hook-

complex, not visible as electron-dense material by EM, sits on the FPC (Fig.1.25). 

The FPC can be described as a structure which maintains the flagellar and FP neck 

membranes in close contact. 

 
The FPC remained an enigmatic structure in its composition and function, until the 

identification of BILBO1, a scaffold protein necessary for the FPC and for FP biogenesis 

(Bonhivers et al., 2008b). I will present BILBO1 in more details below. 

 
c) BILBO1: identification and characterisation 

 

The Robinson laboratory, in an attempt to identify minor, but essential, flagellar proteins of T. 

brucei, decided to immunize mice with an extract of flagellar proteins previously separated by 

SDS-PAGE, and to produce subsequent monoclonal antibodies. One monoclonal antibody 

(Mab22) recognized the TAC, but also a structure at the neck of the FP (Bonhivers et al., 

2008a) (Fig.1.21 Fig.1.27). 

Immuno-blot analysis using Mab22 showed multiple bands (Fig.1.27), and mass 

spectrometry allowed the laboratory to identify several proteins (p99, p67.5 and BILBO1 

corresponding to Tb927.11.10540, Tb927.8.6660 (now known as PFC1 - Portman et al., 

2009), and Tb927.11.12150, respectively) (Fig.1.27). Their respective ORF were cloned and 

the proteins were individually expressed in bacteria and   
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Fig. 1.27 The discovery of BILBO1 in T. brucei  
(a) Schematic view of BILBO1. EF-Hand domains are highlighted in green, whereas the CC-
domain is marked in blue. (b) Immunofluorescence analysis with the monoclonal antibody 
Mab22 showed two signals: one located at the TAC region (arrowhead), between the kDNA 
and the BB, and the second signal was located at the FPC (arrow). (c) The Immunoblot 
analysis of Mab22 revealed multiple bands, which were analysed by Mass Spectrometry and 
allowed the identification of three proteins. 
 
 

                 
Fig. 1.28 BILBO1 localization in T. brucei (Bonhivers et al., 2008b) 

(A) Immunofluorescence analysis of BILBO1-GFP localizes it as an open ring/horseshoe at 
the FPC. (B) Immuno-EM on Wild Type cells with an anti-BILBO1 antibody, localizes it at the 
FPC, in an open ring shape. An unstained region is marked with an arrow. 
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purified to produce specific antibodies in mice (Bonhivers et al., 2008a). One of these 

proteins was named BILBO1 because of the ring-shape of the structure labelled by 

immunofluorescence and immuno-electron microscopy using the monoclonal antibody 

(5F2B3) directed against the protein (Bonhivers et al., 2008a). Overexpression of a GFP-

tagged version of BILBO1 labelling and immuno-gold EM showed a nice FPC (Fig.1.28) 

(Bonhivers et al., 2008b). 

 

BILBO1 is a protein of 564 amino acids long (67.3 kDa) with a pI of 5.63. Since its discovery, 

more data have been obtained concerning its molecular structure and function. These data 

will be presented in detail in chapter “3. Results” and will be discussed together with the data 

obtained by the group of Gang Dong (MPFL, Austria) (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a; Vidilaseris et 

al., 2014b). Briefly, bioinformatics analysis identified a N-terminal domain (NTD - aa1-110) of 

unknown function, two EF-hand calcium-binding domains (EFHs - aa183-249), a long coiled-

coil domain (CC - aa263-566), and a Leucine Zipper domain (LZ - aa534-578) (Fig.1.27 a). 

This gene is specific to Trypanosomatids and orthologues have been found in other 

kinetoplastids such as L. major, T. cruzi and T. b. gambiense. 

 

In 2008, the first functional characterization of BILBO1 revealed its essentiality in both PCF 

and BSF (Bonhivers et al., 2008b). Additionally, a high-throughput RNAi screening of the 

entire T. brucei genome, carried out in 2011, confirmed its essentialness for proper cell 

survival (Alsford et al., 2011). 

 

Efficient BILBO1 down-regulation by RNAi in PCF leads to previously un-observed 

morphological and lethal phenotypes: the cells were blocked at the 2K2N stage and their 

posterior ends were elongated and associated with a new flagellum that was not attached 

along the cell body (Fig.1.29 a, b) (Bonhivers et al., 2008b). Surprisingly, the new flagellum 

was not associated with a new FP, and cytoskeletal structures such as the new FPC and the 

new FAZ were not observed (Fig.1.29 d, e). The new Golgi apparatus did not co-localize with 

the new flagellum suggesting that the Golgi-Hook-complex-Flagellum connections were also 

affected. However, the kinetoplast remained close to the basal body suggesting that the TAC 

structure was not affected (Fig.1.29 b, d, e). Additionally, no distinct MtQ microtubules were 

observed adjacent to the new BB, but a cytoplasmic MT was occasionally observed. Overall, 

BILBO1 RNAi blocked the biogenesis of a new FPC and FP, together with other cytoskeletal 

structures (MtQ, FAZ), but did not affect flagellum biogenesis, as the flagellum appeared 

normal in structure (presence of the PFR) and function (the new flagellum was motile) 

(Fig.1.29 b, c, e) (Bonhivers et al., 2008b). 
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Fig. 1.29 BILBO1 RNAi in PCF leads to peculiar phenotypes (Bonhivers et al., 2008b) 

(A) The efficiency of the RNAi system was determined by WB. Upon induction (+), BILBO1 
synthesis resulted decreased (upper blot); (lower blot) anti-PFR (L8C4) as a loading control. 
(B) The unusual phenotype observed upon BILBO1 RNAi, consists of cells with an elongated 
posterior end and a detached flagellum, lacking the FP. (C) A thin section of un-induced cells 
shows an electron dense material representing the collar (arrow), and the transition zone 
inside the pocket (arrowhead). (D, E) The new flagellum of cells induced 48h shows the 
transition zone outside the cell body and the absence of the FPC. 
 

                                  
Fig. 1.30 PCF WT cells vs BILBO1 RNAi (Bonhivers et al., 2008b) 

On the left side, the normal conformation of the FP and FPC and the correct cell cycle of WT 
cells. On the right side, the cells upon BILBO1 RNAi induction: the new flagellum is detached 
and located at the very elongated posterior end of the cells. The new FP and FPC are not 
constructed and there is an accumulation of vesicles, caused by an impaired endo- 
exocytosis system. 
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BILBO1 was identified in the first T. brucei flagellar proteome (Broadhead et al., 2006) and 

more recently in a proteomic analysis of the hook-complex complex (Zhou et al., 2010). This 

confirms the close proximity between the hook complex and the FPC. 

 

The fact that a new FP was not formed upon BILBO1 RNAi induction in PCF, whilst the cell 

was duplicating (stage 2K2N), created problems in the endo- and exocytosis system 

resulting in an accumulation of vesicles in the cytoplasm. Finally, the BILBO1 RNAi analysis 

showed that the FPC has control over cell-cycle progression (Fig.1.30). 

 

In BSF parasites, BILBO1 down-regulation was also lethal, but with different morphological 

phenotypes: the cells 12h post-induction started rounding up, cell division was blocked and 

cells died. This rapid lethal phenotype might be related to the higher endocytosis activity of 

the FP in BSF compared with PCF (Natesan et al., 2007). 

 

Taken together all these results highlight the importance of BILBO1 as a cytoskeletal protein 

and its requirement for a proper FPC/FP biogenesis. The fact of being an essential 

component for parasite survival and replication renders BILBO1, and its connected 

cytoskeletal structures, an interesting to study and a valid drug target. 

 

c1) BILBO1, a multi-partner protein? 

 

Since BILBO1 is a very promising drug target, the Robinson laboratory decided to identify 

BILBO1 protein partners using two strategies. The first one consisted in a yeast-two-Hybrid 

(Y2H) screen against a genomic library of T. brucei, with BILBO1 as bait (this screen was 

performed by the Hybrigenics company). The second strategy consisted in purifying FPC 

structures (associated with other cytoskeletal structures) using the DHC1b RNAi mutant that 

is able to form a new FP/FPC but not a new axoneme (Kohl et al., 2003). The samples were 

analysed by LC-MS/MS generating what was call an “FPC-proteome” (unpublished data 

generated in the Robinson lab).  

Before my arrival in the laboratory, the protein candidates from the Y2H screen and the FPC-

proteome were crossed and some proteins were considered as FPC-candidates, and among 

them are: FPC4 and FPC5. 

 

FPC5 is a putative kinesin, which interact with BILBO1 (Florimond et al., 2015b), and that is 

the purpose of a post-doctoral project. 

FPC4 is a protein of interest was determined by the fact that it was a real challenge! Unlike 

some other putative FPC-BILBO1 partner proteins, FPC4 did not show any known or  
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Fig. 1.31 Major morphological events during PCF T. brucei cell cycle (McKean, 2003) based 

on (Sherwin and Gull, 1989b) and (Woodward and Gull, 1990). 
Duplication and segregation of kDNA and nuclear genomes do not occur simultaneously, but 
in a very coordinated way.  
(a) The trypanosome cell cycle is separated into nuclear and kinetoplast components. 
Kinetoplast replication (S) initiates before the nuclear S phase, but it is shorter and thus 
kinetoplast segregation (D) occurs before the onset of nuclear mitosis (M). (A) represents the 
phase during which BBs continue to move apart. 
 

 

 

Fig. 1.32 Comparison between PCF and BSF cell cycle (Wheeler et al., 2013) 

PCF (A-H) and BSF (I-O) stages, respectively, during the cell cycle:  
(A, I) G1 cell with a single attached flagellum. The exit point of the flagellum from the FP is 
marked with an arrow.  
(B, J) A new flagellum starts growing and extends from the FP (arrow). In PCF, the new 
flagellum is attached to the old one via the Flagellar Connector (FC), whereas in BSF it is 
embedded in the groove.  
(C, K-L) The FP of the new flagellum (arrow) is positioned posterior to the old FP 
(arrowhead). 
(D, M) Along the long axis a division fold is evident (arrow). In PCF the two flagella are still 
connected via the FC (D), but have grown free in BSF (M). 
(E-F, N) A division cleft has opened up between the two daughter cells. In PCF (E-F) the two 
flagella are still connected via the FC. 
(G-H, O): Pre-abscission stage. In PCF (G-H) the two daughter cells are attached by the 
posterior end of the old flagellum and the side of the new flagellum daughter via a connection 
bridge (circle). In BSF (O) the two parasites are connected posterior-to-posterior (circle). 
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predicted function from bioinformatics analysis. However, FPC4 remained an interesting 

protein because at the time I started my thesis it was not present in any flagellar proteome. 

Moreover, FPC4 is a kinetoplastid-specific protein and, as such, a potential drug target. 

 
d) Cell cycle – cell division 

d1) Organelles replication 

 

One of the features of this unicellular organism is that it possesses mostly single copy 

organelles. In the G1 phase, trypanosomes have one nucleus, one kDNA, one flagellum, one 

single large mitochondrion, and one Golgi apparatus. The duplication and segregation of 

these organelles is highly coordinated in order to obtain two identical daughter cells. It has 

been shown that mitochondrial and nuclear genomes do not replicate and segregate 

simultaneously, but in a coordinate way (Woodward and Gull, 1990). The first event of the 

cell cycle is the elongation of the pro-BB, followed by the elongation of the new flagellum. 

The kDNA replication starts before nuclear synthesis, and is noticeably shorter. The 

segregation of the two kDNAs occurs before nuclear mitosis. Almost simultaneously to the 

start of the nuclear mitosis, the formation of the pro-BBs occurs. The last step of the cell 

cycle is cytokinesis (Fig. 1.31 Fig. 1.32 Fig.1.33) (Woodward and Gull, 1990; McKean, 2003). 

 
It should be mentioned that trypanosomes, unlike higher eukaryotes, undergo a closed 

mitosis, meaning that the nuclear envelop does not disassemble during mitosis (Ogbadoyi et 

al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2014). Proteins and other molecules required during mitosis are 

transported in and out of the nucleus through the nuclear pores. T. brucei does not possess 

centrioles used in higher eukaryotes as mitotic poles. In T. brucei, the mitotic spindle is 

created within the nucleus and the two poles of the spindle are located at opposite sides in 

the nucleus. Two proteins have been associated with these two “spindle poles” and these are 

TbTLK1 (a kinase) and TbNup92 (a nuclear pore component) (Li et al., 2007; DeGrasse et 

al., 2009). TbTLK1 is more likely involved in the spindle formation, since its down regulation 

impairs spindle assembly. The function of TbNup92 remains elusive. In higher eukaryotes, 

the progression of the cell cycle is highly controlled by regulatory proteins such as cyclins, 

cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) and CDK inhibitors (CKI), acting as check points. In 

trypanosomes, 8 cyclins homologs and 6 CDKs have been identified. The down-regulation of 

2 cyclins results in defects in cell cycle progression (Li and Wang, 2003; Hammarton et al., 

2003). However, it has been shown that no checkpoint is present to prevent cytokinesis in 

case of errors in genome duplication or segregation, proven by chemical inhibition of nuclear 

S-phase or mitosis with rhizoxin (Ploubidou et al., 1999), which led to multinucleated and 

multiflagellated cells.  
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Fig. 1.33 Comparison between PCF and BSF cell cycle and division (Wheeler et al., 2013) 
Major morphologic events are shown alongside cartoon representations of the associated 
cell morphologies. PCF on the left and BSF on the right. 
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The last step of the cell cycle is cytokinesis, which occurs with the insertion of a cleavage 

furrow in between the two flagella, following the FAZ, from the anterior to the posterior end of 

the cell (Wheeler et al., 2013; Hammarton et al., 2007b) (Fig.1.32 Fig.1.33). Recently it has 

been published that in case of down-regulation or over-expression of CIF2 (cytokinesis 

initiation factor2, localized at the new FAZ tip together with CIF1), an alternative cytokinesis 

pathway can take place (Zhou et al., 2016): from the posterior to the anterior end of the cells. 

This might be a back-up mechanism in case of defective cytokinesis. Given that the FAZ 

does not extend up to the posterior end, it might be difficult for the parasites to target the FAZ 

tip-localized cytokinesis machinery to the posterior end of the cell and from there start 

cytokinesis (Zhou et al., 2016). 

 

c2) Genome organization 

 

The 26 Mb genome of T. brucei is composed of 11 chromosome pairs (diploid organism), 

containing 9068 protein-coding genes and approximately 900 pseudogenes (Berriman et al., 

2005). 

One of the peculiar features of Kinetoplastids is the organization of the mitochondrial 

genome, called the kinetoplast or kDNA (Shapiro and Englund, 1995). The kDNA consists of 

two concatenated different types of DNA molecules: several thousands of copies of mini 

circles (0.5-2.5 kb) and approximately 50 copies of maxi circles (20-40kb) (Ersfeld et al., 

1999; Van der Ploeg et al., 1984). Mini circles code for guide RNAs (gRNAs) involved in RNA 

editing (Stuart and Panigrahi, 2002; Stuart et al., 2005). This editing consists of the post-

transcriptional addition or deletion of Uridine residues in the primary RNA transcripts leading 

to the production of mature edited translatable mRNAs of cryptogenes (Simpson et al., 

2003). Maxi circles mostly code for ribosomal subunits rRNA and proteins of the respiratory 

chain complex (Ersfeld, 2011). 

 

T. brucei adopts a polycistronic organization for the genes. Polycistronic units contain 

between 10 and 100 genes, which are transcribed on the same mRNA (by the RNA 

Polymerase II). They are then processed into monocistronic mature mRNAs with a 5’ Spliced 

Leader (39 nucleotides) and a 3’ PolyA tail. This process is called trans-splicing (Agabian, 

1990; Preußer et al., 2012). 

Polycistronic organization implies that all the genes present on the unit are transcribed at the 

same rate. Interestingly, polycistronic units contain genes with unrelated functions and 

therefore gene expression is mostly controlled by post-transcriptional events (De Gaudenzi 

et al., 2011). 
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The RNA Polymerase I is responsible for transcription of VSG and procyclins, and also for 

ribosomal subunits RNA transcription (Zomerdijk et al., 1991). The RNA Polymerase III 

transcribes ribosomal subunits and tRNAs (Fantoni et al., 1994; Das et al., 2008). In general, 

trypanosome genes do not contain introns, however two exceptions have been described. 

Tyrosine tRNA gene (Schneider et al., 1993) and PAP gene (Poly-A Polymerase) (Mair et al., 

2000) each contain one intron. Cis-splicing is therefore very exceptional, whereas trans-

splicing events are commonplace. During Cis-splicing, a single molecule is processed, 

whereas in trans-splicing, two different transcripts (spliced leader and gene transcript) are 

ligated to create a mature mRNA (Liang et al., 2003). 
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Fig. 1.34 Cilia architecture shows similarities to flagella 

The ciliary pocket (CP), shown in the TEM pictures on the left (Molla-Herman et al., 2010), 
shares some common features with the FP in Trypanosomatids. No FPC has been identified 
in cilia, but interestingly the pocket-shape is maintained by actin-filaments (scheme on the 
right—(Benmerah, 2013) 
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III. The flagellar pocket and associated cytoskeletal structures: Analogies and 

differences with other organisms. 

 

Flagella and cilia share some morphological and structural characteristics. Both are 

composed of a MT-based axoneme, which originates from a BB.  

 

The axoneme consists of “9 + 2” (nine doublets of microtubules and a central pair of MTs) or 

“9 + 0” arrangement of MTs. In most cases 9 + 0 axonemes are described as non-motile 

sensory cilia, whereas 9 + 2 refers to motile cilia or flagella. Sensory cilia control key 

signalling pathways through sensing mechanical stresses or molecules present within the 

extracellular milieu (for a review see (Ghossoub et al., 2011). 

 

At the base of most primary cilia there is a specific membrane domain, continuum to the 

plasma membrane, which is involved in vesicular tracking and more likely endocytosis. This 

membrane domain, which is smaller but resembles the flagellar pocket, is called the ciliary 

pocket (CiPo) (Fig.1.34) (Benmerah, 2013). Distal to the BB, the CiPo membrane gets closer 

to the cilium, at the docking site for actin-cables (Fig.1.34 right). Perturbations of actin 

polymerization modify the CiPo shape, causing the loss of interaction between the ciliary and 

pocket membranes, resulting in a sort of open pocket (Rattner et al., 2010). 

 

At the base of the CiPo there are transition fibres which connect the transition zone to the 

plasma/CiPo membrane and function as a diffusion barrier (for a review see Benmerah, 

2013). This structure might resemble the collarette of T. brucei. Distal to the BB, however, 

cilia do not possess a structure similar to the FPC (Ghossoub et al., 2011). The highly active 

endo- and exocytosis traffic in T. brucei might require the FPC as a sort of diffusion barrier. 

 

In other eukaryotes, but also prokaryotes, similar to the FPC, other ring-structures have been 

observed. For example, in sperm cells, a septin ring is found at the annulus between the 

middle and the principal part of the sperm tail, where it plays a role of a diffusion barrier. 

Moreover, in spermatids a structure similar to the FP has been observed during the 

elongation of the sperm cell. This structure, called the flagellar canal, is only transient and is 

reabsorbed in the later stages of the spermiogenesis (Fawcett et al., 1971) but is role 

remains unclear. 

In yeast, the septin ring plays a role in cell division and as a diffusion barrier (Hu and Nelson, 

2011). Disruption of the septin-ring leads to a failure in cytokinesis.  
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Although a morphological similar structure is visible in T. brucei, no septin genes have been 

identified in the T. brucei genome (Berriman et al., 2005). Absence of similar proteins in 

trypanosomes leaves open many questions related to the composition of the FPC.  

 

MORN1 genes have been found in other organisms, but currently, the only Toxoplasma 

gondii MORN1 has been characterized. In this apicomplexan parasite, the two daughter cells 

are preformed within the mother cell, and MORN1 is located within a ring-shaped complex at 

the apical part of the inner membrane complex (IMC). The IMC is a membranous layer under 

the plasma membrane, which is coupled to the cytoskeletal network (Gubbels et al., 2006). 

Moreover, MORN1 localizes in a discrete area within the nucleus (Gubbels et al., 2006). 

MORN1 is an essential protein involved in cellular replication during early cell cycle stages 

and in nuclear division (Lorestani et al., 2010). It has been proposed that MORN1 can be a 

sort of linker between the IMC and the parasites’ cytoskeleton (Gubbels et al., 2006). 
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IV. Aims 

 

Human African trypanosomiasis is a neglected tropical disease, which affects people in the 

Sub-Saharan Africa year after year. The aetiological agent is a unicellular parasite called 

Trypanosoma brucei, which efficiently escapes the host immune system by changing its 

surface coat to escape the mammalian host’s immune system. In 2008, the Robinson 

laboratory discovered and characterized the first protein in the flagellar pocket collar region: 

BILBO1 (Bonhivers et al., 2008b). BILBO1 is a kinetoplastid-specific protein and is essential 

for parasite survival and for biogenesis of the new FP and FPC. Its essential nature renders 

BILBO1 a valid drug target, since no vaccines are presently available. A Yeast-two-hybrid 

screen against the T. brucei genomic DNA with BILBO1 as bait has been performed to 

identify potential BILBO1 partners. Among the candidates, FPC4 (Tb927.8.6370) has been 

selected for further characterization. Understanding mechanistically how the FPC and the FP 

are build up can give essential information to move forward in drug discovery. 

No functional domains have been identified in FPC4, but the C-terminal part might be 

involved in BILBO1 binding. 

During my thesis, I mostly focused my attention on FPC4 characterization and on its 

interaction with BILBO1. Knowing that BILBO1 is a potential drug target, the interaction with 

a partner can also be the target of drug discovery, in the sense of blocking or dissociating 

their interaction.  

BILBO1, on the other hand, has only been partially characterized. Part of my thesis also 

helped to understand more particular features of this essential protein. 

 

Currently, no evidence has been shown of a bi-lobe / Hook complex in L. major, therefore we 

started a collaboration with the Bastien Lab in Montpellier, within the ParaFrap network, with 

the aim of localizing some Hook complex and FPC orthologues in this parasite.  

I started the characterization of proteins of the FPC/hook-complex region of T. brucei, to see 

whether the complexes are conserved in Leishmania major and to see if they localize at the 

same place as in L. mexicana. I was interested in orthologues of TbBILBO1 (LmBILBO1 = 

LmjF.09.0100), TbMORN1 (LmMORN1 = LmjF.30.3310) and TbFPC4 (LmFPC4 = 

LmjF.24.1860). 
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Fig. 2.1 Principle of the inducible cell lines in T. brucei. 

In a cell line constitutively co-expressing the Tetracycline Repressor (TetR) and the T7 RNA 
Polymerase (T7 Pol), the addition of Tetracycline (Tet) leads to the removal of the TetR from 
the Tet operator (TetO) and allows the gene transcription by the T7 Pol. 
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2. Material and Methods 

 

I. Material 

a) Organisms, cell lines and cultures 

 

•! During my PhD I used two monomorphic strains of Trypanosoma brucei brucei 

(genotype: Lister 427). Lister 427 probably originates from Shinyanga III isolated from 

cattle in 1956 in Tanganyika as G. Cross (Rockefeller Center) tried to follow up. The 

procyclic form (PCF) T. brucei 29-13 and the bloodstream form (BSF) MiTat1.2 

(Molteno Institute Trypanozoon antigenic type 1.2) 90-13 cell-lines have been 

genetically modified to constitutively co-express the bacteriophage T7 RNA 

polymerase (T7 Pol) and the Tetracycline repressor (TetR). This system allows the 

inducible ectopic expression of genes under the control of T7 promoter via the 

addition of tetracycline (Fig.2.1). 

 

•! For the collaboration project with the Bastien Laboratory in Montpellier, I used 

promastigote Leishmania major, strain Friedlin 3171. 

 

•! Two haploid strains of the Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae have been used for the 

yeast-two-hybrid experiment: Y187 (MAT ) and Y2HGold (MATa). Both strains are 

auxotrophic for Adenine, Histidine, Leucine, and Tryptophan and are sexually 

compatible to create diploid strains. They do not possess the GAL4 transcription 

factor. The strain Y2H Gold, derived from PJ69-4A possesses four integrated reporter 

genes under the control of three distinct GAL4-responsible promoters: 

!! ADE2 and HIS3: involved in the biosynthesis of the essential amino acids Adenine 

and Histidine respectively. It is only when bait and prey proteins interact that the 

yeasts can grow on minimal medium lacking Histidine and/or Adenine. 

!! AUR1-C: resistance gene for Aureobasidin A, an antifungal antibiotic. 

!! MEL1: gene encoding for the α-galactosidase. GAL4 activation leads to the 

hydrolysis of the chromogenic substrate X- -Gal, which causes the yeast colonies to 

develop a blue colour allowing a white/blue screening of the colonies. 

In order to perform the Y2H experiments, the Y187 strain has been transfected with the 

pGADT7 plasmid, which contains an auxotrophy Leucine marker for yeast selection, whereas 

the Y2HGold strain has been transfected with pGBKT7 that carries an auxotrophy 

Tryptophan selection marker. 
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Tab.2.1 Antibiotics concentrations for T. brucei and L. major cultures. 

  T. brucei PCF T. brucei BSF L. major  

  μg/mL μg/mL μg/mL 

an
ti

b
io

ti
cs

 

Blasticidin (B) 10 10 20 

Hygromycin (H) 25 5 30 

Neomycin (N) 10 2,5 10 

Phleomycin (F) 5 2,5 5 

Puromycin (P) 1 0,1 30 
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•! The E. coli bacterial strains XL1-blue and Stellar (HST08), lacking the machinery to 

degrade foreign DNA, were used for molecular biology. XL1-blue cells can methylate 

DNA, whereas stellar lack this enzyme. The strain BL21 (DE3), which contains a λ-

phage carrying the T7 Polymerase, was used for inducible protein expression with 

Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). 

 

•! U-2 OS adherent cells (human bone Osteosarcoma-epithelial cells) ATCC 

Number HTB-96 were used as heterologous system, in which trypanosome proteins 

were expressed in order to investigate/discover their intrinsic properties. 

 

•! P3U1 myeloma cells derive from P3X63Ag8—Kearney line. It is a non-secretor cell 

line, HGPRT negative (Hypoxanthine Guanine PhosphoRibosyltTransferase) and 

HAT sensitive (Hypoxanthine-Aminopterin-Thymidine). It is useful for fusion with 

antibody-producing B-cells to generate hybridomas or for hybridisation studies with 

other myelomas or lymphomas (Köhler and Milstein, 1975) for the production of 

monoclonal antibodies. These non-adherent cells are grown in RPMI 1640 medium 

supplemented with 10% Foetal Calf Serum (FCS). 

 

•! Female BALB/c mice (Charles Rivers) were used for the production of a monoclonal 

antibody directed against FPC4 (Les et al., 2016). 

 

b) Cultivation media 

 

•! PCF T. brucei cells were cultivated at 27 °C in SDM-79 medium (PAA company 

G3113,3005) (Brun and Schönenberger, 1979), containing 3.5 g/L Hemin (an iron-

containing porphyrin) and supplemented with 10% FCS, and routinely kept in culture 

between 1x106-1x107 cells/mL. The T. brucei 29-13 cell-line was cultivated in SDM-79 

containing the antibiotics Hygromycin and Neomycin (Tab.2.1 for concentration). 

 

•! BSF T. brucei 427 90-13 parasites were cultivated at 37 °C + 5% CO2 in IMDM 

(Gibco 10184932) medium (Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s Medium) with 3.024 g/L 

Sodium Bicarbonate, 0.136g/L Hypoxanthine, 0.11 g/L Sodium Pyruvate, 0.039 g/L 

Thymidine, 0.028 g/L Bathocuprone, 0.25 mM -Mercaptoethanol, 1.875 mM L-

Cysteine, 62.5 μg/mL Kanamycine and 10% FCS, and Hygromycin and Neomycin 

(Tab.2.1 for concentrations) and kept in culture at a concentration between 1x105-

1x106 cells/mL. 
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•! Promastigote L. major cells were cultivated at 26 °C in RPMI—Glutamax (Gibco 

11554526) with 20% FCS, supplemented with antibiotics when required (Tab.2.1 for 

concentrations), and kept in culture between 3x105 and 2x107 cells/mL. 

 

The antibiotics concentrations are summarized in Tab.2.1. 

 

Parasites were counted using Quick-ReadTM Precision Cell (Globe Scientific). After a 1/10 

dilution into 3.7% Formaldehyde in PBS (for PCF) or a 1/2 dilution in vPBS (for BSF: 8 g/L 

NaCl, 0.22 g/L KCl, 2.27 g/L Na2HPO4, 0.41 g/L KH2PO4, 15.7 g/L Sucrose and 1.8 g/L 

Glucose), 10 μl of the mixture are deposited in the Quick-readTM chamber and the number of 

parasites in 9 circles is counted, and the cell concentration (cells/mL) is determined as 

follows: number of counted parasites x dilution factor x 5 x 103. 

 

•! Mammalian cells (U-2 OS) were cultivated in D-MEM Glutamax (Gibco) 

supplemented with 10% FCS and 100 units/mL Penicillin and 100 μg/mL 

Streptomycin (Fisher life technologies ref E3470H) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. 

 

•! In order to transform a plasmid into a yeast strain, cells were collected from a solid 

culture with an inoculating loop and resuspended by vortexing in 1 mL of sterile H2O. 

Cells were then spun for 30 sec at 16,000 g and the supernatant was removed. To 

the pellet were added in this order and without pipetting: 240 μL polyethylene glycol—

(PEG) 350 (50% w/v), 36 μL 1 M LiAc, 50 μL boiled Salmon sperm carrier DNA 

(2 mg/mL) and 1–5 μg plasmid DNA in 34 μL. The tube was vortexed and incubated 

then for 2–3 h at 42 °C in a water bath. After incubation, the cells were centrifuged for 

30 sec at 16,000 g, the supernatant was removed and the cells resuspended in 200 

μL sterile H2O. Two different volumes (20 μL and 180 μL) were plated on solid SC 

medium (Synthetic Complete composed of 1.7 g/L Yeast Nitrogen Base, 5 g/L 

Ammonium Sulfate, 20 g/L Dextrose and 0.59 g/L Complete Supplement Mixture, 

with addition of 40 g/L Adenine, 20 mg/L Histidine and 20 mg/L Uracil). The SC 

medium was without Leucine (SC-L) or without Tryptophan (SC-W) for pGADT7 or 

pGBKT7 plasmids, respectively. The plates were then incubated for 3–4 days at 

30 °C.  

Y187 and Y2HGold haploid strains were cultivated at 30 °C on solid YPD medium 

(10 g/L Yeast extract, 10 g/L bactoPeptone and 20 g/L Dextrose) with the addition of 

40 mg/L of Adenine. To obtain diploid strains, previously transformed MATa 

(Y2HGold) and MATα (Y187) were cultivated together in liquid YPDA medium (40 g/L 

Yeast extract, 40 g/L bactoPeptone, 80 g/L Dextrose and 80 mg/L Adenine) at 30 °C,  
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Tab.2.2: Cloning vectors used in different organisms. 

Resistance antibiotics used for bacteria: kana = kanamycin; amp = ampicillin; and for 
eukaryotic cells: neo = neomycin; bla = blasticidin; puro = puromycin; phleo = phleomycin. 
 

 

 

  

plasmid name resistance bp details source reference

b
a

c
te

ri
a

pET28a kana 5368
N-ter 6-His tag cloning vector for protein expression in 

bacteria
Novagen

pGADT7 amp 7988
GAL4 activation domain (AD) as N-terminal tag in 

yeast for Y2H tests. It contains a NLS
Clontech - Chien et al.1991

pGBKT7 kana 7304
GAL4 DNA binding domain (BD) as N-terminal tag in 

yeast for Y2H tests
Clontech - Louret et al.

1997 

pcDNA3 amp, neo 5446
cloning vector for protein expression in mammalian 

cells
Invitrogen

pcDNA3.1 CT-TOPO 
GFP

amp, neo 6157
"five min cloning" vector for expression of C-terminal 

GFP tagged proteins in mammalian cells. It contains a 
covalently bound topo-isomerase

Termofischer - Invitrogen

pHD1336 amp, bla 5071 cloning vector for RNAi in Trypanosomes C. Clayton, Heidelberg

pJM-1 amp, puro 5735
pLew-based cloning vector for N-ter 3x myc tag protein 

over-expression in T. brucei
A.Schneider, Bern 

pLew100-GFP-X amp, phleo 7250
pLew-based cloning vector for N-ter GFP tag protein 

over-expression in T. brucei
modified from Alibu et al. 2005

pLew100-X-myc amp, phleo 5735
pLew-based cloning vector for C-ter 3x myc tag protein 

over-expression in T. brucei
modified from Alibu et al. 2005

pMOTag23M amp, puro 4150
pMOTag2-based vector for C-ter 3x myc endogenous 

tag in T. brucei
Oberholzer et al. 2006

p2T7-177 amp, phleo
cloning vector with double promoter for dsDNA 

production and RNAi in T. brucei
Wickstead et al. 2002

y
e

a
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250 rpm shaking and selected on solid SC medium. This medium does not contain Leucine 

and Tryptophan and is therefore called SC-L-W. It allows the selection of diploid yeasts 

carrying both plasmids pGADT7 and pGBKT7 (Tab.2.2). 

 

c) Plasmids 

The cloning vectors used during my thesis and their characteristics have been summarized 

in Tab.2.2. 

 

The pET28a(+) plasmid (Novagen) has been used for the expression of recombinant protein 

in bacteria, with the possibility to add an N—and/or a C- terminal 6-Histine tags. The protein 

expression is inducible with the addition of IPTG. 

 

The pGADT7 and pGABKT7 plasmids, used for the Y2H experiments, contain as N-terminal 

tag the GAL4 activation domain and the GAL4 DNA binding domain, respectively. The 

plasmid pGADT7 also contains the Leu2 gene, for Leucine synthesis, and a NLS (nuclear 

localizing signal). The pGBKT7 plasmid carries the Trp1 gene for Tryptophan synthesis. 

 

To express trypanosome proteins in a heterologous system (U-2 OS cells) two plasmids 

have been used: pcDNA3 (expression of the protein of interested without a tag), and 

pcDNA3.1 (expression of the protein of interested with a C-terminal GFP tag). Both plasmids 

have the same background: they contain an ampicillin resistance gene (for bacterial 

selection) and an aminoglycoside-3’-phosphotransferase (APH 3’) resistance gene 

(Neomycin) for stable transfection in human cells. The gene of interest is placed under the 

control of a CMV (CytoMegaloVirus) promoter. For our purpose, we only made transient 

transfections. 

 

In trypanosomes different plasmids have been used, but interestingly three of them are 

based on the pLEW plasmid (Wirtz et al., 1994). In fact, for over-expression and RNAi, the 

same pLEW-backbone can be used. This plasmid, upstream and downstream of the NotI 

restriction site, possesses homolog sequences to the rRNA spacer, which allow the homolog 

recombination of the plasmid into this region. The different pLEW-based plasmids carry 

different resistance genes for T. brucei, for example puromycine-N-acetyl transferase (PAC) 

for Puromycin, or bleomycin resistance gene (ble) for Phleomycin, and can therefore be 

transfected in the same cell line and be induced at the same time. 
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Tab.2.3: Overview of the produced cell lines 

 

construct name
backbone, 
resistance

tag aa bp predicted MM pI comments

N-ter myc tag 1-217 FPC4 pJM-2, amp + puro N-ter 3x myc 1-217 6341 bp 34 kDa 10.4 N-terminal domain, targeted to the FPC

N-ter myc tag 1-252 FPC4 pJM-2, amp + puro N-ter 3x myc 1-252 6446 bp 38 kDa 9.9
N-terminal domain including CC, 

targeted to the FPC

N-ter myc tag 1-356 FPC4 pJM-2, amp + puro N-ter 3x myc 1-356 6761 bp 44 kDa 10.4 ∆B1BD, targeted to the FPC

N-ter myc tag 1-444 FPC4 pJM-2, amp + puro N-ter 3x myc 1-444 7025 bp 54 kDa 10.1 FL, targeted to the FPC

N-ter myc tag 218-356 

FPC4
pJM-2, amp + puro N-ter 3x myc 218-444 6110 bp 25 kDa 5.7 central part: soluble

N-ter myc tag 357-444 

FPC4
pJM-2, amp + puro N-ter 3x myc 357-444 5960 bp 15 kDa 4.7 B1BD: soluble

C-ter myc tag 1-356 FPC4
pLew X-myc, amp + 

phleo
C-ter 3x myc 1-356 6754 bp 44 kDa 10.1 ∆B1BD, tag cleaved

C-ter myc tag 1-444 FPC4
pLew X-myc, amp + 

phleo
C-ter 3x myc 1-444 7018 bp 54 kDa 9.9 FL, tag cleaved

C-ter myc tag 357-444 

FPC4

pLew X-myc, amp + 

phleo
C-ter 3x myc 357-444 5953 bp 15 kDa 4.9 B1BD, tag cleaved

N-ter GFP tag 1-444 FPC4
pLew GFP-X, amp + 

phleo
N-ter GFP 1-444 7631 bp 76 kDa 9.3 FL, targeted to the FPC

pHD1336-SLBILBO4 pHD1336, amp + blast - target: 164-754 bp 6418 bp - - RNAi in BSF

pSLBILBO4 pLew100, amp + phleo - target: 164-754 bp 6789 bp - - RNAi in PCF

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-79
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-79 6405 bp - 8.87 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-105
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-105 6456 bp - 9.04 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-151
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-151 6621 bp - 9.13 not clear

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-217
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-217 6819 bp - 9.38 MT localization

pcDNA-FPC4 aa shuffled 1-

217

pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-217 6819 bp - 9.38 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-356
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-356 7236 bp - 9.41 MT localization

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 80-105
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 80-105 6222 bp - 5.94 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 80-151
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 80-151 6386 bp - 6.29 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-252
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-252 6924 bp - 9.17 MT localization

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-444
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-444 7487 bp - 9.31 MT localization

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 1-444 

deltaCC

pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 1-444 w/o 218-252 7395 bp - 9.47 MT localization

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 218-444
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 218-444 6852 bp - 6.35 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 218-252
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 218-252 6277 bp - 5.31 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 218-356
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 218-356 6588 bp - 6.34 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 253-444
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 253-444 6748 bp - 6.95 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 253-356
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 253-356 6483 bp - 6.21 soluble in U-2 OS

pcDNA-FPC4 aa 357-444
pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP topo, 

amp
C-ter GFP 357-444 6435 bp - 5.72 soluble in U-2 OS

pGAD-1-356 FPC4 pGADT7 AD, amp N-ter AD 1-356 9025 bp - - -

pGAD-1-444 FPC4 pGADT7 AD, amp N-ter AD 1-444 9292 bp - - -

pGAD-206-444 FPC4 pGADT7 AD, amp N-ter AD 206-444 8740 bp - - -

pGAD-266-444 FPC4 pGADT7 AD, amp N-ter AD 266-444 8575 bp - - -

pGAD-357-444 FPC4 pGADT7 AD, amp N-ter AD 357-444 8227 bp - - -

pGBD-BILBO1-FL pGBKT7 BD, kana N-ter BD 1-587 9069 bp - - -

pGBD-BILBO1-T1 pGBKT7 BD, kana N-ter BD 1-170 7810 bp - - -

pGBD-BILBO1-T3 pGBKT7 BD, kana N-ter BD 171-587 8557 bp - - -

pGBD-MORN1-FL pGBKT7 BD, kana N-ter BD 1-358 8362 bp - - -
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The plasmid pHD1336 has also been used for RNAi in T. brucei and, as the pLEW plasmids, 

it integrates into the spacer rRNA region. It contains the blastidicine-S-deaminase resistance 

gene (bsd) for selection in T. brucei with Blasticidine. 

  

The plasmid pMOTag22M has been modified in the laboratory to generate pMOTag23M and 

serves as a template for PCR with long primers. The recombination in T. brucei occurs in situ 

between the 3’-end of the ORF of the gene of interest and its 3’ UTR. The long primers allow 

the addition in the PCR product of around 80 bp overhangs complementary to the 

recombination zone. From the plasmid a triple myc tag and a puromycin (PAC) resistance 

gene are amplified. The PCR product, after purification, can be directly transfected in T. 

brucei. 

 

The p2T7-177 plasmid used for RNAi contains double opposite T7 promoters for the 

production of a dsRNA. The plasmid integrates in the mini chromosomal 177 bp repeat locus 

(Wickstead et al., 2002; Sloof et al., 1983; LaCount et al., 2000). 

 

Bacteria, yeasts, mammalian cells, Trypanosomes or Leishmania were transformed or 

transfected with several plasmids. These strains are listed in Tab.2.3.  
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic mechanism of in-Fusion® (Clontech) according to (Gibson et al., 2009). 

A 5’-exonuclease can remove nucleotides from the 5’ of the dsDNA, the 15 bp homolog 
region between the PCR product and the digested plasmid will anneal and a Taq polymerase 
will fill the gaps. The plasmid will be closed by a ligase. 
 

 

 

              

Fig. 2.3 Schematic mechanism of TOPO®-Cloning (Invitrogen).  

A PCR product is ligated into a vector, thanks to a Topoisomerase linked to it. 
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II. Methods 

a) Molecular biology  

a1) Molecular cloning and sequencing 

 

Three main techniques were used to clone the sequences of interest. 

In vitro recombination using the In-Fusion® HD Cloning technique (Clontech): The DNA 

sequence of interest was amplified by PCR using primers with 15 bp overhangs 

complementary to the vector ends (that has been linearized with restriction enzymes) and a 

high-fidelity polymerase. In this technique the digested plasmid is mixed in a 1:3 ratio with 

the PCR-amplified insert and 1x of In-Fusion® Enzyme Premix, and incubated for 15 min at 

50 °C. How exactly the technique works and what are the components of the Enzyme Premix 

are not explained, but more likely it works as in (Gibson et al., 2009). A 5’-exonuclease 

removes nucleotides from the 5’ strand of a dsDNA, a Taq polymerase fills the gap and a 

ligase seals the gaps (see Fig.2.2). One major advantage of this technique is the rapidity and 

the possibility to clone the insert into basically any vector. 

 

The second technique was called TOPO® Cloning (Invitrogen). 

Also in this case the gene of interest was firstly amplified by PCR, using a high-fidelity Taq 

polymerase, which adds 3’-A overhangs to the PCR product. The vector used for the cloning 

possesses 3’-T overhangs, and a Topoisomerase I (from Vacciniavirus) is covalently bound 

to it. The Topoisomerase I can bind to dsDNA at specific sites and can cleave the 

phosphodiester backbone after a 5'-CCCTT sequence, leading to a Topoisomerase-

mediated site-specific recombination (Shuman, 1991) (Fig.2.3). The energy produced by the 

break of the backbone is conserved by the formation of a covalent bond between the 3’ 

Phosphate of the cleaved strand and the Tyrosyl residue (Tyr-274) of the Topoisomerase I. 

This bond can then be attacked by the 5’-OH of the original cleaved strand, reversing the 

reaction and releasing the Topoisomerase I (Shuman, 1994). The resulting vector is directly 

transformed in competent E. coli One Shot® TOP 10. One major advantage of this technique 

is the rapid ligation reaction (5 min at RT). 

 

The third technique is the classical way based on the restriction enzymes. A PCR product is 

digested with the same restrictions enzyme used to digest the recipient plasmid, then the two 

fragments are incubated with the bacteriophage T4 Ligase overnight at 16 °C and the mix is 

transformed into XL1-blue bacteria.  
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To control that the PCR did not induce any mutation that could result in point mutation, 

absence of start or stop codon or frame shift, and that the ligation or recombination occurred 

correctly, all plasmids were sequenced. Briefly, 15 μl of plasmid (100 ng/mL) were mixed 

with 2 μL of one primer (10 μM) for the sequencing reaction in the Mix2Seq kit (Eurofins). 

The cycle sequencing reaction, based on Sanger sequencing, was performed by Eurofins 

and the obtained sequences were analysed with the Autoassembler program. 

 

a2) DNA/RNA isolation 

 

Genomic DNA isolation: 

For a rapid genomic DNA (gDNA) isolation from T. brucei, 1 x 108 cells were harvested for 10 

min at 1,200g. The pellet was gently resuspended in 150 μL of lysis buffer (TELT buffer: 

50 mM Tris-HCl pH8, 62.5 mM EDTA pH9, 2.5M LiCl, 4% [v/v] Triton X-100), mixed by 

inversions 3–5 times without vortexing and incubated 5 min at RT. 150 μL of 

Phenol:Chloroform:Isoamyl Alcohol (PCIA) 25:24:1 were added to the suspension and mixed 

by inversion. Phenol:Chloroform mixture is used to separate proteins (that will be found in the 

organic phase and interphase) from the aqueous phase, which will contain the nucleic acids, 

whereas iso amyl alcohol is used to prevent foam formation. This mixture was centrifuged for 

5 min at 13,000 g. The upper aqueous phase (containing the DNA) was moved to another 

tube and 300 μL100% Ethanol (EtOH) were added to precipitate DNA by gently inverting the 

tube for 15 sec DNA became then visible. The DNA was pelleted by 10 min centrifugation at 

13,000 g. The pellet was air-dried to eliminate residual EtOH and resuspended in deionized 

water (dH2O) (Medina-Acosta and Cross, 1993). 

 

Total RNA isolation: 

In order to isolate total RNA form T. brucei, 1 x 108 cells were harvested for 10 min at 1,800g 

and washed once in 1x PBS (8 g/L NaCl, 0.2 g/L KCl, 1.44 g/L Na2HPO4, 0.24 g/L KH2PO4 

pH 7). The pellet was resuspended in 500 μl TRIzol ® (Invitrogen) (Chomczynski and Sacchi, 

1987). TRIzol is a mixture of guanidine isothiocyanate and phenol. Guanidine isothiocyanate 

is a chaotropic agent that can denature proteins including DNases and RNases. After 5 min 

incubation at RT, 100 μL of Chloroform were added and the tube was vigorously vortexed for 

15 sec. The mixture was spun down at 4 °C during 20 min at 12,000 g. In acidic conditions 

(TRIzol is at pH 4–6) the upper aqueous phase contains RNA only. The aqueous phase was 

moved to a new tube and the RNA was precipitated by adding 250 μL of Isopropyl Alcohol 

and gently mixed. After 1 h incubation at -80 °C, the RNA is pelleted at 4 °C for 10 min at 

16,000 g. 500 μL of 100% Isopropanol were added to the RNA pellet. RNA can be long-term  
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stored at -20 °C. Just before use, the RNA is pelleted at 4 °C for 5 min at 7,500 g and 

resuspended in DEPC treated H2O (DiEthylPyroCarbonate) that inhibits RNAses.  

 

DNA and RNA concentration were evaluated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using 

a spectrophotometer (FluoStar Omega—BMG Labtech) considering that, at A260 nm, an 

absorbance of 1 corresponds to 50 μg/mL of dsDNA and of 40 μg/mL of ssRNA. 

Their purity was determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm to evaluate protein 

contamination and by calculating the A260/280 ratio. A ratio of approximately 1.8 means 

pure DNA, whereas a ratio around 2 is accepted as “pure” RNA. 

 

a3) Semi-quantitative RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction) 

 

To control the efficiency of mRNA degradation during an RNAi induction, a semi-quantitative 

RT-PCR can be performed. Prior to the RT-PCR, the RNA was treated with 2 U of DNAse-

TURBO (Ambion) during 30 min at 37 °C, in order to digest residual DNA contamination. The 

Superscript ® III One-Step RT-PCR System with Platinum ® Taq DNA Polymerase kit 

(Invitrogen) allows a one-step procedure in which the mRNAs are retro-transcribed into 

cDNA thanks to the Reverse Transcriptase (RT), a RNA-dependent DNA Polymerase, at 

55 °C during 30 min. After cDNA synthesis, simultaneously the RT is inactivated, the DNA 

Polymerase is reactivated and the cDNA/RNA hybrid is denatured at 94 °C for 2 min. The 

cDNA is then amplified by PCR in the same tube (94 °C for 2 min; 25x cycles: 94 °C 15 sec 

[denaturing], 60 °C 30 sec [annealing], 68 °C 4 min [extending]; and as closing step 68 °C for 

5 min). 

As positive control, we used specific primers to amplify the small ribosomal subunit (18S) 

(Brenndörfer and Boshart, 2010). As negative control to prove that the RNA was not 

contaminated with DNA, the reaction was performed with isolated RNA and a DNA-

dependent DNA Polymerase instead of the Superscript-reaction mix. No PCR products are 

expected, since the Taq DNA Polymerase can amplify products only starting from DNA and 

not RNA. 

Primers specific to FPC4, amplifying from bp 660 to 1332: 

(nr. 224) 5’ CCAAACTCAACCAACAGATG 3’ and  

(nr. 419) 5’ TTTTATGAGTAACTCATCGG 3’. 

The gene Tb927.7.6881—rRNA small subunit (18S) was used as loading control:  

(nr. 476) 5’ ACGGAATGGCACCACAAGAC 3’ and   

(nr. 477) 5’ GTCCGTTGACGGAATCAACC 3’ (Brenndörfer and Boshart, 2010). 
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b) Cell biology 

 

b1) Parasites transfection (T. brucei and L. major) and cell line long term storage 

 

The method to introduce purified DNA into eukaryotic cells is called transfection. 

The plasmids used for stable transfection in T. brucei will integrate into the genome via 

homologous recombination. The integration occurs in untranslated regions of the genome, 

such as the intergenic region of rRNA (rRNA spacers) for pLEW-based plasmids. Prior to 

transfection, pLEW-based plasmids are linearized with NotI, which creates two free ends 

containing homologous regions to the rRNA spacer locus and allows the homologous 

recombination in this region. In L. major, plasmids can remain episomal (they will be 

amplified during the parasite cell cycle and transmitted to the daughter cells) or can also be 

integrated if linearized before transfection. 

 

•! T. brucei procyclic forms: Approximately 3 x 107 T. brucei 427 29-13 (PCF) parasites (in 

exponential phase 5–9 x 106 cells/mL) were harvested for 10 min at 700 g. The 

supernatant was filtered and kept as conditioned medium (CM). Cells were washed 

once in 1x PBS and then resuspended in 150 μL ice-cold transfection buffer 

(90 mM NaPO4 pH 7.3, 5 mM KCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.3, 0.15 mM CaCl2— 

(Schumann Burkard et al., 2011). 10 μg of purified and linearized plasmid DNA were 

gently mixed with the cells and placed in a 2 mm electroporation cuvette (Molecular 

BioProducts®). The electroporation was performed with an AMAXA® Nucleofector ® 

electroporator using the X-001 program. After electroporation the cells were placed in 

10 mL of pre-warmed complete SDM-79 medium. Two dilutions (1:5 and 1:25) were 

prepared in cloning media (39.5 mL SDM-79, 7.5 mL Conditioned Medium [CM], 3 mL 

FCS) and aliquoted in 24-well plates (1 mL/well). Plates were placed overnight into a 

humid incubator at 27 °C. 18–24h post-transfection 0.5 mL of selection medium 

(19 mL SDM-79, 3.9 mL CM, 2.1 mL FCS, 3x selection antibiotics) were added to each 

well and plates were incubated for approximately two weeks.  

•! T. brucei bloodstream forms: 1 x 107 cells were spun for 10 min at 800 g and 

resuspended in 100 μL transfection buffer (as above). 10 μg of purified and linearized 

plasmid DNA were gently added to the cells that were then transferred into a 2 mm 

cuvette (Molecular BioProducts®). The electroporation was performed with an AMAXA® 

Nucleofector ® electroporation using the Z-001 program. After electroporation the cells 

were placed in 25 mL of pre-warmed IMDM medium (10% FCS). Three dilutions (1:5, 

1:25, 1:100) were aliquoted (1 mL/well) in 24-well plates and incubated overnight at  
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Fig. 2.4 Gene knock-down by RNAi in T. brucei. 

(A) The addition of tetracycline (Tet) leads to the removal of the TetR from the Tet operator 
(TetO) and allows the gene transcription by the T7 Pol. In case of pLew-based plasmids (A 
- left) the product will be a stem loop composed by sense and antisense strands, whereas 
in p2T7 plasmids (A - right) a dsRNA will be produced by the transcription of opposite 
promoters. 
(B) In an initial step dsRNAs are processed into approximately 21 bp-long fragments by the 
DICER enzyme and are then integrated as ssRNA in the RNA induced silencing complex 
(RISC). SsRNA will target the RISC to the complementary mRNA, which will be cleaved by 
the catalytic component of the RISC, the AGO1 protein, knocking down the gene 
expression of the target gene  
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•! 37 °C and 5% CO2. The next day, 0.5 mL of IMDM medium containing 3x concentrated 

selection antibiotics were added to each well, and plates were incubated for 

approximately one week. 

 

Promastigote L. major: approximately 5 x 107 cells in exponential phase (6–8 x 106 cells/mL) 

were collected by centrifugation for 10 min at 4 °C 1,800 g. Cells were washed once in 

Cytomix Buffer (Hoff et al., 1992) (120 mM KCl, 0.15 mM CaCl2, 10 mM K2HPO4, 25 mM 

HEPES pH 7.6, 2 mM EDTA, 5 mM MgCl2) and resuspended in Cytomix Buffer to obtain a 

concentration of 1 x 108 cells/mL. 500 μL of cells were mixed with 80 μg of plasmid DNA (in 

50 μL), and incubated in a 4 mm cuvette (Molecular BioProducts®) for 10 min on ice. The 

electroporation was performed with Biorad Electroporator (GenePulserXcell), 2 pulses of 

0.5 ms at 1,500 V, with a 10 sec break in between. After electroporation the cells were 

incubated for 10 min on ice then transferred to 6 mL pre-warmed RPMI medium completed 

with Hemin (7.58 μg/mL) and incubated overnight at 26 °C. The next day, selection 

antibiotics were added. Resistant cells start growing approximately 8–12 days post-

transfection. 

 

Aliquots of PCF and BSF T. brucei and of L. major parasites can be frozen and stored in 

liquid nitrogen for long-term storage. Cells were pelleted for 10 min at 800 g and 

resuspended in 1/10 of the initial volume in SDM-79 +7% glycerol or IMDM +7% glycerol for 

T. brucei PCF and BSF respectively, and 1/3 of the initial volume in RPMI + 20% FCS + 10% 

DMSO for L. major. Aliquots in cryo-tubes Nunc® were cooled-down overnight in Nalgene® 

Mr. Frosty box at -80 °C prior liquid nitrogen long-term storage. 

 

b2) RNA Interference (RNAi) in T. brucei 

 

RNAi (also known as gene knock-down) consists in the gene silencing due to mRNA 

degradation triggered by gene-specific dsRNA. In T. brucei (Ngô et al., 1998), dsRNA is 

processed in 21–25 bp long dsRNA fragments by the Dicer complex—a ribonuclease type III 

(Bernstein et al., 2001). These short interfering RNAs (siRNA) are then integrated in the 

RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) as single strand RNA. The anti-sense strand 

incorporated in the RISC will guide the RISC complex to the corresponding mRNA (Elbashir 

et al., 2001) that will be degraded by the argonaute AGO1 protein (Durand-Dubief and 

Bastin, 2003). In T. brucei TbDCL1 (a cytoplasmic protein) and TbDCL2 (a nuclear enzyme) 

have been identified as Dicer-like enzymes (Patrick et al., 2009; Tschudi et al., 2012). 

Recently two other proteins involved in RNAi have been identified: TbRIF4 and TbRIF5 (RNA 
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Fig. 2.5 Two-step Knock-out cell line. 

In a first step, one allele of the gene of interest is substituted by homologous recombination 
with a resistance gene and, in the following step, the second allele of the gene is replaced by 
a different resistance gene. 
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Interference Factors 4 and 5) (Barnes et al., 2012). RIF4 is a 3’—5’ exonuclease implicated 

in the conversion of siRNA from double-stranded to single stranded, allowing its integration 

into the RISC complex—creating the AGO1-siRNA complex. RIF5 is essential for the 

cytoplasmic RNAi mechanisms, and seems to be a DCL1 cofactor. 

Genome analysis on other kinetoplastids like T. cruzi, L. major and L. donovani revealed that 

these 3 species do not possess all the genes required for a functional RNAi machinery 

(DaRocha et al., 2004, Robinson and Beverley, 2003), whereas L. brasiliensis does (Lye et 

al., 2010). 

 

In order to produce dsRNA and induce the RNAi mechanism in T. brucei, we used two 

plasmids. Both are inducible by addition of Tetracycline, and therefore usable in T. brucei 29-

13 (PCF) and T. brucei 90-13 (BSF) cell lines (Wirtz et al., 1999). In the pLEW-based 

plasmids —Wirtz 1999 (Fig.2.4 A left), a sense and an anti-sense sequences of about 500 

bp, corresponding either to the ORF or the 3’-UTR of the gene of interest, separated by 

approximately 50 bp, are under control of the T7 promoter regulated by the Tet operator. The 

addition of tetracycline (that binds to the Tet repressor) leads to the production of a stem loop 

or hairpin dsRNA that will be processed by the DICER complex leading downstream to the 

degradation of the mRNA of the gene of interest (Fig.2.4 B). The second plasmid system 

(p2T7.177) (Alibu et al., 2005) (Fig.2.4 A right) is based on double promoters. A 

complementary sequence of the targeted gene is placed in between two opposite promoters. 

The addition of tetracycline leads to the transcription of two complementary transcripts that 

anneal thus creating a dsRNA undergoing the RNAi machinery (Fig.2.4 B). 

 

For the knock-down of the FPC4 gene, the targeted region was bp 164 to bp 754, and the 

primers used to clone into the pLEW plasmid were: 

(286 as) 5’ GTGCggatccGGCAGTAGCAGCAACAAC 3’ ,  

(287 as) 5’ GTGCggatccGGCAGTAGCAGCAACAAC 3’,  

(285 s) 5’ GTCCctcgagGCAATGTTTAGAGCATCG 3’,  

(263 s) 5’ GCGGaagcttGGCAGTAGCAGCAACAACAA 3’ 

 

b3) Gene Knock-Out in T. brucei 

 

Another technique to prove the essentiality of a gene (and its corresponding protein) is the 

gene knock-out (KO). This technique implies the replacement of the gene of interest on both 

alleles (T. brucei is diploid), by two different resistance genes in order to carry out the 

selection of the KO cells. 
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Tab.2.4 Primary and secondary antibodies used for western-blot and Immunofluorescence analysis. 

 

Antigen made in dilution for WB dilution for IF source
accession 

number
MM (kDa) comments

c-myc mouse IgG1 1:100 1:20 K. Ersfeld - -

c-myc rabbit 1:1000 1:500 Santa Cruz sc-789 - -

PFR A (L8C4) mouse IgG1 1:1000 neat K. Gull Tb927.8.4970 70 Kohl et al. 1999

Ty1 (BB2) mouse IgG1 1:50 1:10 P. Bastin - - Brookman et al. 1995

FAZ1 (L3B2) mouse IgG1 - neat L. Kohl Tb927.4.3740 192 Kohl et al. 1999

MtQ (1B41) mouse IgM - neat L. Kohl unknwon antigen - Gallo et al. 1988

        Living Colors®                                     

Full-Length (for GFP)
rabbit 1:10000 1:1000 Clontech 632460 - -

full-length Aequorea victoria green fluorescent 

protein (rGFP). This antibody recognizes native 

and denatured forms of recombinant EGFP, as 

well as EGFP, EYFP, ECFP, and AcGFP fusion 

proteins

Tb LRRP1 mouse 1:1000 1:4000 C. He Tb11.01.0868 79 Zhou Q et al. 2010

TbSAXO (mAb25) mouse Ig2a 1:1000 1:10 D. Robinson Tb927.8.6240 30 Dacheux et al. 2012

TbBILBO1 (5F2B3-C8) mouse IgM 1:10 1:5 D. Robinson Tb927.11.12150 67 Bonhivers et al. 2008

TbBILBO1 1-110 (aa 1-110) rabbit 1:1000 1:4000 D. Robinson Tb927.11.12150 67

Tb FPC4 ser294 rat 1:500 1:250 D. Robinson Tb927.8.6370 50 by WB, ser294 works on over-expression only 

Tb FPC4 3B10 (aa 357-440) mouse IgG1 1:5 1:2 D. Robinson Tb927.8.6370 50 by WB, 3B10 works on over-expression only 

TbMORN1 (1340) rabbit 1:20000 1:4000 B. Morriswood Tb927.6.4670 40 B. Morriswood et al. 2013

HA mouse IgG2a - 1:100 Santa Cruz sc-7392 - -
specific to epitope mapping within an internal 

region of the influenza hemagglutinin (HA) protein

α-tubulin (DM1a) mouse IgG1 - 1:500 Sigma T9026 - - chicken embryo brain tubulin

α-tubulin (TAT1) mouse IgG2a/b 1:1000 1:100 K. Gull - - Woods et al. 1989

anti-mouse HRP sheep 1:10000 - Jackson 515-035-062 - -

anti-mouse HRP goat 1:10000 - Jackson 115-035-044 - -

anti-rabbit HRP goat 1:10000 - Sigma A-9169 - -

anti-rat HRP goat 1:10000 - Jackson 112-035-003 - -

anti-mouse FITC goat - 1:100 Sigma F-2012 - -

anti-mouse AF594 chicken - 1:100 Mol. Probes A-21201 - -

anti-rabbit FITC goat - 1:100 Sigma F-9887 - -

anti-rabbit AF594 goat - 1:100 Mol. Probes A-11012 - -

anti-rabbit AF647 donkey - 1:100 Mol. Probes A-31573 - -

anti-rat FITC goat - 1:100 Sigma F-6258 - -

anti-rat AF488 chicken - 1:100 Mol. Probes A-21470 - -

anti-rat AF594 chicken - 1:100 Mol. Probes A-211471 - -
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For an efficient substitution at the locus of the gene of interest, the recombination should 

occur by homolog recombination on the 5’ and 3’-UTRs of the ORF (Fig.2.5). 

 

b4) Over-expression in T. brucei 

 

In order to over-express a gene in T. brucei, and its corresponding protein with a tag, we 

used pLEW-based plasmids (described in tab2.2 and 2.3). The gene under the control of the 

TetO will be over-expressed by the addition of tetracycline. The integration of the linearized 

plasmid into the genome occurs at the rRNA spacer locus, an un-transcribed region. 

This technique can be used to 1) overexpress a protein, 2) overexpress a modified protein 

such as tagged or truncated, 3) assess dominant negative phenotypes. 

 

b5) U-2 OS Lipotransfection 

 

The plasmid DNA is incubated with Lipofectamine 2000 to form DNA/lipid complexes where 

the negatively charged DNA is trapped into cationic liposomes. These liposomes can fuse 

with membranes and release the DNA. 

The day prior to the transfection, 5 x 104 U-2 OS cells are incubated on glass cover slip in a 

24-wells plate. The day of the transfection 2 μL of LipofectamineTM 2000 (Invitrogen) are 

mixed with 0.5-1 μg of plasmid containing the gene of interest in a total volume of 100 μL 

OPTI-MEM® (Invitrogen) and incubated for 30 min at RT. This mixture is then deposed drop 

by drop at the surface. After incubation of 2 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2, the medium is replaced 

by 500 μL of culture medium. The cells are again incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 24 h to 

48 h and analysed by immunofluorescence. 

 

c) Biochemistry 

 

c1) SDS-PAGE 

 

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)—PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) is a technique 

to separate proteins according to their molecular mass (MM). The samples (whole cell lysate 

or cytoskeleton extracted cells) were resuspended in a denaturing sample buffer (SB), 

modified from Laemmli Buffer (Laemmli 1970 Nature) (10% glycerol, 2% SDS, 50 mM Tris 

pH 6.8, 100 mM DTT, a pinch of bromophenol blue. Benzonase (2 U for 108 cells) was added 

to digest genomic DNA that disturbs the migration and after a 5 min incubation at RT, the 

samples are denatured 8 min at 99 °C. SDS is an anionic detergent that breaks hydrogen  
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bonds leading to the loss of tertiary and secondary structure of the proteins and confers 

negative charges to them. These charges allow the protein to migrate during the 

electrophoresis. DTT [Dithiothreitol] is a disulfide bond reducing agent. The samples were 

then loaded on a SDS-polyacrylamide gel composed by a stacking gel [upper part] and a 

separating gel [lower part]. The stacking gel [5% Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide] allows the 

proteins to concentrate at the top of the separating gel, and the separating gel (10–15% 

Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide for my experiments, depending on the MM range of the proteins) 

allows their separation according to their MM. 

The polyacrylamide gels can be stained with Coomassie blue R250 (10% acetic acid, 50% 

EtOH and 2.5 g/L Coomassie blue) and destained in 10% acetic acid and 25% EtOH to 

visualize the proteins. 

The gels can also be used to transfer the proteins onto a membrane to be immuno-detected 

by Western Blot. 

 

c2) Western Blot 

 

Western Blot is a technique to transfer proteins onto a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) or 

nitrocellulose membrane in order to detect them with specific antibodies. 

The transfer occurs using a semi-dry blot apparatus (Biorad) applying a constant potential of 

25V for 45 min. To control the efficient transfer, the membrane can be stained with Ponceau 

red for 1 min and destained with water. The membrane is then blocked for 1 h in 5% Milk in 

PBS - 0.2% and Tween-20 (Milk-PBS-T). The incubation with the primary antibody diluted in 

Milk-PBS-T occurs overnight at 4 °C. The membrane is washed 3 times in Milk-PBS-T, 

eventually with the addition of NaCl (to a final concentration of 1 M) to reduce unspecific 

binding. The incubation with the secondary antibody (HRP-coupled) occurs at RT for 1 h in 

Milk-PBS-T. After three washes in Milk-PBS-T, and three washes in PBS, the membrane is 

then incubated for 5 min in the revelation buffer Immobilon Western Chemiluminescent HRP 

substrate (Millipore), and observed with ImageQuant LAS 4000 (GE Healthcare). This 

revelation technique is called Enhanced ChemiLuminescence (ECL) as a luminescent 

component is produced when the revelation buffer (substrate) reacts with the peroxidase 

(HRP) coupled to the secondary antibody.  

 

The primary and secondary antibodies details are summarized in the Tab.2.4. 
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Fig. 2.6 Affinity purification Scheme   

His-tagged proteins bind to the His-Trap column (Nickel-column), whereas proteins without 

the tag are washed away. To collect the His-tagged proteins, the proteins are eluted with 

imidazole, which has higher affinity to nickel than the His-tag and allows the release of the 

tagged proteins. 
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c3) Protein purification for in vitro studies and antibody production 

 

In order to obtain purified proteins for downstream applications, recombinant proteins can be 

expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) strain. The DNA sequence coding for the truncation aa 1–

260 FPC4 has been cloned into the pET28a (+) vector (Novagen) between the NcoI and 

HindIII restriction sites, resulting in the expression of the first 260 aa of FPC4 with a C-

terminal 6-Histidine tag (Fig.2.6). The DNA sequence coding for the FPC4 truncation aa 

357–440 (with the addition of a stop codon) was cloned between the NdeI and XhoI, 

restriction sites resulting in the expression of an N-terminal 6-Histidine tagged protein. 

Nicolas Landrein has carried out the purification, but briefly the protocol was as follows. The 

day before the purification, a pre-culture of 10 mL LB (Lysogeny Broth) medium with 

Kanamycin 50 μg/mL was prepared. The day of the purification the culture was diluted to an 

OD600nm= 0.05 in 250 mL and incubated at 37 °C under constant shaking (200 rpm). At OD 

0.5-0.6, target protein expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG for 3 h. The culture was 

centrifuged for 20 min at 4,000 g and the pellet resuspended in 25 mL Buffer A (20 mM Tris-

HCl pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT—and 1:10,000 protease inhibitor 

cocktail set III Calbiochem 539134) with lysozyme 0.1 mg/mL. The cells were then lysed by 

sonication (on ice: 20 pulses and 30 sec break, repeated for 20 times, Branson Sonifier 250) 

and centrifuged for 30 min at 10,000 g at 4 °C. The supernatant, which contains the soluble 

proteins, was loaded onto a Buffer A equilibrated HisTrap FF column (1 mL, GE Healthcare) 

at 0.5 mL/min using an AKTA purifying system. The column was then washed with 15 mL of 

Buffer A. The His-tagged protein bound to the Nickel column was eluted in 0.5 mL fractions 

with Buffer B (Buffer A + 300 mM imidazole, which has a higher affinity to nickel than 

histidine).  

 

An aliquot of each fraction was analysed by SDS-PAGE to assess purity and quantities of the 

protein. Selected fractions were pooled and dialyzed in Buffer A. After determination of the 

protein concentration using the Pierce 660nm Protein Assay kit (11881315) (a colorimetric 

method for total protein quantification based on the comparison of an absorbance curve as 

standard, with known protein concentrations, with the absorbance of the purified samples), 

aliquots were stored at -20°C with 10% glycerol before use. 

 

c4) Microtubule co-sedimentation assay 

 

This technique allows determining the ability of a protein to interact directly with microtubules 

and has been previously used for the characterization of TbSAXO, an axonemal protein in T. 

brucei (Dacheux et al., 2015). Marie Eggenspieler has carried out this assay. 
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Taxol-stabilized microtubules (MTs) (5 mg/mL) were prepared as follows based on a method 

published previously (Campbell and Slep, 2011). Purified bovine tubulin (99% pure, 

Cytoskeleton Inc.) was resuspended in cold G-PEM (80 mM PIPES pH 6.8, 1 mM EGTA, 

0.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM GTP) and centrifuged at 4 °C for 10 min at 16,000 g to remove 

aggregated protein. Taxol (Paclitaxel, CalbiochemH) was added stepwise (addition of 1/10 of 

the final volume of 5 mM, 50 mM and 500 mM taxol in DMSO, with a 10 min incubation at 

37 °C after each addition) to reach a final concentration of 5 mg/mL tubulin MT preparation. 

For co-sedimentation assays, 4 μL of MTs were mixed with different amounts of the protein 

of interest. Volumes were adjusted to 50 μL with PEMD (100 mM PIPES pH 6.8, 1 mM 

EGTA, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) to a final concentration of 7.2 μM tubulin. Samples were 

then incubated for 1 h at 22 °C and centrifuged for 15 min at 16,000 g at 22 °C. Supernatants 

and pellets were separated and brought to equal volumes in SDS sample buffer and 

analysed by SDS-PAGE. Gels were stained using Instant BlueTM (Expedeon). The 

microtubules are in the pellet; the protein is detected in the pellet if it binds to microtubules. A 

control experiment consists in centrifugation of the protein without microtubules to test the 

absence of precipitation. 

 

d) Imaging 

 

d1) Sample preparation for fluorescence microscopy 

 

•! Trypanosoma brucei whole cells (WC)  

- PCF: Cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 1,000 g, washed once in PBS and 

deposed on poly-lysine coated glass slides for 5–10 min. Cells were fixed for 4 min 

with 3% PFA or in -20 °C Methanol (MeOH) for at least 30 min. In order to neutralize 

the PFA, two washes in 100 mM glycine were performed for 10 min. Cells were then 

permeabilized for 10 min with 0.2% Triton X-100.  

- BSF: Cells were washed once in vPBS, resuspended in 1% PFA in PBS and 

incubated for 2 min on ice. Cells were spun (5 min at 2000 g), resuspended in PBS 

and deposed on glass slides. After one wash in PBS, cells were permeabilized in -

20 °C MeOH for 30 min. 

 

•! Trypanosoma brucei cytoskeleton extracted cells (CK) !

- PCF: Cells were washed in PBS and loaded on poly-lysine coated slides for 5–10 

min. Cells were then extracted for 5 min with 0.25-1% NP40 (Igepal CA-630—

Sigma i3021) in PIPES buffer (100mM PIPES pH6.9, 1 mM MgCl2). After two washes  
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in PIPES buffer, cytoskeletons were fixed in -20 °C-cold MeOH for at least 30 min or 

in 3% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 4 min. After PFA neutralization with 

100 mM glycine, CK were washed twice in PBS. 

- BSF: Cells were washed once in vPBS, resuspended in 0.5% NP40 (Igepal CA-

630—Sigma i3021) in PIPES buffer and deposed on slide. Cytoskeletons were 

washed twice in PIPES buffer and once in PBS. Slides were incubated for 30 min in -

20 °C-cold MeOH. 

 

•! Trypanosoma brucei flagella (Fg)  

Cells were collected and were washed once in PBS. In a first step, the cells were extracted 

with 1% NP40 in PIPES buffer containing Benzonase (1:10,000 dilution, Sigma C-8263) and 

protease inhibitors (1:10,000 dilution Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Set III Calbiochem) for 5 min 

at RT. Cytoskeletons were spun for 10 min at 5,000 g at 4 °C. To extract flagella, 

cytoskeletons were incubated for 15 min on ice with 1% NP40 in PIPES buffer containing 

1 M KCl. After centrifugation for 5 min at 5,000 g at 4 °C, flagella were washed twice in 

PIPES buffer and deposed on poly-lysine coated slide and let adhere for 5–10 min. The 

flagella were fixed at -20 °C in MeOH or in 3% PFA as described above. 

 

d2) Immunolabelling and observation 

 

The second part of the protocol was common for all the preparations: three washes in PBS 

buffer were performed and the samples (WC, CK or Fg) were incubated with the primary 

antibody for 1 hour in a wet chamber.  

After three PBS washes, the slides were incubated with the secondary antibody for 1 hour 

protected from light (see Tab.2.4 for antibodies characteristics and dilutions). The slides were 

washed twice in PBS before staining the nuclei and the kinetoplast DNA for 5 min with DAPI 

(10 μg/mL in PBS)—The DNA staining step is skipped in case of flagella, since kDNA is 

degraded due to the benzonase treatment. Two additional PBS washes were performed 

before mounting with SlowFade Gold (Molecular probes S-36936).  

 

•! For U-2 OS 

 

All solutions were pre-warmed at 37 °C including the fixation step to preserve the interphase 

microtubules from cold-induced depolymerization. Cells were briefly extracted for 2 min in 

EMT Buffer (60 mM PIPES pH 6.9, 25 mM HEPES, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM MgCl2), 0.5% 

Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, then fixed in PFA 3% at 37 °C for 15 min. PFA was neutralized 

10 min in glycine (100 mM in PBS). After two washes in PBS, cells were incubated in PBS,  
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10% foetal calf serum, and 0.01% saponin for 10 minutes and incubated with the primary 

antibodies for 1 hour in a dark moist chamber. After two PBS washes, cells were incubated 

for 1 hour with the secondary antibodies (see Tab.2.4 for antibodies characteristics and 

dilutions). The nuclei were stained with DAPI (0.2 mg/mL in PBS for 5 minutes) and cells 

were washed in PBS and mounted with Prolong mounting medium (molecular probes P-

36930) and observed 24h later. 

 

d3) Fluorescence Microscopy 

 

Images were acquired on a Zeiss Imager Z1 microscope, using a Photometrics 

Coolsnap HQ2 camera, using a 100x or 63x (NA 1.4) objective and with Metamorph software 

(Molecular Devices). Images were processed with ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). 

 

d4) Electron microscopy  

 

Derrick Robinson has performed the electron microscopy part of the work. 

 

•! Immuno-electron microscopy on flagella. Flagella were prepared as previously 

described for the immuno-fluorescence and loaded on grids. Briefly, 5 mL of mid-log 

phase parasites were collected by centrifugation for 5 min at 1,000 g, washed once in 

PBS and resuspended in 500 μL PBS. A droplet of cells was loaded on parafilm, and 

Formvar/Butvar covered, charged, carbon coated nickel grids were gently deposited 

at the surface of the droplet and incubated for 10–15 min to let the cells adhere. The 

grids were then moved to a 250 μL droplet of 1% NP40, PEME (100 mM PIPES 

pH 6.9, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1:10,000 complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Calbiochem)) 

and incubated for 5 min. This extraction step was used to make cytoskeleton and was 

repeated once on a fresh droplet. The grids were then moved to a fresh droplet 

containing in addition 1 M KCl, for 30 min on ice, in order to depolimerize sub-

pellicular MT and obtain flagella. The extraction was regularly controlled under the 

microscope. After four washes in PEME buffer with protease inhibitors, the flagella 

were fixed on 100 μL 3% PFA in a PEME droplet for 5 min. PFA was then neutralized 

with four incubations on 100 μL droplets of 100 mM glycine in PEME. The grids were 

then transferred through five blocking droplets for 5 min each (0.1% BSA, 0.1% 

Tween-20 in PBS) then to droplets containing the primary antibodies. As primary 

antibody anti-myc (mouse monoclonal 9E10—a kind gift from K. Ersfeld) 1:20 and 

anti-BILBO1 1–110 (rabbit — Robinson) 1:400 or anti-myc (mouse — Erstfeld) 1:20  
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and anti-MORN1 (rabbit — Morriswood) 1:400 were incubated for 2h at RT in 

PBS 0.01% BSA and 0.1% Tween-20. The grids were washed four times in 

PBS 0.01% BSA and 0.1% Tween-20 and incubated then with gold-conjugated 

secondary antibodies (see Tab.4 for antibodies characteristics and dilutions). 

EM GAR10 1:20 (anti-rabbit, 10 nm), and EM GAM15 1:50 (anti-mouse, 15 nm) in 

PBS 0.01% BSA and 0.1% Tween-20 for 2h at RT. The grids were then washed twice 

in blocking buffer, twice in PBS and then fixed for 5 min in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 

PBS. After two washes in milliQ H2O, the grids were negatively stained in 0.5% 

Nanovan for 5–10 sec. 

 

•! Whole cells embedding and section preparation:  

In order to make trypanosomes ultra-thin sections (70-90 nm), a mid-log phase 

culture was fixed for 2h in medium with 2.5% glutaraldehyde, and consequently fixed 

in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Sorensens’s Sodium Phosphate buffer pH 7.2. The 

cells were rinsed twice in milliQ H2O and incubated for 1 h in 1% OsO4 in milliQ H2O 

pH 7.2. After three washes in milliQ H2O, the cells were stained and fixed in 2% 

Uranyl-acetate (milliQ H2O) at 4 °C overnight. After three washes of 10 min in milliQ 

H2O, the cells were dehydrated in EtOH, starting from 30% EtOH, then 50%, 70%!and  

90% for 2h each and left in 90% EtOH overnight. The following day the cells were 

incubated three times up to 1h in 100% EtOH at RT. The cells were then incubated 

for 3h each with 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% EtOH:Spurs resin and as final incubation 

three times for 1h with 100% Spurs resin at RT, and then overnight in 100% Spurs 

(Low viscosity embedding kit, EMS 14300) at RT. The resin was embedded in size 

“OO” BEEM capsules (EMS) and let polymerize overnight at 60 °C. 

Thin sections were cut with Ultramicrotome LEICA EM-UCT at a thickness of 

approximately 70-90 nm. The sections were deposed on grids and stained with 

aqueous saturated uranyl acetate for 15-30 min. The grids were washes three times 

in boiled cooled water for 5 min each and then air dried. An additional wash with 0.1 

N NaOH for 30 sec and three washes in boiled cooled water for 5 min.  

 

Samples were visualized on a FEI Tecnai 12 electron microscope, camera ORIUS 1000 

11MPixel (resolution 3-5 nm). Images were acquired with Digitalmicrograph and processed 

with ImageJ. 
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Fig. 2.7 Yeast two-hybrid principle 

The interaction between two proteins fused to the Binding Domain (BD) or the Activation 

Domain (AD) of GAL4 reconstitutes the transcription factor and leads to the transcription of a 

reporter gene. The growth of the yeasts on selective media confirms the interaction between 

the two tested proteins. 
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e) Yeast Two-Hybrid interaction test 

 

The Yeast two-hybrid technique is used to identify or confirm protein interaction partners. For 

our experiments, we used the MatchmakerTM Gold Yeast Two-Hybrid System (Clontech), 

which is based on the reconstitution of the transcription factor GAL4 (Fig.2.7). A prey protein 

is fused to the Activation Domain (AD) of GAL4, in the pGADT7 plasmid. A second protein is 

fused to the DNA Binding Domain (BD) of GAL4, in the pGBKT7 plasmid, which acts as Bait. 

These plasmids are transformed in haploid yeast strains, and after mating both plasmids are 

in a same diploid yeast allowing the expression of prey and bait proteins. When the two 

proteins interact, the complex, thanks to a nuclear localization sequence (NLS) present 

upstream the prey protein, is carried to the nucleus, where the reconstituted transcription 

factor GAL4 can bind to DNA and activate the transcription of the reporter gene which is 

under the control of a promoter controlled by GAL4. For our experiments, the interactions 

were tested by a drop test (106 to 101 cells/drop) on a solid selective medium depleted of 

histidine (SC-L-W-His) and on a loading control medium (SC-L-W) to test the growth of the 

yeast. The transcription of the reporter gene allows the diploids to grow on selective medium 

and confirms therefore the protein-protein interaction (Fig.2.7). 

Each sequence of interest was cloned in both plasmids (pGADT7 and pGBKT7) to test the 

interaction on both “directions”. Toxicity and auto-activation tests were performed prior to the 

interaction test. 
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Fig. 2.8: Principle of a monoclonal antibody production 

After 15 days post-immunisation, popliteal lymph nodes were collected to isolate antibody- 

producing B-cell. These cells were fused with P3U1 myeloma cells and the hybridomas 

obtained were tested by immunofluorescence. If positive, they were further cloned, tested 

again, stored in liquid nitrogen as well as kept in culture to regularly collect the supernatant 

containing the secreted monoclonal antibody. 
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f) Monoclonal antibody production 

 

The general procedure to produce monoclonal antibodies has been described in Fig.2.8.  

 

Five days before the mice immunisation, pre-immune serum was obtained from blood 

collected from the tail tip of the mice with heparinised capillary tubes, in order to retard blood 

coagulation. At day 0, approximately 15 μg of purified 6-His-357-440aa FPC4 in 40 μL 

volume emulsion 50/50 with Freund’s complete adjuvant (Sigma F-5881) were injected in the 

footpad of three-9-week-old BALB/c female mice. Freund’s adjuvant is an immuno-

potentiator, composed of inactivated and dried mycobacteria in mineral oil, used to create an 

emulsion with the purified protein to boost the immune system to produce antibodies. At 

day 12, two mice were boosted with 15 μg of purified protein in incomplete Freund adjuvant 

and one with the complete adjuvant. At day 15, mice were sacrificed to collect the popliteal 

lymph nodes (PLN), located in the backside of the knee. The PLN were smashed with a 

plastic syringe piston in a Petri dish containing 5 mL of pre-warmed RPMI medium. The 

mixture was collected and cell debris sedimented for a couple of min. The supernatant was 

diluted with RPMI to 15 mL total volume and the lymphocytes were counted with a Quick-

readTM precision cell in trypan blue (that acts as an indicator for living cells) and washed in 

RPMI by centrifugation at 600 g rpm for 5 min. The same number of myeloma P3U1 cells 

were collected and washed twice in RPMI by centrifugation at 600 g rpm for 5 min. The two 

pellets were gently resuspended together in 10 mL RPMI and diluted to 50 mL. The cells 

were then collected by centrifugation at 600 g rpm for 5 min, and the pellet was incubated at 

37 °C. Within 1 min, four times 250 μL PEG-150 (783641 Roche) were deposed on the cells 

and mixed with the pipette tip to induce cell fusion. The cells were mixed for two additional 

min, and then 4 mL of RPMI were deposed on the cells during 5 min (200 μL every 15 sec), 

always mixing with the pipette tip. To this mixture of cells were added 67 mL of HAT RPMI 

complete (RPMI, 8% FCS, 0.05 mM β-Mercaptoethanol, 2 mM sodium pyruvate, 1x non-

essential amino acids [Gibco 11140] and 1x HAT [Sigma H0262]. Finally, the total volume 

was distributed [100 μL/well] in 96-well plates containing macrophages that were prepared 

the day before [100 μL/well]. Only the 60 central wells were used, the external wells 

contained only sterile PBS. After 7 days post fusion, 100 μL were removed and substituted 

with fresh HAT RMPI complete medium. Approximately 15 days after the fusion, colonies of 

hybridomas could be observed. As soon as the cells were growing, the supernatants were 

tested by IF analysis on WT cells and, in case of positive staining, the hybridomas were 

cloned with 0.3–1—and 3 cells/well. The positive hybridomas were maintained at an ideal 

cell density of 5x105 cells/mL, then amplified and frozen (in IMDM complete, 25% FCS and 

10% DMSO – stored in liquid nitrogen). It was very important to avoid passing 1x106  
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because a rapid cell death could occur. We could isolate a positive monoclonal antibody anti-

FPC4, called 3B10. 

The antibody isotype was determined with the IsoStripTM Monoclonal Antibody Isotyping kit 

(Santa Cruz—sc-24958). 
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3. Results 

 

I. BILBO1 is a scaffold protein for the Flagellar Pocket Collar 

a) Introduction 

As described in the introduction, a ring-shaped structure is present at the flagellum exit point 

and it is called the FPC for Flagellar Pocket Collar. BILBO1 is the first characterized 

cytoskeletal protein present within this structure and, currently, it is not clear how the FPC is 

made (Bonhivers et al., 2008b; Vidilaseris et al., 2014a; Vidilaseris et al., 2014b). BILBO1 is 

a modular protein composed of an N-terminal domain showing an ubiquitin-like fold, two EF-

Hand domains (EF-Hands) able to bind calcium and a long C-terminal coiled-coil domain 

(CC) with a leucine zipper (LZ) (Bonhivers et al., 2008b; Vidilaseris et al., 2014a; Vidilaseris 

et al., 2014b). 

 

We carried out an analysis of the roles of the different domains of BILBO1 in the structure 

and function of the FPC. To do so we used yeast-two-hybrid interaction tests, a mammalian 

cell heterologous system and T. brucei expression of recombinant BILBO1 and BILBO1 

domains. The collaboration with the group of Dr. Gang Dong (MPFL, Vienna) allowed an 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) analysis of calcium binding. 

We showed that BILBO1 has intrinsic polymerization properties via its CC and that calcium 

plays a role in the shape of the polymers. Furthermore, we showed that the N-terminal 

domain is not required either for FPC targeting or for polymerization. 

We propose that BILBO1 forms a scaffold structure upon which other proteins can anchor to 

in order to form the FPC and connect with other cytoskeletal structures. Additionally, we 

propose that calcium could play a role in the function or the dynamics of the FPC by 

modulating the conformation of BILBO1 and thus the polymer properties, or the interaction 

with other proteins. 

 

b) Results – 1st part 

“Florimond et al. (2015), BILBO1 is a scaffold protein of the Flagellar Pocket Collar in 

the pathogen Trypanosoma brucei, PLoS Pathog 11(3)” 
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Abstract

The flagellar pocket (FP) of the pathogen Trypanosoma brucei is an important single copy

structure that is formed by the invagination of the pellicular membrane. It is the unique site

of endo- and exocytosis and is required for parasite pathogenicity. The FP consists of dis-

tinct structural sub-domains with the least explored being the annulus/horseshoe shaped

flagellar pocket collar (FPC). To date the only known component of the FPC is the protein

BILBO1, a cytoskeleton protein that has a N-terminus that contains an ubiquitin-like fold,

two EF-hand domains, plus a large C-terminal coiled-coil domain. BILBO1 has been shown

to bind calcium, but in this work we demonstrate that mutating either or both calcium-binding

domains prevents calcium binding. The expression of deletion or mutated forms of BILBO1

in trypanosomes and mammalian cells demonstrate that the coiled-coil domain is necessary

and sufficient for the formation of BILBO1 polymers. This is supported by Yeast two-hybrid

analysis. Expression of full-length BILBO1 in mammalian cells induces the formation of line-

ar polymers with comma and globular shaped termini, whereas mutation of the canonical

calcium-binding domain resulted in the formation of helical polymers and mutation in both

EF-hand domains prevented the formation of linear polymers. We also demonstrate that in

T. brucei the coiled-coil domain is able to target BILBO1 to the FPC and to form polymers

whilst the EF-hand domains influence polymers shape. This data indicates that BILBO1 has

intrinsic polymer forming properties and that binding calcium can modulate the form of

these polymers. We discuss whether these properties can influence the formation of the

FPC.
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Author Summary

Trypanosoma brucei avoids destruction by, in part, changing its surface glycoprotein coat,

which is trafficked onto the cell surface via an invagination of the cell surface called the fla-

gellar pocket. The pocket is essential for pathogenicity. The distal membrane of the pocket

is anchored to a cytoskeleton structure called the flagellar pocket collar (FPC). The FPC is

a ring/horseshoe shaped structure, which itself is attached to the single copy flagellum of

the parasite. How the “ring” shape of the collar is formed is not understood. Moreover, the

only known protein component of the FPC is the protein BILBO1. BILBO1 is modular

and has a distinct N-terminal domain, two EF-hand calcium-binding domains and a large

C-terminal coiled-coil domain. Here we demonstrate that mutating the EF hand domains

prevent calcium binding and that the coiled-coil domain is not only sufficient to target to

the collar, but can also form polymers in mammalian cells. Mutating either or both calci-

um-binding domains of BILBO1 influences polymer formation and type when expressed

in mammalian and trypanosome cells. Our premise is that BILBO1 has intrinsic polymer

forming properties that are essential for the flagellar pocket collar making the pocket a tar-

get for intervention.

Introduction

Trypanosoma brucei is an important parasitic protozoan that is the etiological agent of sleeping

sickness in sub-Saharan Africa. Related parasites are responsible for Chagas disease and Leish-

maniasis in South America and many tropical countries [1,2,3]. At the G1 stage of the T. brucei

cell cycle a single flagellum exits the cell through the flagellar pocket (FP), a structure that is lo-

cated in the posterior end of the cell. The FP functions as the exclusive site for endo- and exocy-

tosis, and has been shown to be an essential component of membrane trafficking and recycling

[4,5,6]. In these roles the FP is essential for parasite virulence, because T. bruceimust survive

within both the gut and salivary glands of the tsetse fly as well as in the bloodstream of the

mammalian host. Thus the FP is also most likely a functional design to sequester important

parasite surface receptors away from detection by the host’s innate immune system [5,7].

The tight coupling between the FP, the flagellum, and the cytoplasmic membranes has been

well established in recent studies where work on the T. brucei FP and associated cytoskeleton

suggest that new FP biogenesis is precisely timed to coordinate with flagellum duplication and

segregation [6,8]. Electron microscopic imaging and tomography clearly illustrate that a cyto-

skeletal structure called the flagellar pocket collar (FPC), a horse-shoe/annular structure, of ap-

proximately 500–800 nm in diameter, in T. brucei, is present at the exit point of the flagellum

[4,6,9]. The FPC surrounds the flagellum and is also attached to the sub-pellicular microtubule

cytoskeleton [6,8], but it is not known how it is attached, nor is it apparent how the FPC always

forms its characteristic shape around a newly formed flagellum. Recently, an important struc-

ture called the bilobe has been identified as being closely associated with the FPC. The bilobe is

considered to be a Golgi-linked structure that contains Centrin 2, and numerous other proteins

[9,10,11]. The intimate relationship between the FP-flagellum, the bilobe and Golgi [12] sug-

gests that at least some of these structures are physically linked [11].

As we demonstrated previously, BILBO1 is syntenic and essential for biogenesis of the FPC

[8]. RNAi knockdown of BILBO1 in T. brucei disrupts the formation of the FPC, inhibits the

biogenesis of important cytoskeleton structures, induces severe perturbation of the endo-mem-

brane system, cell cycle arrest, and is ultimately lethal. BILBO1 is the first, and to date the only,
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FPC molecular component identified that is required for FPC and FP biogenesis, which makes

it a potentially important target for intervention against kinetoplastids [8].

Recently, the three-dimensional structure of BILBO1 N-terminal domain was solved and re-

vealed that it contains an unexpected ubiquitin-like fold with a conserved surface patch

[13,14]. Mutation of the patch was lethal when expressed in T. brucei procyclic forms suggest-

ing that there are important interactions between the patch and other BILBO1 protein partners

[13,14]. Using electron microscopy Vidilaseris et al., demonstrated that the EF-hand domains

of BILBO1 change their conformation upon calcium binding, and the coiled-coil domain can

form anti-parallel dimers, which can then form linear polymers via the C-terminal leucine zip-

per. Further, they demonstrated that these filaments can condense into fibers through lateral

interactions [15].

In this study, we turn to an analysis of BILBO1 protein as an essential candidate of the FPC

scaffold. Our overall objective was to identify the molecular role of BILBO1 in FPC formation.

The primary and secondary structures of BILBO1 do not predict a specific function, and the

protein does not appear to have any obvious membrane-targeting domains, but it does possess

two predicted EF-hand calcium-binding domains (aa 185–213 and aa 221–249). It also has a

large coiled-coil (CC) domain (aa 263–566), which is involved in protein-protein interactions

[15]. Based on our hypothesis that BILBO1 is the FPC scaffold, we decided to determine 1) if

BILBO1 can form polymers in vivo, 2) what domain(s) of the protein is(are) involved in poly-

mer formation. We approached these questions with the following experiments; 1) Identifica-

tion of functional domains involved in BILBO1-BILBO1 interaction by yeast-two hybrid

analysis 2), test for intrinsic polymer formation properties of BILBO1 using a heterologous

mammalian expression system and 3), characterization of these properties in the parasite.

We demonstrate in this work that BILBO1 can form polymers in vivo and propose that

these may have important implications for the formation of the annulus/horseshoe of the FPC.

The results we report here point to a substantial role for BILBO1 in forming the structural scaf-

fold for FPC biogenesis and maintenance.

Results

BILBO1-BILBO1 interaction is via the coiled-coil domain

Yeast-Two-Hybrid (Y2H) analysis has been used to test interactions between soluble proteins,

but also between polymer forming proteins [16,17,18]. We used this technique to test if

BILBO1 could form homo-polymers and, if yes, identify the domains that are involved in this

interaction. For this study several BILBO1 truncations were constructed and were named as

follows; T1 for the N-terminal domain (aa 1–170), T2 for the N-terminal domain including

both EF-hand calcium-binding domains (aa 1–250), T3 for the CC domain including the two

EF-hand domains up to the C-terminus (aa 171–587), and T4 for the CC domain up to the C-

terminus (aa 251–587) (Fig. 1A). BILBO1 and its truncations tested negative for toxicity and

auto-activation in these Y2H experiments.

Interactions were visualised using two auxotrophic assays with similar results (minus Ade-

nine is shown in Fig. 1B). As yeast growth was observed when full-length BILBO1 construct

was tested (Fig. 1B), our assays show that there is a BILBO1 x BILBO1 interaction (full-length x

full-length). Further, they show that the coiled-coil domain is required for the interaction (full-

length x T3, or full-length x T4), and that neither the N-terminal domain (T1 and T2) nor the

EF-hand domains 1 and 2 are required in this interaction per se (Fig. 1B).

BILBO1 a Cytoskeletal Ring Scaffold in T. brucei
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Both BILBO1 EF-hand domains bind calcium

BILBO1 has two putative calcium-binding EF-hand domains that are located between the N-

terminus and the coiled-coil domain. In silico analysis of these EF-hand domains indicate that

domain1 is non-canonical (12-residue loop—aa 194–205, but contains a lysine at position +Y,

whereas this is typically aspartic acid or asparagine), but domain 2 is canonical (12-residue

loop—aa 230–241) [19,20,21]. The 3D structure of the N-terminus of BILBO1 has been solved,

but the domain analyzed does not contain the EF-hands [14].

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of BILBO1 primary structure and yeast two-hybrid identification of its interaction domains. (A) BILBO1 has two predicted
EF-hand calcium-binding domain EFH1 and EFH2, from amino acids Lysine 185 to Tyrosine 249, and a long domain predicted as coiled-coil. Serine 163 is
phosphorylated in vivo. The main truncations used in this study are shown schematically and labelled as T1-T4. The mutations in the EF-hand calcium
binding domains are indicated below the wild-type amino acid sequence. (B) Bait (BILBO1 full-length) and prey interactions were tested by drop tests on
adenine-free selective medium. Full-length BILBO1 interacts with full-length BILBO1, whilst truncations T1 and T2 do not interact with full-length BILBO1. T3
and T4 truncations interactions were positive, demonstrating that the coiled-coil domain is required for BILBO1-BILBO1 interaction.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.g001
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To characterize further the EF-hand domains, we tested the wild-type and mutated forms
for calcium binding properties using isothermal calorimetry (ITC) [22]. The DNA sequence
encoding the EF-hand domains (amino acid residues 177–250) of wild-type BILBO1 were
cloned to incorporate a N-terminal maltose-binding tag plus a 10 × histidine tag (MBP-His10).
This construct was used as a template to make the mutated forms of the EF-hand domains. For
the mutant forms the following amino acid substitutions were created: Mutated EF-hand 1
(mEFH1: D194A, N198A, D202A, and D205A), and mutated EF-hand 2 (mEFH2: D230A,
N232A, and E241A), or both mutated EF-hands (mEFH1+2). The amino acids selected for mu-
tation were based on published analysis of EF-hand function by Gifford et al.,[19].

A schematic of BILBO1 is shown in Fig. 2A, whilst Fig. 2B shows the purified proteins on an
SDS-PAGE with Coomassie blue staining. The minor bands present under the 50kDa main
bands are degradation products. Fig. 2C illustrates a superimposition of BILBO1-EF-hand do-
mains onto the modeling template of the human calmodulin-like protein hCLP (1ggz.pdb) [23].
The two proteins share 30% identity and 47% similarity in their primary sequences, which gave
rise a very similar conformation with a root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d) of 0.82 Å over 70
aligned residues of the two structures. A ribbon diagram of the BILBO1-EF-hand domains de-
rived from homology-based modeling, together with the two bound calcium ions from the tem-
plate structure (1ggz.pdb), is shown in Fig. 2D. ITC demonstrated that the wild-type BILBO1
EF-hand domains do bind 2 calcium ions (Fig. 2E, N = 2.11, Kd = 3.46 μM), whereas mutation
of either or both EF-hand domains caused loss of calcium binding (Fig. 2F-H). As a negative con-
trol, no calcium binding was observed for the MBP fusion tag alone (Fig. 2 I).

BILBO1 has polymers forming properties in vivo

To explore the possibility that BILBO1 can form polymers, it was expressed in an in vivo heterol-
ogous system in the absence of any other parasite-specific proteins. Since BILBO1 has no known
mammalian orthologues, we can investigate the polymers formed in U-2 OS cells in detail albeit
out of context of the FPC. By transient transfection of U-2 OS cells, we expressed full-length, un-
tagged BILBO1 protein or BILBO1:GFP and analyzed the polymers formed. We acknowledge
that there may be other proteins interacting with BILBO1 when expressed in these cells and these
can contribute to polymer formation. Nevertheless, direct GFP fluorescence, immuno-labelling
of untagged BILBO1 with the anti-BILBO1monoclonal antibody 5F2B3 or electron microscopy
illustrated that expression from six to 24 hours resulted in the formation of long fibrous polymers
(Fig. 3A—D also refer to S1 Fig.). Thus, confirming our hypothesis that BILBO1 can indeed form
polymers in vivo. We noticed the formation of numerous isolated annular structures when
BILBO1:GFP was expressed in U-2 OS cells, but since this appears to be a GFP-tag induced arte-
fact, these structures were not analyzed further (Fig. 3A and 3G, and S2 Fig.).

Polymers that started or terminated with globular, or annular/comma, shaped structures,
were observed when untagged BILBO1 was expressed (Fig. 3B-F). When viewed by transmis-
sion electron microscopy these polymers had transversal striations that were observed after
negative staining to have a mean periodicity of 46.9 nm (n = 1067, SE± 0.4nm) indicating the
formation of highly ordered polymers, (Fig. 3C-F). Interestingly, this is similar to the inter
N-termini distance of anti-parallel BILBO1 proteins (40–45nm) observed by Vidilaseris et al.,
2014 [15], suggesting a similar assembly arrangement of polymers. A similar periodicity was
also observed with the BILBO:GFP construct, but since GFP induces artefacts these striations
were not analyzed in detail (Fig. 3G). We have categorized the linear polymers observed by
immunofluorescence as “simple”’ or “complex”. Simple polymers have no distinguishable fea-
tures at their ends, whereas complex polymers have comma or globular structures at one or
both ends. To facilitate nomenclature, these structures, from here onwards, will be referred to
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collectively as “termini”. Fig. 3C-F illustrates termini when visualised by electron microscopy

and show that the shapes of these termini are varied. Termini that looked like “spheres” using

immunofluorescence are actually dense globular structures when viewed by electron microsco-

py (Fig. 3E). Formation of these globules maybe due to non-specific aggregation but it is not

apparent how comma/annuli are formed, but they appear to be shaped when termini curl back

upon themselves.

Fig 2. The conserved residues in the loops of the EF-hand domains are required for calcium binding. (A) Schematic depicting the TbBILBO1-EFh
(residues 177–250) expression construct used in the in vitro calcium-binding experiments. The protein was expressed with an N-terminal tag containing
maltose-binding protein (MBP) together with a 10 × histine linker. (B) Purified proteins of wild-type (WT) and three mutants of MBP-His10-TbBILBO1-EFh
were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and stained using Coomassie blue. The minor bands are degradation products. The last lane shows purified MBP-His10 alone.
(C) Superimposition of the TbBILBO1-EFh model onto the modeling template 1ggz.pdb, (a human epithelial cell calmodulin-like protein). The two proteins
share 30% identities and 47% similarities in their primary sequences. (D) Ribbon diagram of the TbBILBO1-EFh derived from homology-based modeling
shown in (C). The structure is color-ramped from blue at the N-terminus to red at the C-terminus. Conserved D/E/N residues in the loops, which are predicted
to coordinate calcium binding, are shown as sticks. The two calcium sites from the modeling template (1ggz.pdb) are shown as semi-transparent magenta
spheres. (E) ITC titration and fit curve for the wild-type TbBILBO1-EF-hand domains. N, which represents the molar ratio between Ca2+ and the protein, was
determined to be approximately 2, suggesting that both EF-hand domains of TbBILBO1 bind calcium. (F-H) ITC titration results for mEFH1, mEFH2, and
mEFH1+2. None of the three mutants were able to bind calcium. (I) ITC titration result for the MBP-His10 tag. The fusion tag by itself did not bind calcium.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.g002
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Polymers could be observed by immunofluorescence microscopy whereas the cell extraction

procedure required for electron microscopy removed most of the polymers making them difficult

to observe, despite numerous attempts to do so. We therefore measured the width of the BILBO1

fibres and the diameter of the termini using immunofluorescence microscopy. Globules and

commas were sometimes difficult to distinguish by immunofluorescence and were therefore

grouped together and counted as termini. We also counted the number and type of polymers

Fig 3. BILBO1 forms polymers in a heterologous system and the coiled-coil domain is required for polymerization. Heterologous expression of
BILBO1:GFP (A), or un-tagged BILBO1 (B) in mammalian U-2 OS cells demonstrate that BILBO1 has self-polymerizing properties. After 6 hours post-
transfection of BILBO1:GFP the polymers formed were observed by direct GFP fluorescence. After 6 hours post-transfection of un-tagged BILBO1, extracted
cells were immuno-labelled with anti-BILBO1 monoclonal antibody. (C-F) Electron micrograph of extracted and negative stained U-2 OS cells after six hours
of BILBO1 expression. (G) Electron micrograph of extracted and negative stained U-2 OS cells after six hours of BILBO1:GFP expression. (H)
Measurements of fibre width and diameter of termini in U-2 OS cells expressing BILBO1 after six or 24 hours post-transfection and immunolabelled with anti-
NTD. (I) Measurements of total fluorescence emitted per cell, as arbitrary units, after a fixed time of acquisition on anti-NTD immunolabelled BILBO1
expressing U-2 OS cells, and number of complex or simple termini in each corresponding cell. The red line indicates the 50% of maximum fluorescence
intensity limit. (J) Determination of the percentage of complex polymers with termini at one end (left) or at both ends (right) in BILBO1 U-2 OS expressing cells
after six or 24 hours transfection. Scale bars represent 10 μm in A and B, 1 μm in insets, 500 nm in C, E, F, and 250nm in D, G.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.g003
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with complex termini per cell after six and 24 hours of untagged BILBO1 post transfection,

(please refer to Table 1 and Fig 3H and 3J).

Measurements of BILBO1 fibre width and termini diameter was done using immunofluo-

rescence microscopy. Measurements were made after six and 12 hours, whereas complex ter-

mini were measured after six and 24 hours. Fibre width and the number of fibres with termini

at both ends increased over time.

From this data and the electron microscopy results we conclude that BILBO1 has the intrin-

sic capacity to polymerize into organized high order polymers in mammalian cells (in the ab-

sence of any other parasite-specific proteins) and these polymers have a tendency to form

complex termini at their extremities. Reiterating the results from Fig. 3I this data suggests that

the polymerization state of BILBO1 is likely to be highly dependent on the expression level of

the protein or local protein concentration.

In addition to these measurements we measured the total fluorescence emitted per cell, as

arbitrary units, after a fixed time of acquisition. We used the fluorescence intensity produced

by each cell as a marker for protein concentration per cell. We then divided the population into

two groups—cells producing less than 50% of the maximum fluorescence recorded, and cells

producing more than 50% of the maximum fluorescence recorded.

After six hours of expression of untagged BILBO1 81% of cells produced 50% or less of the

maximum fluorescence recorded/cell, and 37.2% of these cells contained polymers with only

simple termini, whilst 11.6% contained polymers with complex termini and 51.2% contained

both types of polymer. 19% of cells producedmore than 50% of the maximum fluorescence re-

corded/cell, and 20% of these cells contained polymers with simple termini, whilst 30% con-

tained complex polymers and 50% contained both types of polymer (Fig. 3I).

After 24 hours of expression of untagged BILBO1, 81.7% of cells produced 50% or less of

the maximum fluorescence recorded/cell and 70% these cells contained polymers with simple

termini, whilst 10% contained polymers with complex termini and 20% contained both types

of polymer. 18.3% of cells producedmore than 50% of the maximum fluorescence recorded/

cell and 11.1% these cells contained polymers with only simple termini, whilst 44.4% contained

polymers with only complex termini and 44.5% contained both types of polymer (Fig. 3I, 24

hours post-transfection). Taken together this data reiterates the hypothesis that the polymeri-

zation state of BILBO is likely to be highly dependent on the expression level of the protein.

To investigate whether the BILBO1 polymers were associated with pre-existing or newly

formed cytoskeleton structures, U-2 OS cells expressing BILBO1:GFP were additionally la-

belled for F-actin (phalloidin), intermediate filaments (anti-vimentin), microtubules (anti-tu-

bulin), endoplasmic reticulum Golgi (anti-giantin) and (anti-calnexin). The results presented

in S2 Fig. demonstrate that BILBO1:GFP does not co-localize with any of these structures. We

Table 1. Mean termini diameter, fibre width, and termini formation of untagged BILBO1 after expression in U-2 OS cells.

Post transfection time Fibre width Termini diameter Polymers with complex termini / cell

6h 360 nm (SE± 10) n = 100 720 nm (SE± 30) n = 110 61.1% termini at one end (SE± 5.3) n = 23
38.9% Termini at both ends (SE± 5.3) n = 23

12h 470 nm (SE± 20) n = 94 840 nm (SE± 50) n = 109 -

24h - - 48.9% termini at one end (SE± 4.7) n = 61
51.1% Termini at both ends (SE± 4.7) n = 61

- indicates not done.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.t001
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conclude that the polymers formed by BILBO1 are not promoted by the interaction with the

ER, Golgi or the cytoskeletal structures tested.

The coiled-coil domain is required for polymer formation in vivo

Phosphorylation or dephosphorylation can induce conformational or interaction changes in

proteins. Our LC-MS/MS analysis on procyclic form (PCF) whole cell extracts identified one

phosphorylated residue (S163) as already described in T. cruzi bloodstream forms and T. brucei

procyclic forms BILBO1 [24,25]. We postulated that phosphorylation and/or dephosphoryla-

tion of serine 163 could induce a conformational change leading to polymer shape changes.

Mutation of BILBO1 serine 163 to non-phosphorylatable alanine, or to phosphomimetic aspar-

tic acid, did not influence the type of polymers formed when expressed in U-2 OS cells suggest-

ing that the phosphorylation of serine 163 is not regulating the conformation of BILBO1 or at

least polymer formation.

Since phosphorylation of serine 163 did not influence polymer formation we interrogated

BILBO1 in detail to identify the domain(s) that permit polymer formation. Thus, we expressed

truncated forms of untagged BILBO1 in U-2 OS cells and localized the truncations using

immunofluorescence with the monoclonal antibody specific to the CC domain (anti-BILBO1,

5F2B3) [8], or a polyclonal antibody specific to the N-terminal domain of BILBO1 (amino

acids 1–110, anti-NTD) [9].

The truncation T1 did not produce polymers, and was uniformly distributed throughout the

cytoplasm (Fig. 4A). Additionally, T1 labelling could be extracted by mild detergent treatment

and is found in the soluble fraction (S) by western-blot (WB) whilst full-length BILBO1 is found

in the insoluble fraction (P) (Fig. 4E). T2 was also extracted with detergent treatment, and

Fig 4. BILBO1 has self-polymerizing properties via its coiled-coil domain. (A-D) Immunofluorescence panels. Heterologous expression of T1 (A),
T2 (B), T3 (C), and T4 truncations (D) in U-2 OS cells demonstrate that BILBO1 has self-polymerizing properties via its coiled-coil domain. After 6 hours post-
transfection, cells expressing the different constructs were immunolabelled using anti-NTD (T1, T2) or 5F2B3 (T3, T4). The inserts in the bottom left of panels
represent higher magnifications of structures observed in these panels. Scale bars represent 10 μm, and 1 μm inmagnified insets. (E) Western blots probed with
anti-NTD (BILBO1, T1, T2) or 5F2B3 (T3, T4) against proteins samples collected fromU-2 OS cells after six hours of expression. Samples were collected from
pellet and supernatant of detergent extracted cells. BILBO1, T3 and T4 are insoluble. T1 is primarily soluble and T2 is partially soluble. Predicted relative
molecular masses (using ExPASy compute pI/Mw) of truncations are T1 = 19kDa, T2 = 25.25kDa, T3 = 48.3kDa, T4 = 39kDa. (F) Measurements of structure
width in polymers formed by T3 and T4 truncation at six and 24 hr post-transfection.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.g004
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indicates that T2 is soluble, but can form small, insoluble, punctate aggregates (Fig. 4B, and 4E).

The data also suggests that aggregation is likely to be highly dependent on expression level of

the protein.

Confirming the Y2H interaction results described earlier, T3 and T4 formed linear polymers

(T3) and spindle shaped polymers (T4), but no termini were observed on these fibres (Fig. 4C-D).

Similar to full-length BILBO1 these polymers are insoluble and were only found in the pellet frac-

tion byWB (Fig. 4E). Taken together, these results demonstrate that neither the N-terminal do-

main (corresponding to T1 and T2) nor the EF-hands form linear polymers, but they can

influence the type of polymer formed by the CC domain.

We then turned to T3 and T4 and measured the width of induced polymers after six and 24

hours post transfection, (please refer to Table 2 and Fig. 4F). From these measurements we

noted an increase in T3 polymer width over time compared to T4, which suggests easier lateral

binding of T4 to polymers, and/or may reflect differences in protein expression levels.

The EF-hand domains influence BILBO1 polymer formation in vivo

Since we have established that both BILBO1 EF-hand domains bind calcium and that BILBO1

can form polymers in vivo, we wanted to test the potential role of the EF-hand domains in mod-

ulating polymers formed in U-2 OS cells. We therefore expressed mutated forms of EF-hand do-

main 1 (mEFH1), EF-hand domain 2 (mEFH2), or both mutated EF-hand domains (mEFH1+2)

in U-2 OS cells (Fig. 5). Mutation of EF-hand domain 1 had a substantial effect on polymeriza-

tion because the formation of long polymers was abolished, and only small insoluble punctate

aggregates were observed (Fig. 5A). Similar aggregates were observed when both EF-hand do-

mains 1 and 2 were mutated (mEFH1+2) (Fig. 5C).

Surprisingly, six-hour expression of mEFH2 resulted in the formation of insoluble helical-

like, comma and annular polymers (Fig. 5B, D). Attempts to visualize these by electron micros-

copy failed due possibly to loss of sample upon cell extraction and/or poor visualization because

of the presence of cell debris. Nevertheless, using immunofluorescence we classified them and

measured their dimensions six hours post transfection, (please refer to Table 3 and Fig. 5E). The

results of these data suggest that EF-hand 2 can radically influence the type of polymer formed,

but it also illustrates that these structures have similar diameters even though they can be a helix,

comma or annulus in shape (Fig. 5E). Interestingly, the FPC diameter in wild-type T. brucei cells

is 842 nm, which is a diameter comparable to those of the mEFH2-induced structures (please

refer to Table 3).

Western blots of untagged and mutated BILBO1 proteins, that were expressed in U-2 OS

cells, were probed with anti-NTD, and show that all proteins were present in the pellet fraction

of extracted cells (*70 kDa band) and that anti-NTD recognises the full-length proteins

(Fig. 5F upper panel). The mouse monoclonal 5F2B3 recognizes the C-terminus of the CC

domain of these proteins and also recognises the full-length proteins, whereas anti-NTD

recognises full-length proteins and the N-terminus. 5F2B3 labelling also revealed a lower band

Table 2. Mean T3 and T4 width after expression in U-2 OS cells.

Post transfection time T3 mean width T4 mean width

6h 391 nm (SE± 13) n = 193 519 nm (SE± 16) n = 102

24h 463 nm (SE± 18) n = 155 498 nm (SE± 15) n = 119

Measurements of the mean T3 and T4 width was done at six and 24 hours of expression in U-2 OS cells.

Mean T3 width increased over time whereas T4 did not.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.t002
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of* 60kDa indicating probable N-terminal degradation (Fig. 5F lower panel). This data led us

to question the stability of mEFH1+2 and we therefore analyzed cells after 24 hours expression

followed by a six-hour treatment with the proteosome inhibitor MG132 [26]. Cells were then

probed with anti-NTD (S3A Fig.) and counted for positive mEFH1+2 signal (S3B Fig.). We

also tested mEFH1+2 levels by western blotting using 5F2B3 (S3C Fig.).

The counts illustrated that 3.9% (n = 633, SE± 0.29%) of the population were positive for

mEFH1+2 signal in the absence of MG132 treatment, whereas 23.3% (n = 559, SE± 3.5%) were

positive after MG132 treatment (S3A, B Fig.). Quantification of western blots of mEFH1+2

probed with 5F2B3, and normalization with anti-tubulin loading control, indicate that there is

1.5 x fold more mEFH1+2 protein in cells after MG132 treatment (S3C Fig.). Oddly, we did

Table 3. Mean mEFH2-induced helix, coma and annuli diameter after expression in U-2 OS cells and mean FPC diameter.

Post transfection time mEFH2 T. brucei Wild-type FPC diameter

Helix diameter Comma diameter Annuli diameter

6h 730 nm (SE± 10) n = 95 787 nm (SE± 20) n = 60 771 nm (SE± 40) n = 20 842 nm (SE± 20) n = 71

The mEFH2 helix diameter, comma diameter and annuli diameter were measured after six hours post-transfection. Helix, comma, annuli and FPC

diameters all have similar diameters. FPC diameter was measured on wild-type T. brucei procyclic cells.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.t003

Fig 5. The EF-hand domainsmodulate themorphology of polymers formed by BILBO1. (A-D) Immunofluorescence panels. EH-Handmotif 1, EF-hand
motif 2 and both motifs weremutated by site-directed mutagenesis (see Fig. 1). The resulting mutant proteins mEFH1 (A), mEFH2 (B), and mEFH1+2 (C) were
expressed for six hours in U-2 OS cells, and the resulting polymers were immuno-localized using the anti-NTD antibody. The inserts in the bottom left of panels
represent higher magnifications of structures observed in these panels. Scale bars represent 10 μm, and scale bars in magnified insets represent 1 μm. (D)
Enlarged views of the helix, comma and annulus shaped polymers formed bymEFH2 in U-2 OS cells 24 hours post-transfection. Scale bar represents 500 nm.
(E) Helix, comma and annulus shaped polymers have comparable dimensions as shown by themeasurements of their respective diameters. (F). A western blot
probed with anti-NTD (upper panel) against protein samples collected fromU-2 OS cells after six hours of expression of BILBO1, mEFH1, mEFH2 or mEFH1+2
proteins. Samples were collected from pellets and supernatants of detergent extracted cells. BILBO1, mEFH1, mEFH2 and mEFH1+2 were insoluble and
subject to degradation as shown with the anti-BILBO1 5F2B3monoclonal antibody labelling (lower panel) that recognizes the coiled-coil domain.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.g005
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not observe the* 60kDa band noted previously in Fig. 5F in these untreated cells and are un-

certain why, but it may signify that degradation of mEFH1+2 is not consistent and that degra-

dation rates and origin on mEFH1+2 can vary.

Importantly, this data indicates that there is up to 40% degradation of mEFH1+2 when ex-

pressed in U-2OS cells, but more significantly no linear, helical or annular polymers were de-

tected in cells in the absence or presence of MG132 treatment.

BILBO1 truncations form polymers in trypanosomes

Our previous work has shown that a brief ectopic expression of a full-length tagged version of

BILBO1 protein (GFP-BILBO1) in trypanosomes results in targeting and assembly into the

FPC [8]. We accept the caveat that the expression of truncated, mutated or full-length forms of

BILBO1 in trypanosomes will clearly involve the binding and/or interaction of other FPC pro-

teins, which may influence the structures produced. However, we wanted to observe whether

ectopic expression of these proteins would indeed form polymers in a trypanosome context. To

avoid potential steric hindrance due to GFP and to discriminate between the endogenous

BILBO1, we created C-terminus myc-tagged forms of the protein that are identical to those ex-

pressed in U-2 OS cells (for clarity, described here as T1:myc—T4:myc) and expressed them in

procyclic T. brucei cells (Fig. 6), using the previously described tetracycline inducible

Fig 6. The coiled-domain is required for polymer formation in T. brucei. (A) Immunofluorescence labelling of cytoskeletons from cells expressing
BILBO1:myc, T1:myc, T2:myc, T3:myc and T4:myc using anti-NTD (green) and anti-myc (red) after six hours of induction. (B) Immunofluorescence labelling
of cytoskeletons expressing BILBO1:myc, T1:myc, T2:myc, T3:myc and T4:myc using anti-NTD (green) and anti-myc (red) after 24 hours of induction. (C)
Western-blot of corresponding cells. 2.106 non-induced (-) or induced (+) for six hours from whole cells (WC) or cytoskeletons (CK) were loaded on a 12%
SDS-PAGE, transferred and immuno-probed with anti-myc, or anti-tubulin (tubulin is a loading control). WT is the non-transfected parental cell line. (D)
Growth curves of the parental cell line (WT, black circles) compared to the cell lines non-induced (NI, red open squares) or induced (I, red closed squares) for
the expression of BILBO1, T1, T2, T3, T4 myc-tagged truncations. Scale bars in A and B represent 5μm.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.g006
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expression system [8,27]. T. brucei cells expressing different truncations were detergent ex-

tracted to make cytoskeletons (CK) and simultaneously probed with the following antibodies

anti-NTD (which labels the endogenous BILBO1 and BILBO1:myc, T1:myc, T2:myc, but not

T3:myc or T4:myc truncations, in which case 5F2B3 was used), and anti-myc, which labels

only myc tagged ectopic proteins.

After six hours of induction we observed BILBO1:myc at the FPC thus demonstrating that the

myc tag does not affect the localization of the protein (Fig. 6A a). By western blotting we noted

an additional band present under the main band (Fig. 6C) after six or 24 hours of expression and

suggest that this is a degradation product. It is weaker after 24 hour expression compared to six

hours suggesting more complete degradation to small peptides, much less degradation or degra-

dation during or after sample preparation (for example when making cytoskeletons) (Fig. 6C).

T1:myc or T2:myc truncations were observed in the cytoplasm by WB (Fig. 6C), but no sig-

nal was present in detergent extracted cytoskeletons by immunofluorescence or WB (Fig. 6A

b-c, 6B b-c, 6C). The solubility of T1:myc and T2:myc truncations is in agreement with the sol-

uble forms observed when expressed in U-2 OS cells and, with respect to trypanosomes, it indi-

cates that neither the N-terminus nor the EF-hand domains are sufficient for targeting or

binding to the FPC. Extensive expression of T1:myc or T2:myc truncations (>24 hours) did

not dramatically affect cell morphology or cell growth (Fig. 6B, and D) indicating that neither

of these domains induce dominant negative effects. When probed with anti-NTD antibody

endogenous BILBO1 localization at the FPC was not impaired or modified during T1:myc or

T2:myc expression because the NTD-labelling was unmodified. By probing the samples with

NTD, and an anti-tubulin loading control, on western blots we were able to measure the

native levels of BILBO1 expression in cells expressing T1:myc or T2:myc truncations for six or

24hours and these were both shown to be 1.4 x higher than wild-type levels. After 24 hours in-

duction these levels remained at 1.4 x higher than wild-type levels (S4 A Fig).

Immunofluorescence on procyclic trypanosome cytoskeletons and western blot analysis of

whole cells (WC) or cytoskeletons (CK) demonstrated that T3:myc truncation is insoluble and

is associated with the cytoskeleton (Fig. 6A d and 6B d). T3:myc targets primarily to the FPC,

but also forms a subset of short fibres that below the FPC (Fig. 6A d). Surprisingly, these fibres

were myc positive, but NTD negative, implying that they were formed predominately by T3:

myc truncation. In contrast to T1:myc and T2:myc, longer expression of the T3:myc truncation

resulted in targeting and binding to the FPC with deleterious effects; endogenous BILBO1 (la-

belled with anti-NTD) and T3:myc co-localized to a single FPC structure from which both fla-

gella (old and new) emerged (Fig. 6B d).

Moreover, in these T3:myc induced cells, the new flagella were detached from the length of

the cell body. This phenotype was characterised by flagellum attachment at the basal body re-

gion, but detachment along the length of the cell. For simplicity we have called this a “detached

flagellum” phenotype. These cells died within 24 hours of T3:myc induction (Fig. 6D). Interest-

ingly, detached flagella and cell death are phenotypes observed in the induced BILBO1 RNAi

cell line [8].

Expression of T4:myc for six hours produced long fibre-like polymers that were observed

within the cytoplasm (Fig. 6A, e). This implies that the CC domain, in the absence of the N-ter-

minal domain or the EF-hand domains, is able to form polymers in T. brucei as well as in U-2

OS cells. Similarly to T3:myc, expression of>24 hours of T4:myc produced polymer structures

that did not contain endogenous BILBO1 signal (Fig. 6B, e). Notably, cells expressing T4:myc

died within 24 hours of induction (Fig. 6D) and, as with T3:myc expression, these cells had a

detached new flagella phenotype (Fig. 6B e).

As with T1:myc and T2:myc, we probed the T3:myc and T4:myc protein samples by western

blot with NTD, anti-myc and anti-tubulin and measured the native levels of BILBO1

BILBO1 a Cytoskeletal Ring Scaffold in T. brucei
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expression. After 6 hours of induction, endogenous level of BILBO1 appeared to be 6.6 x fold

and 5.1 x fold higher in T3:myc and T4:myc truncation expressing cells respectively. After 24

hours of expression these levels were shown to be 6.3 x and 4.2 x fold higher respectively com-

pared to wild-type levels, (S4 B Fig.).

Given that the expression of T3:myc or T4:myc truncations in trypanosomes is lethal and

induced detached flagellum phenotypes we counted the percentage of cells exhibited this phe-

notype after six or 24 hours of expression and compared this to T1:myc, T2:myc and BILBO1:

myc expression. Fig. 7E shows that wild-type cells do not have a detached flagella phenotype,

and cells expressing T1:myc and T2:myc truncations produced less than 2% detachment.

Fig 7. The EF-hand domainsmodulate the morphology of polymers formed by BILBO1. (A) Immunofluorescence labelling of cytoskeletons from cells
expressing mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc, mEFH1+2:myc using anti-NTD (green) and anti-myc (red) after six hours of induction. Scale bar in the magnified inset
represent 1 μm. Scale bar for all other images represents 5μm. (B) Immunofluorescence labelling of cytoskeleton extracted cells expressing mEFH1:myc,
mEFH2:myc, mEFH1+2:myc using anti-NTD (green) and anti-myc (red) after 24 hours of induction. The asterisks indicate a dot in the new detached
flagellum. (C) Western-blot of corresponding cells. 2.106 cells (WC) or cytoskeletons (CK) non-induced (-) and induced (+) for six hours, were loaded on a
10% SDS-PAGE, transferred and immuno-probed with anti-myc and anti-tubulin as loading control. WT is the non-transfected parental cell line. All
expressed proteins except mEFH1+2:myc are insoluble. (D) Growth curves of the parental cell line (WT, black) compared to the cell lines non-induced (NI,
red open squares) or induced (I, red closed square) for the expression of mEFH1, mEFH2, mEFH1+2 myc-tagged proteins. (E) Overexpression of BILBO1
coiled-coil truncations or EF-hand domain mutations induces detached flagellum phenotypes. The percentage of cells with a detached flagellum was
determined using phase contrast microscopy after six or 24 hours of protein expression. (F) WT cells or cells expressing recombinant proteins (induced for
six hours), were fixed and immunolabelled with anti-myc and anti-NTD. The graph represents the measurements of the FPC diameter in WT cells, in BILBO1:
myc, mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc and mEFH1+2:myc expressing cell lines. The graph also shows the diameter of the helix and comma/annulus shaped
polymers formed by mEFH1:myc.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.g007
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However, after a 24 hour induction T3 cells showed a 36 x fold increase in detached flagella

phenotypes, T4 cells showed 15.2 x fold increase and BILBO1:myc showed a 6.3 x fold increase

(please refer to Table 4).

This data suggest that the high number of detached flagella phenotypes induced by BILBO1:

myc, T3:myc and T4:myc expression is likely to be a dominant negative effect and the second-

ary effects of this have influenced the formation or function of the flagella attachment zone

(FAZ) [6] resulting in detached flagella. The results obtained by Y2H analysis for T1-T4 corre-

spond with the results obtained using the same truncations expressed in U-2 OS cells and in

trypanosomes. Essentially, For T1 and T2 there is no BILBO1 interaction by Y2H, also no poly-

mer formation was observed when these truncations were expressed, but positive protein-pro-

tein interaction and polymer formation was observed with expression of full-length BILBO1 or

T3 or T4 truncations. These data indicate that the CC domain is required for polymerization

and targeting/binding to the FPC. It also illustrates that over-expression (24 hours) of the CC

domain alone (T4:myc) is sufficient to induce the detached flagellum phenotypes.

EF-hand 1 domain influences BILBO1 polymer shape in T. brucei

To analyse in detail the role of the BILBO1 EF-hand domains in trypanosomes we expressed

mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc, and mEFH1+2:myc in T. brucei procyclic cells (Fig. 7). Expression

of mEFH1:myc for six hours demonstrated targeting to the FPC, but in addition we observed

the formation of several helical structures independent of the FPC (Fig. 7A a). The diameter of

the helices and comma/annuli structures after six hours of expression was 747 nm (n = 67, SE±

20nm) and 883 nm (n = 39, SE± 27nm) respectively (Fig. 7F).

As with T1—T4 experiments, we probed the proteins from cells expressing BILBO1:myc

and mutated EF-hand:myc by western blot and compared them to the native levels of BILBO1.

Notably, we observed degradation bands at* 60kDa, which is probably due to the same degra-

dation related reasons we have specified earlier for the expression of BILBO1:myc (Fig. 6A a).

Nevertheless, after six hours of expressing BILBO1:myc, mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc, or

mEFH1+2:myc, wild-type BILBO1 protein levels were shown to be 1.1 x, 0.9 x 1.3 x and 0.9 x

fold higher or lower respectively than the expressed myc tagged levels, (S4, C Fig.). After 24

hours of expression these levels were 2.5 x, 1.3 x, 2.9 x, and 1.0 x higher respectively than myc

tagged protein levels.

Because mEFH1:myc formed helices when expressed in trypanosomes, we wanted to com-

pare helix dimensions with that of the FPC. We therefore measured the diameter of the FPC

(major axis diameter) in wild-type (endogenous BILBO1), BILBO1:myc and mEFH1-myc ex-

pressing cells (Fig. 7F). We measured the FPC diameter of wild type G1 procyclic cells after

immunolabelling with anti-NTD antibody and the FPC of BILBO1:myc and mEFH1-Myc

Table 4. T1:myc—T4:myc and BILBO1:myc detached flagellum phenotypes after expression T. brucei cells.

Time of
induction

T1:myc detached
flagella

T2:myc detached
flagella

T3:myc detached
flagella

T4:myc detached
flagella

BILBO1:myc detached
flagella

6h 0.43% (SE±, 043)
n = 183

1.77% (SE± 1.25)
n = 111

1.35% (SE± 0.72)
n = 412

2.41% (SE± 0.65)
n = 556

2.8% (SE± 0.87)
n = 529

24h 1.74% (SE± 1.23)
n = 125

1.14% (SE± 1.14)
n = 97

49.17% (SE± 2.84)
n = 228

36.79% (SE± 3.57)
n = 406

17.66% (SE ±2.15)
n = 495

Quantification of the percentage of cells exhibiting detached flagella phenotypes after six and 24 hours expression of T1:myc—T4:myc tagged proteins or

BILBO1:myc tagged protein in procyclic T. brucei cells. T3:myc, T4:myc and BILBO1:myc induced detached flagella phenotypes whereas T1:myc and T2:

myc did not.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.t004
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expressing cells, for six hours, using anti-myc antibody. The diameter of wild-type FPC was

842 nm (as noted in Table 3) whilst in the BILBO1:myc expressing cells the diameter was mea-

sured as 866 nm (n = 48, SE± 20nm) and was 923 nm (n = 88, SE± 20nm) in mEFH1:myc ex-

pressing cells (Fig. 7F).

The fact that mEFH1:myc structures were helical indicates that mutation of EF-hand do-

main 1 influences the type of polymer formed, in the context of the trypanosome (Fig. 7A a).

Expression of mEFH1:myc (>24 hours) induced the formation of myc and NTD positive, glob-

ular, insoluble structures followed by cell death occurring between 24–48 hours of induction

(Fig. 7B, D). Noticeably, as previously observed in T3 and T4 expressing cells, and in BILBO1

RNAi knockdown cells [4,8], expression of mEFH1:myc induced detached flagella phenotypes

(Fig. 7B a) (see below for quantification). We observed the formation of a single insoluble

BILBO1 positive structure within the length of the new detached flagellum. The presence of

this structure along the flagellum suggests the mis-targeting of this mEFH1:myc form of

BILBO1 (Fig. 7B a, asterisk).

Similar to observations made with BILBO1:myc, the mEFH2:myc targets to the FPC after a

six hour induction, suggesting that EF-hand domain 2 function is not required for targeting to

the FPC (Fig. 7A b). Expression>24 hours resulted in cells with new flagella detached pheno-

types (see below for counts) and the formation of large insoluble structures that were not asso-

ciated with the old or new flagella. Cell death occurred between 24 and 48 hours (Fig. 7B b and

7 D).

The majority of mEFH1+2:myc protein when expressed in trypanosomes for six hours was

soluble, as observed by WB (Fig. 7C). As in the expression of mEFH1+2 in U-2 OS cells we

cannot rule out the possibility of rapid degradation since degradation bands were observed

after six hours, and to a much lesser extent 24 hours, of expression. Indeed mEFH1+2:myc ex-

pressing cells treated with MG132 had 2.2 x fold higher protein levels when compared to non-

treated cells suggesting mEFH1+2:myc degradation via the proteasome (S4D Fig.). A weak

mEFH1+2:myc signal could be detected on cytoskeletons probed by immunofluorescence and

western-blot (Fig. 7A, B, C) and extensive expression of mEFH1+2:myc (>24 hours) resulted

in a very weak mEFH1+2:myc immunofluorescence signal close to both old and new FPC

structures. When probed by WB a weak signal was also observed in cytoskeleton samples that

had been expressing mEFH1+2:myc for 24 hours (Fig. 7 C). Cells died after>24 hours expres-

sion of mEFH1+2:myc (Fig. 7B, D). Long induction also induced the production detached fla-

gella phenotypes (see Table 5 for quantification). In all cases where mutated mEF-hand

proteins were expressed we noticed that after 24 hours of expression little or no anti-BILBO1

signal (endogenous or myc-tagged) was detected at the base of the new flagellum suggesting se-

questration or degradation of wild-type BILBO1 (Fig. 7B a-c).

Since the expression of mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc or mEFH1+2:myc in trypanosomes in-

duced detached flagella phenotypes, we investigated the extent of their appearance. We ob-

served a significant difference between a six hour expression and 24h expression of mEFH1:

Table 5. mEFH:myc induced detached flagellum phenotypes after expression in T. brucei cells.

Time of induction mEFH1:myc detached flagella mEFH2:myc detached flagella mEFH1+2:myc detached flagella

6h 1.83% (SE± 0.49) n = 852 1.7% (SE± 0.71 n = 489 1.29% (SE± 0.74) n = 181

24h 31.7% (SE± 1.76) n = 502 11.37% (SE± 2.02 n = 338 26.14% (SE± 3.98) n = 148

Quantification of the percentage of cells exhibiting detached flagella phenotypes after six and 24 h expression of mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc and

mEFH1+2:myc tagged proteins in procyclic T. brucei cells. Expression of all EF-hand mutations induced detached flagella phenotypes.

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1004654.t005
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myc because the number of detached flagella phenotypes increased by 17 x fold. For mEFH2:

myc expression we observed a 6 x fold increase in detached flagella and for mEFH1+2:myc

there was a 20 x fold increase in detached flagella phenotypes, (please refer to Table 5 and

Fig. 7E).

Discussion

The results in this study support the concept that BILBO1 has self-assembly properties that are

dependent on the CC region of the protein, and that can be influenced by the EF-hand domains

at its N-terminus. We hypothesize that BILBO1 is well suited to play a role in the formation of

the FPC annulus. The results reported here establish that BILBO1 can, autonomously, support

the formation of various polymers including helical polymers. We suggest that these polymer-

forming properties are important in building a FPC.

We demonstrate here that the two tandem EF-hand domains of BILBO1 bind calcium in

vitro and that mutation of these domains either together or independently prevented calcium

binding. The observation that mutation of one EF-hand domain prevented the second from

binding calcium is not unprecedented. In fact, the basic unit for a functional EF-hand protein

is a pair of EF-hand domains that stably form a four-helix bundle [28,29,30]. Previous studies

have also shown that the four-helix bundle should be treated as a single global structure be-

cause the two EF-hand domains bind calcium cooperatively [30]. Indeed, our ITC titration fit

curve for wild-type TbBILBO1-EF-hand domains indicate that the molar ratio between Ca2+

and the protein was approximately 2 (Fig. 2E), suggesting that both EF-hand domains bind cal-

cium. The expression in mammalian cells or trypanosomes of full-length BILBO1 with muta-

tions on either or both EF-hand domains produced different types of polymers (see below),

which would also suggest that both hands bind calcium.

The data obtained from Y2H analysis, U-2 OS and trypanosome studies strongly indicate

that BILBO1 x BILBO1 interactions exist, and in many cases, are targeted to the FPC of try-

panosomes. We have shown that long-term over-expression of full-length BILBO1:myc in T.

brucei procyclic cells is lethal.

When expressed in T. brucei procyclic cells the T1 and T2 truncated forms of BILBO1 are

soluble, but neither can interact with full-length BILBO1 nor with the CC domain, and do not

form polymers. We can thus consider that the N-terminal domain of BILBO1 is not directly in-

volved in BILBO1 polymerization. On the other hand, the N-terminal domain can regulate the

shape of the polymer.

Expression of mutated EF-hand proteins in trypanosomes did not prevent targeting to the

FPC indicating that they bind to native BILBO1. mEF-hand 1+2 location to the FPC was very

weak when detected by immunofluorescence, but it was also mostly degraded under these con-

ditions. Further, we carried out yeast two-hybrid analysis to test whether full-length BILBO1

interacts with full-length BILBO1, or deltaEF-H1+2 (a deleted EF-hand form of BILBO1 where

the N-terminal domain is retained) and full-length BILBO1 versus mEF-hand1+2. We also

tested mEF-hand1+2 versus T4 truncation, or mEF-hand1+2 versus T3 truncation. In all cases

BILBO1 interacted with these modified proteins indicating that the EF-hand domains are not

required for this interaction. Interestingly, the double EF-hand mutant mEF-hand1+2 also

bound to BILBO1 indicating that neither lack of calcium binding nor the conformational

change induced by calcium binding prevents BILBO1-BILBO1 interactions (S5 A Fig.).

Recently, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and X-ray crystallographic techniques were

used to solve the 3D structure of the N-terminal domain of BILBO1. That work involved exper-

iments demonstrating that the N-terminal domain has an exposed surface patch within an ubi-

quitin-like fold. Expression in trypanosomes of full-length-BILBO1 mutated on this patch is
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lethal suggesting that this region has important functional roles which may include interaction

with other FPC proteins [14]. Additionally, the authors also showed that EF-hand domains of

BILBO1 changes its conformation upon calcium binding, and the CC domain forms anti-paral-

lel dimers and linear polymers and these filaments can condense into fibres through lateral in-

teractions [15].

When expressed in T. brucei procyclic cells, T3:myc and T4:myc fragments localised to the

FPC, and produced lethal effects. It is also possible that they induced dominant negative effects

because detached flagella phenotypes were observed after expression of these proteins, indicat-

ing a probable interruption of flagellum attachment zone (FAZ) function or biogenesis.

When expressed in U-2 OS cells, T1 and T2 truncation were soluble, and T3 and T4 trunca-

tions formed polymers. Interestingly, expression of the T4 truncation formed exclusively linear

spindle-like polymers in these cells. From these results we conclude that the CC domain of

BILBO1 can spontaneously form homo-polymers in vivo and these are linear due to the ab-

sence of the N-terminus, which functions to modulate the type of polymer formed. It is not

clear how BILBO1 polymers are formed in U-2 OS cells and although trypanosome FPC pro-

teins are absent there may be other proteins interacting with BILBO1 contributing to the for-

mation of polymers.

Since the FPC has been established in earlier published studies to be an annulus/horseshoe

in vivo we suggest that, in the parasite, BILBO1 could form the template for the FPC, which

then associates with other FPC proteins perhaps under the modulation of calcium to form the

final annulus/horseshoe [4,8]. Further evidence for BILBO1 calcium binding and polymer

forming properties was provided by Vidilaseris et al., 2014 [15]. Using in vitro structural dis-

sections of BILBO1 they showed that the EF-hand domains change conformation upon calci-

um binding, and the central CC can form anti-parallel dimers. They demonstrated that a C-

terminal leucine zipper is present and appears to contain targeting information so that inter-

dimer interactions can form between adjacent leucine zippers of the CC domain, which allow

BILBO1 to form extended filaments. Finally, they showed that these filaments could condense

into fibers through lateral interactions [15]. From these observations it is suggested that two

BILBO1 molecules can form an anti-parallel dimer via their CC domains, which assemble into

a filament through the interactions between the C-terminal leucine zippers. BILBO1 forms

polymers spontaneously in vitro with no apparent need for nucleotide hydrolysis [15], but

spontaneous polymerization is not unprecedented for cytoskeleton proteins and has been ob-

served for intermediate filaments and bacterial flagellins [31,32,33,34].

Within the parasite BILBO1 is unlikely to function alone and must interact with other pro-

teins to form the scaffold of the FPC. Based on Y2H analysis we have identified numerous

BILBO1 binding proteins, two of which bind to the N-terminus of BILBO1. One of these pro-

teins, FPC5, is kinetoplastid specific, but it is feasible that other BILBO1 binders are structural

and may influence BILBO1 conformation in vivo. Indeed it is also possible there is interplay be-

tween calcium and protein binding to BILBO1 and this may regulate how BILBO1 functions or

perhaps even form polymers. Data to support this in presented in S5B Fig. where we use Y2H

assays to illustrate that the BILBO1 binding domain of FPC5 interacts with full-length BILBO1

as bait or prey, but does not interact with BILBO1 if the EF-hand domains have been deleted or

mutated to prevent calcium binding.

In order to test the effects of calcium chelation on polymers we treated U-2 OS cells, which

have expressed untagged BILBO1 for six or 24 hours, with the membrane permeable calcium

chelator BAPTA-AM. We did not observe any difference between treated and untreated cells

(S6A Fig.) suggesting that once polymerization occurs the protein is somewhat stable to calci-

um chelation. We also treated cytoskeletons derived from cells that had expressed BILBO1myc

or the EF-hand mutants, with 50mM EGTA, but the chelation treatment did not disrupt the
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FPC nor solubilize the polymers formed by mEF-hand 1 domains under these conditions

(S6B Fig.). The former results suggests that these polymers may have very strong and/or irre-

versible inter-molecule interactions, and the latter result is probably due to both strong interac-

tions and the stabilizing properties of other FPC proteins that prevent depolymerisation. Such

stabilization is not unprecedented and a good example of this is alphaB-crystallin, which has

been demonstrated to stabilize microtubules against calcium depolymerization [35,36].

The results observed from the ITC studies and the effects of the mutation of the EF-hand

domains in BILBO1 on polymer assembly in vivo demonstrates that BILBO1 does binds calci-

um. The expression of mEFH1 in U-2 OS cells produced small aggregates, whereas expression

of mEFH2 in these cells induced the formation of helical polymers. When expressed in try-

panosomes mEFH1 formed helical polymers whereas mEFH2 did not. We do not have a clear

explanation for this difference between mammalian cells and trypanosomes, but one can spec-

ulate that it may reflect a change in three-dimensional structure when the protein in question

interacts with, or binds to, parasite specific proteins. It is apparent from our studies and con-

firmed by other work that mutating calcium-binding domains can also influence BILBO1

structure and this may influence if and how polymers are formed [15]. The fact that BILBO1

can form different shapes such a linear or annular/comma shaped polymers is especially inter-

esting when we consider the helices formed when either EF-hand domain was mutated. There-

fore it is possible that these mutations prevent calcium binding and could stop the domain

folding correctly, which could result in alternative BILBO1 polymerization.

In trypanosome procyclic cells mEFH1:myc targeted to the FPC, but also within the new de-

tached flagellum of these cells. It is unclear why these mis-targeted mEFH1 “spots” are present

within the length of the flagellum, but it may be due to the limited ability to bind to partners

for FPC retention or may be due to modified access to the intraflagellar transport system. Mu-

tated EFH1+2:myc was apparently predominantly soluble when expressed in trypanosomes,

but in this context it is not unusual, because the mutation of a single amino acid has been

noted in some cases to modify protein solubility such as maltose binding protein and haemo-

globin [37,38,39]. We also show that EFH1+2:myc is mostly soluble, but can form some small

punctate or aggregates in U-2 OS cells and is predominantly degraded when expressed. Longer

expression of EFH1+2:myc in trypanosomes induced flagella detachment phenoptypes sug-

gesting perturbation of the FAZ. Low levels appear to be very toxic to cells perhaps by recruit-

ing inappropriate proteins or preventing the correct binding of partner proteins such as FPC5.

In the trypanosome expression experiments the mutant mEF-hand 1 and 2 proteins are

only recognized by the anti-myc antibody and show that they do target to the FPC. This pro-

vides some evidence to suggest that in a six-hour induction they do not sequester all native

BILBO1 from targeting to the collar. After 24 hours of expression this is not the case and native

BILBO1 does appear to be degraded, not targeted to, and/or sequestered from the FPC as seen

in Fig. 7, B a and b. The sequestering of wild-type BILBO1 may also be the cause of flagella de-

tachment and cell death.

The diameter of mEFH2-induced helices in U-2 OS cells was 730 nm and comma diameter

was 787 nm whilst annuli diameter was 771 nm. The diameter of the helices formed by procyclic

cells expressing mEFH1:myc is 750nm, whilst the diameter of the wild-type FPC was 842 nm.

The similarity between the diameters of these polymers compared to the FPC is probably not

coincidental and could be envisaged to be associated with the intrinsic properties of BILBO1.

Based on our observations, we propose a model in which BILBO1 is a structural scaffold of the

FPC and assembles into polymers via the CC domain and leucine zipper as proposed by Vidila-

seris, et al., 2014 [15]. This polymer forms an elliptical or annular structure, the exact state de-

pending on the calcium-binding functionality of the EF-hand domain and the presence or

absence of partner proteins. In this model the role of the EF-hand domain is vital and is involved
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in the plasticity of the structure, but clearly in the trypanosome there must be other proteins that

bind to or regulate the structure of the FPC. If we consider a hypothesis where the FPC changes

dimensions to accommodate a new flagellum during the cell cycle then one hypothetical inter-

pretation could be that the interplay with binding partners is important during the parasite cell

cycle, wherein an annular/horseshoe shaped FPC is required in early cell cycle stages, whilst a

more elliptical FPC is required during emergence of the new flagellum during S/G2 or later. Nev-

ertheless, it is unclear how precisely a new FPC is formed. If a new FPC is formed de novo then

we would expect much less need for dramatic changes in its shape and this interpretation pro-

vides a role for BILBO1 whereby it forms a FPC as the new flagellum exits the FP.

The primary and motile cilia and the flagella of differentiating spermatids have a ciliary

pocket (CP) [40,41,42], which is physically associated with clathrin-coated endocytotic vesicles

[40,41] and shares a conspicuously similar structure to the FP. Surprisingly, it is not known if

the equivalent of the FPC, the CP collar (CPC) actually exists. Therefore it is unknown if the

CP indeed requires a BILBO1-like protein or if the CP is constructed differently to the FP.

The importance of a precisely constructed primary cilia cytoskeleton is revealed by studies

on ciliopathies; defective primary cilia in humans lead to polycystic kidney disease and a variety

of other illnesses [43,44,45,46,47]. Clearly, a thorough understanding of how the FP and/or the

CP are formed will provide important insights into both parasite biology and human ciliopa-

thies. The data we have reported here have elucidated in vivo, and in a tractable system, some

interesting properties of BILBO1 and these have advanced our understanding of how the FP is

constructed. The ongoing search for the identification and characterization of additional FPC

proteins will add to our understanding of the ways in which the FPC is organized and main-

tained. We anticipate that this data will be useful to obtain a more general understanding of the

assembly of kinetoplastid FPC complexes and provide important clues on how to inhibit

FPC biogenesis.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines, cell culture and cell transfection

U-2 OS cells (human bone osteosarcoma epithelial cells, ATCC Number: HTB-96 [48] were

grown in D-MEM Glutamax (Gibco) supplemented with final concentrations of 10% fetal calf

serum (Invitrogen), 100 units.mL-1 of Penicillin (Invitrogen), and 100 μg.mL-1 of Streptomycin

(Invitrogen) at 37°C plus 5% CO2. Exponentially growing U-2 OS cells in 24 well plate with

glass coverslips were lipotransfected as in Dacheux et al., [49] with 0.5–2 μg DNA using Lipo-

fectamine 2000 in OPTIMEM (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and

processed for IF six to 24 hours post-transfection.

The BILBO1 ORF and truncations were amplified by PCR from T. brucei TREU927/4

GUTat10.1 genomic DNA [50]. The work described in this study uses the parental procyclic

form (PCF) T. brucei 427 29–13 cell-line, co-expressing the T7 RNA polymerase and tetracy-

cline repressor, named for the purposes of this study as wild-type (WT) [51]. WT cells were

transfected with NotI linearized plasmids as in [52] and cloned. Expression of recombinant

proteins was induced with 1 μg.mL-1 tetracycline. Growth curves were done by using a mallas-

sez cell counter every 24 hours and by diluting the cells back to 3.106 cells/ml. Growth curves

in Figs. 6 and 7 represent the cumulative cell number.

Vectors

Mammalian expression vectors. The BILBO1 ORF and truncations were cloned into the

pcDNA3 between HindIII-XbaI sites for BILBO1 full length and EcoRI-XhoI for the trunca-

tions or into pcDNA3.1 CT-GFP TOPO (Invitrogen). Mutations of the EF-hand domain 1
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(D194A (GAT/GcT); N198A (AAC/gcC); D202A (GAC/GcC); D205A (GAC/GcC), the EF-

hand domain 2 (D230A (GAC/GcC); N232A (AAC/gcC); E241A (GAA/GcA), and the serine

163 mutations (S163D (TCG/gat) and S163A (TCG/gCG) were done by site-directed mutagen-

esis following the instructions from the Agilent QuickChange Site-directed Mutagenesis kit.

Trypanosome expression vector. The pLew100X-3myc has been modified in the laboratory

from pLew100 [49]. BILBO1 and truncations 1, 2, 3, 4, and mutated EF-hands versions of

BILBO1 were cloned into pLew100X-3myc between the HindIII-XbaI sites.

Yeast two-hybrid vectors. Open reading frames were amplified by PCR from T. brucei PCF

genomic DNA and cloned in the prey (pGADT7-AD, Clontech) and bait (pGBKT7, Clontech)

vectors between the EcoRI-BamHI sites.

Immunofluorescence

In trypanosomes. For cytoskeleton preparations, cells were washed in PBS, loaded on poly-l-

lysine coated glass slides, and extracted with 1% or 0.25% NP40 in Pipes buffer (100 mM Pipes

pH6.9, 1 mMMgCl2) for 5 minutes then washed twice in Pipes buffer. Cytoskeletons were

fixed in -20°C methanol or 3% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. After PFA fixation, cells were

neutralized 10 min in glycine (100 mM in PBS). After 3 washes in PBS, samples were incubated

with the primary antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature in a moist chamber: anti-BILBO1

(mouse monoclonal 5F2B3, which recognizes the CC domain [8], 1:10 dilution) or rabbit anti-

NTD (which recognises the first 110 aa of BILBO1, [9]) diluted 1:50 in PBS. After two PBS

washes, cells were incubated for 1 hour with the secondary antibodies anti-mouse-IgG (H+L)

conjugated to Alexa 594 (Molecular Probes A21201, 1:400 dilution) or FITC (Sigma F-2012,

1:100 dilution), or anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) from goat conjugated to FITC (Sigma #F-9887, 1:100

dilution). The nuclei and kinetoplasts were labeled with DAPI (10 μg.mL-1 in PBS for 5 min-

utes), washed twice in PBS for 5 minutes. Slides were mounted with Slowfade Gold (Molecular

Probes S-36936).

In U-2 OS cells. For observation of whole cells, transfected U-2 OS cells were fixed in 3%

PFA in PBS for 15 minutes (at RT or at 37°C). When indicated, transfected cells were incubated

with the membrane permeable calcium chelator BAPTA-AM (Sigma A1076, 25μg/ml final con-

centration) for three hours or with the proteasome inhibitor MG132 (Sigma C2211, 20–50 μM

final concentration) for six hours before fixation. To remove soluble proteins, cells were briefly

extracted for 2 min with 30 μl of EMT, TX-100 0.5%, glycerol 10% then fixed in PFA 3% (at 37°

C, 15 min). After fixation, cells were neutralized 10 min in glycine (100 mM in PBS). After two

washes in PBS, cells were incubated in permeabilization buffer PB (PBS, 10% foetal calf serum,

0.1% saponin) for 10–30 minutes. Primary antibodies anti-BILBO1 (mouse monoclonal 5F2B3),

[8] 1:10 dilution, anti-NTD BILBO1 (which binds to aa 1–110, rabbit polyclonal, 1:50 dilution,

[9]), anti-alpha-tubulin DM1A (Sigma T9026, 1:500 dilution) or TAT1 (1:100 dilution, [53]),

anti-calnexin (rabbit polyclonal, 1:500 dilution), anti-giantin (rabbit polyclonal, 1:750 dilution),

anti-Vimentin V9 (Interchim NB200-622, 1:250 dilution) were added and the slides were incu-

bated for 1 hour in a dark, moist chamber. After two PBS washes, cells were incubated for 1 hour

with the secondary antibodies anti-mouse-IgG (H+L) conjugated to Alexa-594 (Molecular

Probes A21201, 1:400 dilution), or to FITC (Sigma F-2012, 1:100–1:400 dilution), or to anti-rab-

bit Texas-Red-conjugated (Molecular Probes T-6391, 1:400 dilution), or to anti-rabbit FITC-

conjugated (Sigma F-9887, 1:100–1:400 dilution). For the F-actin labelling, Texas-red-conjugat-

ed phalloidin (Molecular Probes A12380, 1:160 dilution) was incubated with the secondary anti-

body. The nuclei were stained with DAPI (0.25 μg.mL-1 in PBS for 5 minutes) and cells were

washed and mounted with Prolong (Molecular Probes S-36930).
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Images were acquired on a Zeiss Axioplan2 or a Zeiss Imager Z1 microscope, using a Photo-

metrics Coolsnap HQ2 camera, with Zeiss 100x or 63x objectives (NA 1.4) using Metamorph

software (Molecular Devices), and processed with ImageJ. Polymer dimensions were measured

using ImageJ. Total fluorescence intensities in U-2 OS cells were quantified from Z-stack acqui-

sitions and using ImageJ on SUM intensity Z project, after background subtraction, and selec-

tion of each cell as region of interest. The measurement of polymers was done using

fluorescence or immunofluorescence based images. The dimensions were measured from at

least three separate experiments and were measured by hand using Image J software.

Protein expression and purification. TbBILBO1 wild-type and mutated EF-hands proteins

(residues 177–250; WT, mEFH1, mEFH2, and mEFH1+2), were cloned into the custom vector

MalpET as described previously [15]. All recombinant proteins, each carrying an N-terminal

MBP-His10 tag, were expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3). Bacteria transformed with the cloned

constructs were grown at 37°C to an A600 of*0.6–0.8 and then subjected to cold shock (ice,

30 min). Protein expression was induced by addition of 0.25 mM isopropylthio-β-D-galacto-

side, and protein production was continued for 20–22 hours at 16°C.

Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4,000×g, 20 min) and resuspended in cold lysis buff-

er (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mMNaCl, 20 mM imidazole, 5% (v/v) glycerol). The cells

were broken open with an EmulsiFlex-C3 homogenizer (Avestin) and the lysate was cleared by

centrifugation (16,000×g, 45 min; 4°C) to remove cell debris. The supernatant was filtered

(0.45-μm pore size) and loaded onto a Ni-HiTrap column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated

with the same lysis buffer in order to capture the expressed proteins. The column was washed

with 5 × column volume of lysis buffer, and bound protein was eluted by a linear gradient con-

centration of imidazole (20–600 mM, 10× column volume) in the lysis buffer. Target proteins

were further purified on a Superdex S-200 16/60 column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated

with 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mMNaCl, 5mM DTT and 5% (v/v) glycerol. Fractions con-

taining target proteins were pooled and concentrated according to requirements for

subsequent experiments.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). For all ITC experiments, ultrapure water (milli-Q

apparatus, Millipore) was used. All plastic materials were washed with 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0)

and then rinsed with milli-Q water to minimize Ca2+ contamination. ITC measurements were

carried out using an iTC200 microcalorimeter (MicroCal) at 25°C in ITC buffer (20 mM Tris-

HCl pH 8.0, 100 mMNaCl). Potentially pre-bound calcium was removed from the TbBILBO1-

EFh by incubating the protein with 50 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) for 1 hour at RT. EDTA was subse-

quently removed by dialyzing the protein sample against 3L of ITC buffer 5 times over 36

hours at 4°C. Before each ITC experiment, the sample cell of the microcalorimeter was washed

several times with 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) and then rinsed with milli-Q water.

The sample cell was loaded with 200 μl of 30μM protein in ITC buffer. The reference cell

contained only milli-Q water. Titration was carried out using a 40-μl syringe filled with 600μM

CaCl2 prepared in ITC buffer under continuous stirring at 1,000 × rpm. Injections were started

after baseline stabilization. Each titration experiment consisted of an initial 0.4-μl injection fol-

lowed by 19 consecutive injections of 2 μl each with duration of 0.8 s. The interval between

each two injections was 150 seconds. The heat of dilution was measured by injecting CaCl2
into the sample buffer without protein. The enthalpy change for each injection was calculated

by integrating the area under the peaks for the recorded time course of power change, and then

subtracting the control titration. Data were analyzed using the MicroCal Origin software and

fitted to obtain thermodynamic parameters of calcium binding to the protein using a model

with one set of sites.

Electron microscopy. Transfected U-2OS cells were harvested by scraping and then pel-

leted at 800 x g for 10 min at room temperature. They were then resuspended in 250μL PBS
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(plus protease inhibitors), for 30 min at 4°C to depolymerize the sub-pellicular microtubules.

10μL of cell suspension was placed on freshly charged formvar/carbon coated G200 nickel elec-

tron EM grids at (4°C). After the cells had adhered the grids were inverted onto extraction buff-

er (500μL PBS, 1% Nonidet P40 plus benzonase and protease inhibitors) and extracted for 15

minutes in at R/T. Grids were then washed (1 x 5 minutes) by floating on 500μL PBS and fixed

5 minutes in 500μL of 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS. Grids were then washed in 500μL water, 1 x

5 minutes and negatively stained with a 10μL drop/grid of 50:50 mix of NanoVan:NanoW. For

striation measurements, digital images were taken from grids of at least three different experi-

ments. Filaments were measured and striations were counted by hand on all filaments identi-

fied using Image J software.

Yeast two-hybrid interaction assays

The pGADT7-AD (prey) and pGBKT7 (bait) based plasmid constructs were transformed in

the yeast cell lines Y187 and Y2HGold respectively. After production of diploids cells, interac-

tion tests were done using the drop test technique according to the manufacturer’s instructions

(Matchmaker Gold Yeast Two-Hybrid System, Clontech). Haploid and diploid strains were

grown in SCmedium (YNB (w/o ammonium sulfate 1.7 g.L-1 (BD, #233520), Ammonium sul-

fate 5 g.L-1 (Euromedex, #2019), CSM (-Leu, -His, -Trp, -Ade, -Ura) 0.59 g.L-1 (MP, #4550–122),

Dextrose (D+Glucose) 0.59 g.L-1 (Euromedex, #UG3050), Uracil (0.02 g.L-1) and complemented

with Leucine (1 g.L-1), Tryptophan (0.05 g.L-1), Histidine (0.02 g.L-1), or Adenine (0.04 g.L-1) as

required. Absence of auto-activation for each pGBKT7 bait construct was tested on SC-Trypto-

phan-Histidine medium. Absence of toxicity for each pGADT7-AD and pGBKT7 construct was

tested on SC-Leucine and SC-Tryptophan respectively. Diploid yeasts were selected on SC-Leu-

cine-Tryptophan medium (SC-L-W). Interaction tests were done on SC-L-W-Histidine media.

All interactions were tested in both prey and bait configuration. Interaction using T2 as bait

could not be tested because of auto-activation on SC-W-Hmedium.

Bioinformatics

The two EF-hand domains were predicted by InterProScan [54] and Smart [55] software, and

the CC domain by the Coils software [56].

Sample preparation and western blots

Trypanosome cells. 2.5.107 non-induced and induced cells (six or 24 hours) PCF were split in

two flasks for whole cells (WC) and cytoskeleton (CK) samples. For WC samples, cells were

spun at 1,000 x g for 10 minutes, washed once and resuspended at 1.106 cells/μL-1 in PBS. An

equivalent volume of 2x sample buffer and 25U of benzonase (Sigma, E1014) was added before

boiling 3 minutes. For CK samples, cells were spun at 1,000 g for 10 minutes and washed once

in PBS, EDTA 10mM and resuspended at 1.106 cells/μL-1 in 100 mM PIPES pH6.8, 2 mM

MgCl2, 0.25% NP-40, Protease inhibitor (Calbiochem, 1:10,000 dilution) and 25U of benzo-

nase. After 10 minutes incubation on ice, cytoskeletons were pelleted at 1,000 x g for 30 min-

utes then washed in 1 mL 100 mM PIPES pH6.8, 2 mMMgCl2 and resuspended in the same

buffer (1.106 cells/μL-1 final). An equivalent volume of 2x sample buffer was added before boil-

ing for 3 minutes. 2.106 cells (or cytoskeleton) were loaded on 10 or 12% SDS-PAGE, semi-dry

transferred on PVDF membrane or nitrocellulose membrane.

U-2 OS cells. Exponentially growing U-2 OS cells in T-25 flask were lipotransfected with

12.5 μg DNA using Lipofectamine 2000 in OPTIMEM (Invitrogen) according to the manufac-

turer’s instructions and processed for western-blot for 6 hours post-transfection (or 24 hours

post-transfection for the mEFH1+2 sample). Cells were collected by; scraping the bottom of
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the respective culture flasks and transferring the detached cells into ice cold PBS. Cells were

then centrifuged 5 min, 1,000 x g and resuspended in 125μL of buffer (PIPES 60 mM, HEPES

25 mM, EGTA 10 mM, MgCl2 10 mM adjusted to pH6.9 with KOH, glycerol 10%, protease in-

hibitors (Calbiochem Cocktail set III, 1:10,000 dilution and 1mM PMSF) then lysed by adding

125μL of buffer supplemented with 0.2% TX-100. The supernatant was collected after a 5 min-

ute centrifugation at 1,500 x g and 62.5μL of sample buffer 4x was added. Boiling 5 for minutes

denatured the sample and then benzonase (5U) was added. The pellet was resuspended in

250 μL of buffer with 0.1% TX-100, 62.5μL sample buffer 4x was added and the sample was de-

natured by boiling for 5 minute before adding 7.5U of benzonase. Protein concentrations were

assayed using the Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay (#22660) with the ionic detergent compatibility

reagent (#22663) kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 13–20μg of protein from su-

pernatant samples, and a corresponding volume of pellet samples, were separated by SDS-

PAGE (10%) and semi-dry transferred onto PVDF membrane. Membranes were blocked in

Tris-buffered saline (TBS), 0.2% Tween-20, 5% skimmed milk powder for 1 hour then incubat-

ed overnight at 4°C with the primary antibodies diluted in blocking solution: rabbit polyclonal

anti-NTD diluted at 1:200, mouse monoclonal 5F2B3 undiluted, anti-myc monoclonal 9E10

(A kind gift from K. Ersfeld, University of Bayreuth, Germany) at 1:200, anti-alpha-Tubulin

TAT1 monoclonal antibody (a kind gift from K. Gull, Sir William Dunn School of Pathology,

University of Oxford, England, U.K) at 1:500. After 3 washes (10 min) in TBS, 0.2% Tween-20,

1M NaCl, the membranes were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with secondary anti-

bodies diluted in blocking solution: anti-mouse HRP conjugated antibody (Jackson 115-055-

068, 1:10,000), ECL Plex anti-mouse Cy3 conjugated (GE Healthcare #PA43009V, 1:2,500),

ECL Plex anti-rabbit Cy5 conjugated (GE Healthcare #PA45011V, 1:2,500). After washes in

blocking solution, in TBS, 0.2% Tween-20 then TBS, membranes were revealed by ECL (Clarity

Biorad chemiluminescence kit # 170–5061) according to the manufacturer’s instructions) or

direct fluorescence detection on a LAS4010 (GE Healthcare #28-9558-11) with R670 Cy5 filter,

575DF20 Cy3 filter, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

LCMS/MS and phosphorylation analysis

T. brucei brucei PCF 427 29–13 whole cell extracts was run on a 12% SDS-PAGE and stained

with colloidal blue. After several H2O washes, a 60–80KDa band was excised and trypsin di-

gested before LC-MS/MS analysis. Using Discoverer 1.3 (PhosphoRS module), one phosphory-

lation was identified on serine 163 (HAsFHGSTSNALVPR).

Supporting Information

S1 Fig. BILBO1 forms helical polymers when expressed in a heterologous system.Heterolo-

gous expression of un-tagged BILBO1 in mammalian U-2 OS cells demonstrates that BILBO1

has self-polymerizing properties. Un-tagged full-length BILBO1 protein was immuno-labelled

with anti-BILBO1 monoclonal antibody 24 hours after transfection. In this image long helical

polymers are formed within the cell. (A) DAPI (blue) and immunofluorescence (red) merged

image of full-length BILBO1 polymers. (B) Enlarged immunofluorescence image of full-length

BILBO1 polymers. (C) Phase contrast image of the same polymers observed in B. (D). Phase

contrast and fluorescence-merged images B and C. Scale bars represent 10 μm in A and 1 μm

in B.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. BILBO1 polymers are formed independently of the Golgi, ER, or the cytoskeleton

when expressed in U-2 OS cells. U-2 OS cells expressing BILBO1-GFP for six hours were
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probed or immuno-labelled with cellular markers. F-Actin was probed with Texas red-coupled

phalloidin (A-C), intermediate filaments were labelled with anti-vimentin (D-F), microtubules

were labelled with anti-tubulin (G-I), the Golgi apparatus was labelled with anti-giantin (J-L),

and the endoplasmic reticulum was labelled with anti-calnexin (M-O). Scale bar represents 10

μm. No apparent co-localization of BILBO1-GFP with any of these structures was observed.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. mEFH1+2 protein is degraded in U-2 OS cells. (A) U-2 OS cells expressing mEFH1+2

for six hours were treated with 50μM of the proteasome inhibitor MG132 for six hours, then ex-

tracted, fixed and processed for immunofluorescence using anti-NTD. (B) The graph shows the

percentage of cells in the MG132 experiment that retained anti-NTD signal. (C) U-2 OS whole

cells (WC) that were expressing mEFH1+2 were MG132 treated (+) or mock treated (-) and sub-

ject to western blotting using anti-BILBO1 5F3B3. Quantification of the western-blot and tubulin

normalization indicates and increase in protein level in MG132 treated cells.

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Impact on the overexpression of myc tagged recombinant forms of BILBO1 on en-

dogenous BILBO1 levels in T. brucei, and effect of the proteasome inhibitor on mEFH1+2:

myc protein levels.Western blot analysis of overexpression of myc tagged recombinant forms

of BILBO1 on endogenous BILBO1 levels in T. brucei. Endogenous BILBO1 levels was quanti-

fied in T. brucei cytoskeletons derived from cell lines expressing recombinant T1:myc, T2:myc

(A), T3:myc, T4:myc (B), BILBO1:myc, mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc, and mEFH1+2:myc (C).

All samples were tested for six or 24 hours. In (C) the NTD antibody was able to define the dif-

ference between wild-type and myc tagged protein due to the higher molecular mass of the

myc tagged form. Therefore in the upper panel of (C) wild-type protein is present as the lower

band and myc tagged protein is the upper band. (D) T. bruceimEFH1+2:myc expressing cells

were mock treated (-) or treated with 42 μMMG132 (+). Quantification analyses were done

using tubulin as loading control (probed with TAT1). Anti-NTD labels endogenous BILBO1,

BILBO1:myc, T1:my, T2:myc, mEFH1:myc, mEFH2:myc, and mEFH1+2:myc.

(TIF)

S5 Fig. Yeast two-hybrid analysis of FPC5-BILBO1 EF-hand mediated interaction. (A)

Yeast two-hybrid analysis indicates that full-length BILBO1 interacts with full-length BILBO1,

and a deleted EF-hand form of BILBO1 where the N-terminal domain is retained ΔEFH1+2).

We also tested mutant forms of both EF-hands (mEFhand1+2) versus the coiled-coil domain

of BILBO1 (T4), or the N-terminal deleted form of BILBO1 (T3). (B) Full-length BILBO1 inter-

acts with the binding domain of FPC5 (FPC5binding domain), whilst deletion of both EF-Hands

(ΔEFH1+2) or mutation of both EF-Hands (mEHH1+2) prevents this interaction. BILBO1 and

FPC5binding domain, were tested both as bait (AD) or prey (BD) and demonstrate that EF-hands

are required for BILBO1-FPC5binding domain. Yeast transformants expressing the combinations

of constructs indicated in the figure were spotted onto plates without or with histidine (-His

and +His, respectively). Bait and prey interactions were tested by drop test (105cells) and incu-

bated at 30°C for 3 days before analysis.

(TIF)

S6 Fig. (A) Determination of the percentage of simple or complex fibres in BILBO1 U-2

OS cells after six or 24 hours post-transfection with or without BAPTA-AM treatment

(25ug/ml, for three hours).No significant difference was observed between treated and un-

treated cells. (B) Immunofluorescence labelling of cytoskeletons from cells expressing mEFH1:

myc for six hours and then treated with 5mM EGTA for 10 minutes before fixation and pro-

cessing. Cytoskeletons were probed using anti-myc (red) and anti-NTD (green) antibodies and
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show that the polymers were not extracted by EGTA treatment. Scale bars represent 5 μm.

(TIF)
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Fig. 3.1 Proposed assembly mechanism of BILBO1 (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b) 

Two BILBO1 molecules form an antiparallel dimer via their CC-domains (grey) and can then 

assemble into filaments via the LZ (orange). The NTD (red) and the EF-Hands (green) are 

projected outward from the filament in opposite directions. 

 

                      
Fig. 3.2 Proposed model for the role of Ca2+in the BILBO1 structure 

A schematic diagram that describes the structures formed by BILBO1 and mutants when 

expressed in U-2 OS cells and the hypothesis of the role of calcium and/or binding partners 

in the shape of the structure. Part of the BILBO1-GFP data is unpublished. 

(Results panel) Whilst presence of the coiled-coil domain (in blue) is required for BILBO1 

polymerization, the calcium binding sites (in green) play a role in the shape of the structure 

formed. Both functional EF-Hand domains induce the formation of rings and corkscrew-like 

structures (a, e). Mutated EF-hand1 induces the formation of aggregates only (b). Mutation of 

EF-Hand2 induces the formation of corkscrew-like structures only (c). Mutation of both EF-

Hands also induces aggregates (d). Absence of the N-terminal domain does not impair the 

formation of rings and corkscrew-like structures (e). However, absence of the N-terminal and 

of both EF-Hands leads to the formation of shuttle-like structures only (f). This suggests 

strongly that the N-terminal domain associated to the calcium-loaded/unloaded EF-Hands 

play a major role in the shape of the structures formed even though the N-terminal domain is 

not required for polymerization.  

(Hypothesis panel) Based on our data, we propose the hypothesis where BILBO1 is a 

scaffold for the FPC structure. All domains of BILBO1 (the N-terminal domain, the EF-Hand 

domains, and the coiled-coil domain) are involved in the formation of the ring/corkscrew-like 

structures with a regulation based on the calcium-loaded state of the EF-Hands, and most 

probably on the interaction with protein partners of BILBO1. 
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c) Discussion: BILBO1 function and assembly in light of complementary data 

 

To date, not much is known about the FPC. This cytoskeletal structure visible by TEM, 

encloses the flagellum at its exit site. The unique protein characterized so far in the FPC is 

BILBO1 (Bonhivers et al., 2008b). 

Concomitantly to our study, the group of Gang Dong analysed in vitro the BILBO1 

polymerizing properties (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b). Their in vitro analysis shows that BILBO1 

is able to self-interact via its CC domain into anti-parallel homodimers and can form polymers 

via the interaction of the leucine zipper (LZ) at the end of the long CC domain. They thus 

proposed a model where the BILBO1-BILBO1 interaction let the N-terminus and the EF-

Hands “freely” exposed on the outside of the polymer (Fig.3.1) (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b). 

 

Both studies (Florimond et al., 2015; Vidilaseris et al., 2014b) show that both EF-Hand 

domains of BILBO1 are able to bind Ca2+ and that the absence of Ca2+ has an impact on 

protein folding.  

All together, these data suggest that BILBO1 forms a scaffold that can adopt different 

conformations depending on the calcium binding status as described in the hypothesis 

Figure 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.3 NMR structure of BILBO1-NTD reveals a ubiquitin-like fold 

Structural comparison (D) and superimposition (E) of BILBO1-NTD and the PB1 domain of 

Par6, which shows a ubiquitin-like fold (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a). 

 

 

                                               

Fig. 3.4 The conserved surface patch in the NTD of BILBO1 (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b). 

The seven conserved residues are highlighted. Three aromatic residues are found at the 

bottom of the crater-like structure (red) and the four residues at the rim are shown in blue. 
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d) Results – 2nd part 

 d1) Introduction: on the right track to understand BILBO1 

 

Recently, the Dong laboratory solved the 3D structure of the N-terminal domain (NTD, aa 1 

to 110) of BILBO1 and showed that it adopts a ubiquitin-like fold, similar to the PB1 domain 

of Par6 involved in protein-protein interaction (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a) (Fig.3.3). Moreover, 

this exposed N-terminal region shows a conserved surface patch, containing four aromatic 

residues (Phe-12, Trp-71, Tyr-87 and Phe-89) and three basic ones (Lys-15, Lys-60 and Lys-

62). This patch forms a crater-like structure (Fig.3.4), with Trp-71, Tyr-87 and Phe-89 lying at 

the bottom of the crater and the other four residues exposed on the surface. 

 

In T. brucei, the over-expressed N-terminal Ty1-tagged BILBO1 with a complete deletion of 

the NTD or over-expressed proteins containing mutations of specific residues of the 

conserved surface patch (mut1: F12A, K15A, K60A and K62A; and mut2: W71A, Y87A and 

F89A) were correctly targeted to the FPC and lead to morphological phenotypes, such as a 

detached new flagellum at the posterior end of the cell, and ultimately to cell growth arrest, 

as a dominant negative effect (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a). Comparable phenotypes were seen 

in the BILBO1 RNAi cell line (Bonhivers et al., 2008b). This demonstrates that the NTD of 

BILBO1 is essential for the parasite survival, but it is not involved in the targeting to the FPC. 

 

It has been shown that the LZ is required but not sufficient for BILBO1 targeting to the FPC, 

whereas the NTD is not involved in targeting (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b; Florimond et al., 

2015). The NTD might therefore play a structural role. The fact that single residues mutations 

(mut1 and mut2) in the NTD lead to dramatic phenotypes allowed us to think that the free 

NTD, and consequently also the EF-Hands, can act as binding sites for other FPC proteins. 

Moreover, the fact that Ca2+ can influence the polymer structure (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b; 

Florimond et al., 2015b) renders Ca2+ an additional player in the FPC formation and function. 

 

d2) Complementary analysis: are there other essential residues in the NTD of BILBO1? 

 

In this context, and in collaboration with the Dong laboratory, we have initiated the analysis of 

novel residue mutations in the conserved surface patch (mut2b: Y87A, F89A and mut3: 

K60A, K62A) (Fig.3.5) within T. brucei, but also in U-2 OS cells.  

The objectives are to identify key residues in the function of BILBO1, in particular residues 

involved in binding to putative protein partners. 
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Fig. 3.5 Mut2b and mut3 in the NTD of BILBO1. 

Two additional sets of mutations have been generated: mut2b in violet (Y87A and F89A) and 

mut3 in light blue (K60A and K62A). 

 

 

 

            
Fig. 3.6 Ty1-BILBO1, mut2b and mut3 over-expression in T. brucei  

The three cell lines were induced for 24 h with 10 μg/mL tetracycline and 5x106 whole 

cells/well were loaded. The immuno-blot was probed with anti-Ty1 antibody and confirmed 

the over-expression of the three constructs. Expected size: 69 kDa. 
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We over-expressed BILBO1, mut2b and mut3 with an N-terminal Ty1 tag in PCF T. brucei 

and looked at the protein expression, cellular growth rate and phenotypes.  

Each construct was indeed expressed as detected by western-blotting with anti-Ty1 antibody 

on WC extract (Fig.3.6). 

A mild growth defect was observed for BILBO1 and mut3 cell-lines induced with 10 μg/mL 

tetracycline, suggesting that the mut3 does not affect cellular functions (Fig.3.7 A, C). 

However, over-expression of mut2b was lethal after 48 h of induction (Fig.3.7 B). Preliminary 

data by light microscopy analyses showed a curious phenotype for the mut2b mutation. The 

cells rounded-up as soon as 24 h post induction and the resulting flagellum was partially or 

completely detached (Fig.3.8), resembling the tubulin RNAi phenotype (Ngô et al., 1998). 

We probed these round cells with anti-BILBO1 and anti-tubulin by IF. Even if the sub-

pellicular MT corset was clearly not in the correct elongated shape, tubulin stained the entire 

cell body. On the contrary, it was difficult to assess the correct position of BILBO1 (Fig.3.8). 

The DAPI staining helped us to visualize the genetic material. The duplicated nuclei were 

relatively easy to see, whereas the individual kDNAs were more difficult to identify. 

To understand more clearly the phenotypes, more work needs to be done, particularly at 

shorter induction times and with lower tetracycline concentrations. 

 

We additionally tested the role of these mutations in U-2 OS cells. Preliminary observation by 

IF showed that the annular or ball-shaped polymers formed by BILBO1 expression in this 

heterologous system (Florimond et al., 2015) were no longer present in either of the two sets 

of mutations mut2b or mut3 (Fig.3.9). No specific differences were observed between mut2b 

and mut3 in U-2 OS cells.  

These preliminary data suggest that the Y89-F89 and K60-K62 NTD plays a role in the 

formation of these polymers.  

 

d3) Conclusion: 

 

The exact role of BILBO1 and how the FPC is formed, replicated and segregated remains 

elusive. We think that BILBO1 is the scaffold protein of the FPC, which interacts with itself 

and with other FPC proteins in a very dynamic way to form the annular/horse-shoe shaped 

FPC. The interaction with Ca2+ might confer dynamicity in compacting the structure and 

relaxing it when Ca2+ dissociates. A less compact and more loose spiral-like structure for the 

FPC could allow a semi-conservative biogenesis of a new FPC by laterally inserting new  
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Fig. 3.7 Growth curves of Ty1-BILBO1, mut2b and mut3 in T. brucei 

(A) No major growth difference between uninduced and induced Ty1-BILBO1-FL was 

observed (10 μg/mL tetracycline). However, both grew more slowly than the parental cell 

line. (B) The over-expression of the Ty1-BILBO1-mut2b construct was lethal and cell death 

occurred as soon as 2-3 days post-induction. (C) A reduced growth rate is observed when 

Ty1-BILBO1-mut3 was overexpressed, without, however, leading to cell death. Error bars are 

present, but often smaller than the data point mark and represent standard error of the mean 

(SEM) N=3. 
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BILBO1 molecules and interaction partners that could, in a second step, pull the newly 

formed FPC apart. 

 

We can additionally say that the mutation of Y87 and F89 (mut2b) in the NTD of BILBO1 is 

indeed disadvantageous for the T. brucei parasites and its over-expression leads to severe 

morphological phenotypes and cell death within a few days post-induction. Furthermore, 

mutations of key residues (mut2b and mut3) of BILBO1 expressed in U-2 OS cells affect the 

formation of the globular or comma-shaped structure, but not the formation of long polymers. 

Since the 3D structure of the NTD of BILBO1 shows similarities with a protein-protein 

interaction domain, the mutation of key residues can abolish the interaction with some 

BILBO1 partners.  I will therefore come back to these key residues in the section b2) “The 

proof: FPC4 is a real BILBO1 partner protein”. 

 

More work is needed to elucidate how exactly BILBO1 is formed and segregated, but the 

FPC remain a fascinating field of study, because BILBO1 is essential in FP and FPC 

biogenesis and is therefore a potential drug target. 
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Fig. 3.8 Immuno-fluorescence analysis of Ty1-BILBO1-mut2b 

The Ty1-BILBO1-mut2b cell line induced 24-48 h (10 μg/mL tetracycline) showing cells that 

rounded up, assuming a very unusual shape. The MT corset stained with anti-tubulin is intact 

but morphologically different and the flagellum is detached.  

 

 

 

 

 

               
Fig. 3.9 Immuno-fluorescence analysis of BILBO1-mut2b and mut3 in U-2 OS 

The expression of BILBO1-mut2b and mut3 in U-2 OS cells resulted in a different polymer 

organization of BILBO1. The annular or ball-shaped termini of BILBO1 are no longer present 

in mut2b nor mut3. Therefore, the mutations have an impact on polymer shape. Scale bar 10 

μm. 
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Fig. 3.10 Schematic representation of the FPC4. 

In the FPC4 protein, a small coiled-coil domain (218-252 aa) has been identified by 

bioinformatics analysis. The BILBO1 Binding Domain (B1BD) in the C-terminal part of FPC4 

has been identified by a Yeast-Two-Hybrid genomic screen (Hybrigenics). Repeats are 

marked in black (27-50 and 53-79) and orange (106-150 and 290-340). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         
Fig. 3.11 Prediction of intrinsically unstructured domains of FPC4 

Analysis performed with IUPred (http://iupred.enzim.hu) (Dosztányi et al., 2005) identifies the 

CC domain, and the B1-BD domain as non-disordered regions of FPC4 (< 0.5: non-

disordered). 
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II. Identification and functional characterization of FPC4, a BILBO1 partner, in 

T. brucei 

 

a) Introduction and preliminary data 

 

BLAST analysis of the DNA sequence, identified by the Y2H during the genomic library 

screen for BILBO1 partners (Hybrigenics), identified a DNA sequence (BILBO1 binding 

sequence or B1-BD) that we use for BLAST analysis using the TriTryp database (Aslett et 

al., 2010). The result identified Tb927.8.6370 encoding a 444 amino acids protein that we 

named FPC4 for Flagellar Pocket Collar protein 4 with the B1-BD between aa 357 to 440. 

FPC4 is a 49 kDa basic protein (pI 10.61) (Fig.3.10).  

Except for a predicted coiled-coil domain (CC, aa 218 - 252) (COILS, Lupas et al., 1991) and 

two couples of repeated sequences (repeat 1: aa 27-50 and aa 53-79 aa, repeat 2: aa 106-

150 and aa 290-340) (RADAR, Heger and Holm, 2000), bioinformatics analysis of FPC4 did 

not identify any particular feature related to its possible function. Folding predictions using 

IUPred (Dosztányi et al., 2005) indicated that FPC4 is globally unfolded except for the CC 

domain and a region in the C-terminus (approximately from aa 390 to 444) (Fig.3.11). 

 

FPC4 has not been identified in the two flagellar proteome analyses (Broadhead et al., 2006; 

Oberholzer et al., 2011), suggesting that FPC4 is not a flagellar protein per se. Recently, 

FPC4 was identified in a BioID analysis as a putative partner of SAS-4, a protein located at 

the FAZ distal tip (Hu et al., 2015). Depletion of SAS-4 generates epimastigote-like cells, 

disrupts the elongation of the new FAZ and consequently leads to asymmetrical cell division. 

The authors indicated a cytoskeleton localization for FPC4, however the function of FPC4 

was not assessed in this study. We will discuss later this cytoskeleton localisation. 

 

Orthologues of FPC4 can be found in T. b. gambiense, T. cruzi and other kinetoplastids. The 

FPC4 gene is syntenic, except for Leishmania ssp.  

 

Objectives of the work: 

FPC4 has been fished out by the Y2H screen with BILBO1 as bait and might therefore be a 

new BILBO1 partner.  

The main goal of my thesis was to characterize FPC4 at the molecular and functional level 

and to confirm that FPC4 is a real BILBO1 interacting partner. 
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Fig. 3.12 Western Blot to test FPC4 antibodies specificity (rat polyclonal ser294 and mouse 

monoclonal 3B10). 

(A) Rat pre-immune serum neither labels any protein in WC of T. brucei, nor recognizes the 

purified fragments of FPC4.  

(B) The FPC4-specific serum ser294 recognizes the FPC4 1-260 amino acids purified 

fragment (31 kDa), but not the purified BILBO1 binding domain (aa 357-440). 

(C) The mouse monoclonal FPC4 3B10 antibody specifically recognizes the truncation used 

to immunize the mice (357-440) at 14 kDa. An additional weak band is detected at around 28 

kDa and we cannot exclude that it is a dimer of this FPC4 truncation. The absence of 

specificity to the histidine tag was tested with another histidine-tagged protein purified from 

bacteria (6HisControl).  

Lanes were loaded with either 5 x 106 cells or 20 ng purified protein. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.13 Western Blot to test the detection limit of anti-FPC4 ser294 

(A) Increasing amounts of purified 1-2606His FPC4 protein and (B) increasing amounts of 

purified 1-2606His FPC4 protein mixed with T. brucei WC extract were probed with rat 

polyclonal FPC4 ser294 antibody. The detection limit is around 3 ng (A, arrow) in the case of 

the purified protein alone, and increases up to 25 ng (B, arrow) in the presence of the WC 

lysate (5x106 cells/well) of T. brucei. 
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b) Results 

 

b1) Development of tools to study FPC4 in vivo and in vitro; difficulties and successes 

 

In the first two sections we present the tools we developed in order to study FPC4. These 

include the production of monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies raised against FPC4, as well 

as endogenously tagged and over-expressing FPC4 cell lines. 

 

i) Production of FPC4 specific antibodies 

 

- Rat polyclonal serum ser294: FPC4 specificity analysis 

 

A polyclonal antibody against FPC4 was produced in the rat by Eurogentec preliminary to my 

arrival in the laboratory. To do this, recombinant 6HisFPC46His was purified on Ni-NTA column 

from IPTG induced BL21(DE3) E. coli bacteria, and eluted in urea, due to its poor solubility. 

Two sera were obtained (ser293 and ser294) and tested by WB on wild-type (WT) T. brucei 

cells and on purified protein. Pre-immune and immune sera were tested to control the 

specificity of the antibodies (Fig.3.12A). Ser293 was negative on both T. brucei and purified 

protein (data not shown), whereas ser294 antibody could label specifically the purified amino 

acids 1-260 of FPC4 (Fig.3.12B). However, it did not detect the expected band at 49 kDa on 

T. brucei whole cells lysate (WC) (Fig.3.12 B).  

Increasing amounts of purified 1-260 FPC46His without or with T. brucei WC lysate (5 x 106 

cells/well) were probed by WB (Fig.3.13). Interestingly, 3ng (6.22 x 1010 molecules) of 

purified protein alone was detectable, whereas the purified protein mixed with 5x106 WC 

shifted the detection limit to 25 ng (5 x 1011 molecules). This means that 1 x 105 

molecules/cell are needed to allow FPC4 detection by WB. 

The fact that we cannot detect a band in the WC extract of WT T. brucei means that the 

endogenous amount of FPC4 protein is under the detection limit (fewer than 1x 105 

molecules/cell) and that the presence of the entire protein lysate renders this detection even 

harder.  

 

Mouse monoclonal 3B10: immunisation, fusion and FPC4 specificity analysis 

 

In the laboratory, we also tried to produce monoclonal antibodies against the N-terminal (1-

260 aa) and the C-terminal (357-440 aa) domains of FPC4. We immunized mice with purified 

1-2606His and 6His357-440 recombinant proteins, respectively (see material and methods).  
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After the fusion between antibody-producing B-cells and myeloma cells, we screened for 

hybridoma secreting immunoglobulins specific for FPC4. To do so, the supernatants of 

hybridoma culture medium (>100 samples per recombinant protein) were tested by IF on T. 

brucei CK. Unfortunately, the few (3) hybridomas for the 1-260 truncation giving a positive 

labelling by IF, died within few days. Therefore, no monoclonal antibody against the N-

terminal of FPC4 was obtained. 

For the C-terminal truncation (aa 357-440) we were able to isolate a single positive 

monoclonal antibody: 3B10.  

The monoclonal antibody was tested on WB (Fig.3.12 C). As expected, 3B10 recognizes 

specifically the aa 357-440 purified protein, but not the aa 1-260 protein or another histidine-

tagged protein. Similarly to ser294, 3B10 did not detect FPC4 in T. brucei WC extract (data 

not shown). 

 

Both, polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies raised against FPC4 were likewise tested by IF, 

and the results are shown in the section below b2) iv) FPC4 is a FPC- Hook complex protein. 

To conclude, the antibodies produced to detect FPC4 are specific for this protein but do not 

detect the endogenous FPC4 by WB. 
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Fig. 3.14 Western Blot of endogenously tagged FPC4-myc and  

(A) Endogenous FPC4-myc cannot be detected by WB in Whole Cells (WC), Cytoskeleton 

(CK) or Flagella (Fg) preparations (5x106 WC/CK/Fg per well). Myc positive (+) control 

serves as a test for myc dilution and detection. 

(B) Pre-immune ser294 (1:500) does not detect 6HisFPC4-FL6His. (expected 52 kDa) in 

induced bacteria. No specific bands are detected on T. brucei extracts (WT, uninduced and 

induced myc-FPC4-FL). Only a weak band at 18 kDa is detected and is unspecific. 

(C) The polyclonal antibody anti-FPC4 ser294 (1:500) detects a band at 18 kDa in the non-

induced bacteria (arrow-head), as for the pre-immune serum, and a strong band at around 

55 kDa (arrow) in the induced bacteria. This band corresponds to the 6HisFPC4-FL6His 

construct. Moreover, anti-FPC4 ser294 detects the over-expression of myc-FPC4-FL in T. 

brucei but no bands are recognized in the WT. FPC4 ser294 is therefore able to detect the 

over-expression of FPC4, only.  

(5x106.bacteria/well and 5x106 T. brucei WC/well) 
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ii) Cell lines: Endogenous and over-expression of myc tagged FPC4 

 

- endogenous C-terminal myc-tag 

We decided to generate a cell line with an endogenous 3’-end triple myc tag FPC4, in order 

to detect the protein on WB without the need of an antibody raised against FPC4. The triple 

myc-tag (≈ 5 kDa) is considered a small tag, which should not disturb the protein. 

To produce the endogenous FPC4-myc tagged cell line, we took advantage of the 

pMOTag23M plasmid (modified from (Oberholzer et al., 2006) as a template for a PCR with 

long primers. These specific primers contained the recombination sites that allowed the 

insertion of the triple myc tag coding sequence and a resistance gene between the end of the 

FPC4 gene (before the stop codon) and the beginning of the 3’ UTR. The PCR product, after 

purification, was directly transfected into T. brucei PCF 427 29-13. The choice to use the T. 

brucei PCF 427 29-13 instead of the original WT as the parental strain was made in prevision 

of an additional transfection in the same cell line, which could require the inducible system. 

Following transfection, several resistant clones were selected. Unfortunately, the 

endogenous expression of FPC4-myc was not detectable by WB (Fig.3.14). Neither high 

loads of whole cells (WC), cytoskeleton (CK), nor flagella (Fg) were detectable suggesting 

either that the expression level was too low for WB detection or that the C-terminal myc tag 

was cleaved off and thus not detectable. The hypothesis of low level of expression was 

supported by the positive anti-myc immunofluorescence labelling results (see below in 

section b2) iv) FPC4 is a FPC- Hook complex protein”. 

 

Since the detection of endogenous levels of myc-tagged FPC4 by WB was not possible we 

thus developed T. brucei tetracycline inducible cell lines that expressed higher amounts of 

FPC4. The inducible over-expression consisted of transfecting an ectopic copy of the gene of 

interest and “forcing” its transcription by the addition of tetracycline. In our case, we 

additionally added a tag to be able to detect the corresponding protein acknowledging that 

the size of the tag and its position, N- or C-terminal, might disturb protein folding and 

interfere with post-translational modifications (PTMs) or protein-protein interactions. 
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Fig .3.15 Over-expression of C-terminal myc-tagged FPC4 analysed by WB 

(A) No bands were detected by anti-myc labelling in the cell lines expressing C-terminally 

myc tagged FPC4-FL and FPC4-∆B1BD-myc. Specificity of the anti-myc antibody was 

controlled on an unrelated myc-tagged protein (myc+ control lane). 

(B) and (C)The expression of the constructs was tested with anti-FPC4 ser294 (1:300) (arrow 

in C).  

(D) and (E) The expression of the constructs was tested with the 3B10 monoclonal antibody 

(arrow in E). An unspecific band at 18 kDa was detected when the blots were probed with 

3B10 (1:5). 

These results confirmed that the constructs were indeed expressed but the myc-tag was 

most likely cleaved.  

Expected size of the constructs: FPC4-FL-myc 54 kDa, FPC4-∆B1BD-myc 44 kDa and 

FPC4-B1BD-myc 14 kDa. (A, B, D) 12% SDS-page gel (C, E) 15% SDS-page gel. 5 x 106 

cells/lane were loaded. 

 

                                                  
 

Fig. 3.16 Western Blot comparing endogenous C-ter myc-tagged and over-expressing N-ter 

myc-FPC4 cell lines 

We proved that the detection problem by WB was due to FPC4 protein level of expression 

and over-expressing a tagged copy of FPC4 can obviate this. A monoclonal antibody 

(mAb25) raised againt TbSAXO (an axonemal protein) was used as loading control 

(Dacheux et al., 2012). 5 x 106 cells/lane. 
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- C-terminal myc-tag 

Endogenous expression of FPC4 myc-tagged at its C-terminus could be detected by IF (see 

section below b2) iv) FPC4 is a FPC- Hook complex protein. 

Therefore, we generated three different PCF inducible cell lines: FPC4-FL-myc, FPC4-

ΔB1BD-myc and FPC4-B1BD-myc. By WB analyses (and IF, data not shown), we have not 

been able to detect the anti-myc labelling for any of the induced cell lines (10 μg/mL 

tetracycline induction, 24h) (Fig.3.15 A). We therefore repeated the WB analyses with the 

polyclonal antibody specific to FPC4 ser294 and we could detect FPC4-myc as a double 

band at around 60 kDa (predicted 54 kDa), FPC4-ΔB1BD-myc as a 50 kDa band (predicted 

44 kDa), and FPC4-B1BD-myc as a 12 kDa band (predicted 14 kDa). The recombinant 

protein was thus expressed (Fig.3.15 B, C). Moreover, we probed the blot with the 

monoclonal anti-FPC4 antibody 3B10, which is specific to the FPC4-B1BD. As expected and 

shown in the WB, 3B10 recognizes the FPC4-FL-myc and FPC4-B1BD-myc but not the 

FPC4-ΔB1BD-myc construct (Fig.3.15 D, E). Note: an unspecific band at 18 kDa is always 

present when a blot is probed with 3B10 (Fig.3.15 E), and is not present with ser294. 

 

These results confirmed that the C-terminal tagged proteins were over-expressed but the 

myc-tag was most probably cleaved off. We thus decided to tag FPC4 at its N-terminus. 

 

- N-terminal tag 

The over-expression (10 μg/mL tetracycline induction, 24h) of the myc-FPC4-FL was tested 

by WB and compared to the endogenous expression of FPC4-myc (Fig.3.16). We proved 

that the detection problem by WB was due to 1) the low level of FPC4 protein and 2) 

cleavage of the c-ter myc tag, and could be obviated by over-expressing a tagged copy of N-

terminal myc FPC4. Moreover, the specificity of FPC4 ser294 antibody was confirmed by 

WB, comparing the preimmune serum with the ser294 tested on bacterial extract and 

trypanosome extracts (Fig.3.14 B, C). 

 

Also, Célia Florimond (previous PhD student) generated data using a GFP-FPC4 

overexpressing cell line that I will present in section b3), iii) over-expression of GFP-FPC4. 

 

To pursue the characterization of FPC4 we could therefore use several tools: a polyclonal 

antibody (ser294), a monoclonal antibody (3B10) and several cells lines either expressing an 

endogenously myc tagged version of FPC4 or over-expressing a N-terminal myc tagged 

version of FPC4 and its truncations. 
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Fig. 3.17 Yeast-Two-Hybrid interaction test between BILBO1 and FPC4 

Left panel: scheme of the constructs cloned for the tests; FL-BILBO1 (aa 1-587), T1-BILBO1 (aa 1-170) and T3-BILBO1 (aa 171-587) have been tested 

with FL-FPC4 (aa 1-444), FPC4-∆B1BD (aa 1-356) and FPC4-B1BD (357-444 aa). Green regions of BILBO1 correspond to the EF-Hands. Blue regions 

correspond to CC domains. FPC4-B1BD is highlighted in violet. 

Right panel: the interactions were tested on a medium without Histidine (-His) and on a control medium, to monitor yeast growth.  

The Y2H interaction test allowed us to conclude that the N-terminal domain of BILBO1 (T1) interacts with the C-terminal domain of FPC4 (B1BD aa 357-

444). 

Note: The interactions were tested in one configuration only (all the FPC4 constructs were fused to the activation domain of Gal4, whereas the BILBO1 

constructs were fused to the DNA binding domain of Gal4) because FPC4 fused to the BD gave us a positive result in any diploid yeast tested, even with 

the “empty” activation-domain vector as a control. 
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b2) The proof: FPC4 is a real BILBO1 partner protein 

 

i) BILBO1-FPC4 interaction tested by Y2H 

 

Because a domain of FPC4 was identified in the Y2H genomic screen, we wanted to confirm 

the interaction between BILBO1 and FPC4 using full-length sequences and the Y2H system 

from Clonetech as described in (Florimond et al., 2015). Indeed, full length FPC4 interacts 

with BILBO1 (Fig.3.17). 

 

Once the interaction between BILBO1 and FPC4 was confirmed, we started looking for the 

specific domains of both proteins involved in this interaction. We used two truncations of 

BILBO1: T1 (aa 1-170) corresponding to the N-terminal domain, and T3 (aa 171-578) 

corresponding to the EF-Hands and the coiled-coil domain (Florimond et al., 2015). FPC4 

was truncated in two domains: the BILBO1 Binding Domain (B1BD, aa 357-444) and the long 

N-terminus (aa 1-356) called delta BILBO1 Binding Domain (∆B1BD). 

As expected, the deletion of the B1BD domain of FPC4 abolished the interaction with 

BILBO1. The interaction was abolished as well when the N-terminus of BILBO1 was 

removed (T3 construct). Finally, BILBO1-T1 and FPC4-B1BD were able to interact 

demonstrating the specificity of the interaction between these two domains (Fig.3.17). 

 

Taken together these results confirmed that FPC4 and BILBO1 are able to interact and 

allowed the identification of the N-terminal domain of BILBO1 as the interacting with the C-

terminal domain of FPC4. 

This last result encouraged us to pursue the analysis in the U-2 OS system to further 

characterize this interaction. 

 

ii) BILBO1-FPC4 interaction tested in the heterologous system U-2 OS 

 

Since FPC4 does not show any particular features by bioinformatics analysis, we wanted to 

investigate the behaviour of FPC4 in U-2 OS cells, and whether it can bind to BILBO1 in this 

system. To do so, we cloned FPC4 (and truncations) into the pcDNA3.1-GFP vector and we 

transfected them into U-2 OS cells. Twenty-four to 48 h after transfection, cells were 

extracted with Triton-X100 and fixed, then processed for immunofluorescence using anti-

BILBO1 and anti-GFP antibodies (Fig.3.18). FPC4-FL-GFP expressed for 24 h or 48h 

localized within the nucleus and on filamentous structures, which might be MTs (Fig.3.18 B). 
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Fig. 3.18 Co-expression of BILBO1 and FPC4 in a heterologous system (U-2 OS cells) demonstrates that the C-terminus of FPC4 interacts with 

BILBO1 

Cells were labelled with anti-BILBO1 (red) and anti-GFP (green) to label the FPC4-GFP constructs. 

(A) Single expression of BILBO1 shows self-polymerization properties as described previously in (Florimond et al., 2015a). (B) Single expression of 

FPC4-GFP. (C) Single expression of FPC4-∆B1BD-GFP. (D) Single expression of FPC4-B1BD-GFP (on WC). (E) Co-expression of BILBO1 and 

FPC4-GFP. (F) Co-expression of BILBO1 and FPC4-∆B1BD. (G) Co-expression of BILBO1 and FPC4-B1BD-GFP. 

Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar 10 μm. 
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The nuclear localization could be due to a weak bipartite NLS sequence between the aa 120-

154 that is predicted by NLS mapper (Kosugi et al., 2009). Since in the trypanosomes we 

had never localized FPC4 to the nucleus (see section below b2) iv) FPC4 is a FPC-Hook 

complex protein), we did not address the nuclear localization in the U-2 OS cells and we 

focused on the cytoplasmic side labelling. Whilst ∆B1BD-GFP also localized on filamentous 

structures (Fig.3.18 C), FPC4-B1BD-GFP was observed as cytosolic on whole cells (Fig.3.18 

D), whereas no signal was visible on extracted cells (data not shown).  

 

We then co-expressed BILBO1 with the three FPC4 constructs to test their interaction. We 

could observe that, as in the Y2H test, BILBO1 and FPC4 FL proteins interact, inducing the 

relocalization of FPC4 onto BILBO1 structures (Fig.3.18 E). This relocalization was not 

observed for the FPC4-∆B1BD construct that remained labelled on filamentous structures 

without BILBO1 co-labelling and thus did not bind BILBO1 (Fig.3.18 F). The role of B1BD in 

binding was confirmed by its labelling on BILBO1 polymers and not in the cytoplasm 

(Fig.3.18G). 
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Fig. 3.19 Key residues in the N-terminal domain of BILBO1 are essential for FPC4 – BILBO1 

interaction 

Co-expression of BILBO1-mut3 with FPC4-B1BD resulted in a weak interaction on extracted 

cells (first panel) and in a stronger interaction on whole cells (second panel).  

On the contrary, BILBO1-mut2b completely abolished the interaction with FPC4 (third panel).  

These results suggest that mut2b contains residues involved in BILBO1-FPC4 interaction, 

whereas mut3 only marginally affects BILBO1-FPC4 interaction. 

Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue), scale bar 10 μm. 
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iii) Key residues in the N-terminal domain of BILBO1 are essential for FPC4-BILBO1 

interaction 

 

We assessed the role of the N-terminal domain of BILBO1 in the FPC4 – BILBO1 binding by 

localizing FPC4, in U-2 OS cells, when co-expressed with BILBO1 mut2b (Y87A and F89A) 

and mut3 (K60A and K62A) (Fig.3.5). 

When expressed alone FPC4-B1BD-GFP was soluble, but co-localizing with BILBO1 when 

co-expressed (Fig.3.18 G). When FPC4-B1BD-GFP was co-expressed with BILBO1-mut3 

the interaction was weak on extracted cells, but clear on whole cells (Fig.3.19). On the 

contrary, BILBO1-mut2b completely abolished the interaction with FPC4-B1BD-GFP. 

This confirms that the NTD is involved in the interaction with FPC4 and moreover, two 

specific residues (Y87 and F89) present in the conserved surface patch (Vidilaseris et al., 

2014a) are required for the interaction. 

 

These data confirmed that the C-terminal domain of FPC4 is the real BILBO1 Binding 

Domain and that FPC4 is thus a bona fide BILBO1 partner. 

Moreover, the identification of key residues in the NTD of BILBO1 can be used in drug 

design. 

 

iv) FPC4 is a FPC – Hook complex protein 

 

The localization of FPC4 in T. brucei was studied using the anti-FPC4 monoclonal 3B10 

antibody, the anti-FPC4 polyclonal ser294 antibody and the endogenous myc-tagged FPC4 

cell line. 

 

Knowing that FPC4 is able to interact with BILBO1, we expected the immuno-labelling in 

close proximity with the FPC and we consequently used a rabbit anti-BILBO1 polyclonal 

antibody, raised against the NTD (1-110 aa) of BILBO1 (Gang Dong Lab (NTD) or Robinson 

Lab. (1-110)), as FPC marker (see Fig.3.20 Fig.3.21). The IF analysis was performed on 

NP40/Igepal extracted cells, that we called cytoskeleton (CK). WT cells probed with 3B10 

showed that FPC4 is located in very close vicinity to BILBO1 during the entire cell cycle 

progression from 1K1N (1 kinetoplast and 1 nucleus) to 2K2N (2 kinetoplasts and 2 nuclei) 

cells (Fig 3.20). Additionally, WT cells probed with ser294 showed FPC4 with a short “tail” 

that elongates towards the anterior end of the cell. This little tail was more clearly visible in 

2K1N cells (Fig.3.21). This elongated structure resembled the Hook complex and localized in 

a similar position. We therefore tested the Hook structure marker rabbit polyclonal anti-  
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Fig. 3.20 Immunofluorescence analysis on PCF WT using monoclonal FPC4 antibody (3B10) 

and polyclonal anti-BILBO1 antibody (NTD) 

FPC4 (green) is present throughout the entire cell cycle and localizes on and close to 

BILBO1 (red) (scale bar 5 μm). 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.21 Immunofluorescence analysis on PCF WT using polyclonal FPC4 antibody 

(ser294) and anti-BILBO1 (1-110). 

FPC4 (green) is present throughout the entire cell cycle and localizes on and close to 

BILBO1 (red), the sole FPC marker currently available. (a) represents 1K1N cells, in (b) the 

kDNA is duplicating and a longer FPC4 structure is visible. (c) shows a cell in the 2K1N 

stage and with two distinct FPC structures, and (d) a 2K2N cell. (scale bar 5 μm). 
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MORN1, a kind gift from B. Morriswood (Morriswood and Schmidt, 2015) and compared it 

with FPC4 localization (see Fig.3.22). The FPC4 localization resulted almost identical to 

MORN1. 

 

The localization of FPC4 was compared between CK WT, endogenous tagged FPC4 and the 

myc-overexpressing cell line. FPC4 is detected in all the cell lines at the FPC together with 

BILBO1 (Fig.3.23). However, when FPC4 is over-expressed (24 h with 10 μg/mL 

tetracycline), its hook-shaped structure is clearly visible (Fig.3.23 c) as well as its co-

localization with MORN1 at the hook complex (Fig.3.23 d). The induction of this cell line with 

a lower amount of tetracycline did not modify the FPC4 hook-shape (not shown). 

The same cell lines were also probed by IF on WC, but we obtained some unspecific 

labelling on the cell body. We performed the IF analyses on CK. 

 

We concluded that FPC4 is a cytoskeleton-associated protein localizing at the FPC and that 

it might also be part of the Hook complex. 

 

In order to obtain more insight into the localization of FPC4, immuno-electron microscopy 

(iEM) analyses were performed on isolated flagella. We used the over-expressing myc-FPC4 

cell line (Fig.3.24 A-D) (24 h induction 10 μg/mL tetracycline), because no labelling was 

observed on either WT cells probed with 3B10 or ser294, or on the cell line expressing 

endogenous FPC4-myc with anti-myc by iEM (not shown). 

 

The myc antibody labelled a ring-shape structure at the FPC extending towards the tip of the 

flagellum that resembles the hook structure described by Esson and colleagues (Esson et 

al., 2012) (Fig.3.24 C, D). Surprisingly, myc labelling was also observed on a filament-like 

structure that elongated from the FPC toward the BB (Fig.3.24 B). Whilst this labelling was 

not observed by IF on PCF (neither with ser294, 3B10 nor anti-myc), a similar pattern was 

observed on BSF CK probed with ser294 (Fig.3.24 E). This suggests that the amount of 

FPC4 present towards the BB is not detectable by IF in PCF. Unfortunately, because of the 

impossibility to detect the endogenous FPC4 by WB, we cannot compare the protein 

expression level in PCF and BSF to see whether this influences the detection of FPC4. 
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Fig. 3.22 Immunofluorescence analysis on PCF WT CK using polyclonal anti-FPC4 antibody 

(ser294) and anti-TbMORN1 

FPC4 (green) is present throughout the entire cell cycle and localizes very close to MORN1, 

a hook-complex marker. (a) represents 1K1N cells, in (b) the kDNA is duplicating and a 

longer FPC4 structure is visible. (c) shows cells in a 2K1N conformation, with already two 

separated FPC4 and MORN1 structures, and in (d) a 2K2N cell is visible. (scale bar 5 μm) 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.23 Immunofluorescence analysis to compare FPC4 signal on WT, endogenously myc-

tagged FPC4 cell line, or myc-over-expressing FPC4 cell line. 

(a) FPC4 is detected on WT cells with the polyclonal anti-FPC4 ser294 antibody and partially 

co-localizes with BILBO1 at the FPC. (b) anti-myc localized the endogenously tagged FPC4-

myc at the FPC together with BILBO1. (c) The cell line over-expressing myc-FPC4-FL (24 h 

induction 10 μg/mL tetracycline) shows FPC4 as a hook-shaped structure, which is located 

at the FPC together with BILBO1 at the hook, but with an additional elongation toward the 

anterior end the cell. (d) The hook-shaped FPC4 co-localizes with MORN1 at the hook-

complex (24 h induction 10 μg/mL tetracycline). Scale bar 5 μm. 
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Conclusion: 

Immunofluorescence analyses allowed us to localize FPC4 at the FPC, together with 

BILBO1, and at the hook complex, with MORN1. FPC4 is a cytoskeletal protein, which 

remains attached to the flagellum after flagella preparation. 

Additionally, immuno-gold EM confirmed the observation made by IF and allowed us to have 

a better resolution, which led to the detection of a myc signal between the BB and the FPC. 

Could, therefore, FPC4 be a shared partner between the FPC and the hook complex? We 

thus decided to investigate more in this direction.  
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Fig. 3.24 Immuno-localization of myc-FPC4 on PCF isolated flagella, and of endogenous 

FPC4 in BSF CK. 

(A) Immuno-gold labelling and electron microscopy on isolated flagella from cells 

overexpressing myc-FPC4 induced (24h induction, 10 μg/mL tetracycline). Flagella were 

isolated and probed with anti-myc (10 nm gold particles). Myc-FPC4 localizes at a hook-

shaped structure indicated by the arrowheads. (B), (C) and (D) are enlargements of (A).  

(E) WT BSF cytoskeletons were probed with anti-FPC4 ser294. The elongated shape of 

FPC4 is visible anterior and posterior to the FPC, as seen in PCF iEM (B, D). (F) is an 

enlargement of (E) and arrows show the presence of FPC4 anterior and posterior to the 

FPC. Scale bar represents 5 μm. 
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Fig. 3.25 Schematic representation of the FPC4 truncations used in this study 

Different truncations of FPC4 were N-terminally myc-tagged and over-expressed in PCF T. 

brucei. FPC4-FL (aa 1-444), FPC4-∆B1BD (aa 1-356), FPC4 aa 1-252, FPC4 aa 1-217, 

FPC4 aa 218-356 and FPC4-B1BD (aa 357-444). 

 

 

 

 

  
Fig. 3.26 Immuno-localization by IF of the FPC4 truncations 

Overexpressing cells (24 hours, 10 μg/mL tetracycline) were probed with anti-myc (green) 

(A-G) and anti-BILBO1 (red) (A-D).  

Myc-FPC4-FL (A) and myc-FPC4-∆B1BD (B) localize at the FPC/Hook complex. Myc-FPC4-

B1BD is soluble (whole cell in D) and therefore not detectable on CK (C).  

Two shorter truncations of FPC4, myc-FPC4-1-217 (E) and myc-FPC4-1-252 (F), are 

correctly targeted to the FPC, whereas the truncation myc-FPC4-218-356 (G), lacking the N-

terminal domain and the B1BD were soluble (D), and therefore detectable on whole cells 

only. Scale bar 5 μm. 
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v) The FPC4 BILBO1 binding domain is not required for FPC – Hook complex targeting 

 

To date, no targeting motif to the FPC or to the Hook complex has been identified for FPC4.  

The only identified domain of FPC4 is the B1BD and therefore we decided to truncate the 

protein in two domains, ∆B1BD (aa 1-356) and B1BD (aa 357-444), to search for the FPC 

targeting motif. Both truncations were over-expressed with a triple myc N-terminal tag 

(Fig.3.25). The cells were induced for 24h with 10 μg/mL tetracycline and CK were probed 

with the anti-myc antibody and anti-BILBO1 (Fig.3.26). Similar to myc-FPC4-FL (Fig.3.26 A), 

myc-FPC4-∆B1BD showed an elongated-shaped structure, which co-localized with BILBO1, 

on the collar part, with the elongated tail extending towards the anterior end of the cell body 

(Fig.3.26 B). Interestingly, myc-FPC4-B1BD was cytoplasmic and extracted during CK 

preparation suggesting that the B1BD is dispensable for the targeting to the FPC (Fig.3.26 C, 

D) and that the FPC targeting domain is present within the ∆B1BD of FPC4. 

 

We therefore decided to study in more detail the long N-terminal domain of FPC4 in order to 

narrow down the targeting sequence to the FPC. Three additional truncations were tested: 

myc-FPC4-1-217 (truncated before the CC domain), myc-FPC4-1-252 (truncated at the end 

of the CC domain), myc-FPC4-218-356 FPC4 (CC domain up to B1BD) (Fig. 3.25).  

The first two constructs were targeted to the FPC and assumed the same hook-shaped 

structure (Fig.3.26 E, F), whereas the central part of the protein was soluble (on WC) as was 

the B1BD (Fig.3.26 G). 

We can thus conclude that the aa 1-217 domain in of FPC4 is involved in targeting to the 

FPC4 and that the B1BD is dispensable for this task. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Taken together these data clearly show that FPC4 is present on a cytoskeletal structure, 

which resists detergent extraction. FPC4 is present at the FPC with BILBO1 and additionally 

localizes at the hook complex together with MORN1.  

Moreover, the targeting of FPC4 to the FPC is not mediated by the B1BD but by its N-

terminal domain (aa 1-217). 
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Fig. 3.27 FPC4 RNAi knockdown in PCF 

The RNAiFPC4 cell line was tested upon tetracycline induction (10 μg/mL). The induced cell 

line did not show any growth defect (A). The efficiency of the RNAi system was controlled by 

semi quantitative RT-PCR (B), showing a decrease in the level of FPC4 mRNA; however, 

FPC4 mRNA was still detected after 10 days of induction. FPC4 protein was not detected by 

immunofluorescence after 48h post-induction (C) on CK.  

Error bars in (A) represent the SEM but are often smaller than the data point mark. 
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b3) Functional analysis of FPC4 

 

i) FPC4 knockdown by RNA interference 

In order to study the function of a protein, a very commonly used method is RNA interference 

(RNAi) (Fig. 2.4 in the material and method section). With this technique, the mRNA 

transcript corresponding to the FPC4 gene of interest is degraded upon tetracycline 

induction, thus impeding its translation. This down-regulation on transcript level can shed 

some light on the essentialness of the protein of interest or the functional role that it assumes 

in normal conditions. To analyse these two aspects of FPC4, the growth rate and the 

morphological aspect of FPC4 RNAi (RNAiFPC4) PCF and BSF cells were monitored over 

time. 

 

Because no clear evidence is provided in the literature to prove that one construct is more 

efficient than the other in this knockdown system, we used a pLew100 based sense-

antisense constructs and a p2T7-based double promoter construct in PCF (Fig.2.4 in the 

material and methods section). Transfected cell lines were induced with 10 μg/mL of 

tetracycline to follow the growth rate. 

Both PCF cell lines (transfected either with the stem-loop construct or the double promoter 

construct) behaved similarly, therefore I present here the data concerning the stem-loop 

construct only (Fig.3.27 A). No major differences were observed between WT, non-induced 

and induced cells up to 25 days of induction (data shown up to 13 days). Therefore, the 

efficiency of the knockdown was tested by IF and by semi quantitative RT-PCR. Two days 

post-induction, the FPC4 protein was no longer detectable by IF (Fig.3.27 C). However, 

mRNA was not fully depleted even after 10 days of induction, suggesting that minute amount 

of FPC4 might still be produced and eventually be sufficient for cell growth (Fig.3.27 B). 

Another technique to test the efficiency of the RNAi is to control the amount of the protein by 

WB analysis. Sadly, our antibodies against FPC4 do not work on WB and therefore we 

cannot take advantage of this technique. 

From this analysis we can conclude either that FPC4 does not seem to be essential for 

parasite survival and its down regulation does not lead to morphological phenotypes, or that 

low level of expression of FPC4 is sufficient for cell survival. 

 

We also transfected BSF parasites with the stem-loop construct. Unfortunately, upon 

induction with 10 μg/mL tetracycline only a slight delay in growth was observed (Fig.3.28 A). 

We controlled by IF analyses FPC4 expression, and we noticed that the FPC4 signal was still 

present (Fig.3.28). This means that the RNAi was not efficient enough to deplete FPC4 or 

that we selected parasites able to by-pass the RNAi knockdown to survive, suggesting that 
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Fig. 3.28 FPC4 RNAi knockdown in BSF 

The RNAiFPC4 cell line was tested upon tetracycline induction (10 μg/mL). The growth curve 

showed a mild growth defect for the induced cells (A). The efficiency of the RNAi system was 

controlled by IF. (B) shows the WT BSF probed with anti-FPC4 (ser294). Unfortunately, we 

noticed that the RNAi system was not efficient because FPC4 (ser294) was still detectable 

after 7 (C) and 14 days (D) post-induction without any observable phenotype. Error bars in 

(A) represent the SEM but are often smaller than the data point mark. Scale bar (B, C, D) 5 

μm. 
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Fig. 3.29 Over-expression of N-terminal GFP-FPC4 

Immuno-labelling with ser294 showed that (A) GFP-FPC4 construct (76 kDa) and the (C) 

myc-FPC4-FL (54 kDa) were correctly over-expressed in PCF T. brucei after 48 hours of 

induction and were detectable when induced with at least 10 ng/mL of tetracycline. (B, D) 

mAb25 was used as loading control (30 kDa). Quantification relative to TbSAXO loading 

control showed that the GFP-FPC4 is 4-fold more expressed than the myc-FPC4-FL. 

 

 

 

                                
Fig. 3.30 Growth curve of the GFP-FPC4 PCF cell line 

The growth of cells over-expressing GFP-FPC4 was reduced after 1 day of induction (10 

μg/mL tetracycline), and the cells eventually died after 2-3 days of induction. Error bars 

representing the SEM are present but often smaller than the data point mark. 
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FPC4 might be essential in PCF and BSF. We thus tried several attempts to generate a 

FPC4 knockout cell line in both PCF and BSF. Unfortunately, we were never able to knock-

out both alleles of the FPC4 gene. These data could suggest an important role of FPC4. 

 

ii) Functional analysis of FPC4 by over-expression: a dominant-negative phenotype analysis 

 

Another way to analyse the function of a protein is to over-express it and see if this leads to a 

dominant negative phenotype.  

We generated in PCF a GFP-FPC4 (Célia Florimond) and a myc-FPC4 overexpressing cell 

lines to further characterise FPC4 in the trypanosome cellular context. Both plasmids used 

were pLew-based and therefore inducible by the addition of tetracycline. 

 

In order to avoid the C-terminal cleavage, FPC4 was tagged at its N-terminus with a large 

Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) tag (27 kDa) and the small triple myc-tag (5 kDa total).  

 

The overexpression was controlled by WB with the anti-FPC4 ser294 antibody (see Fig. 

3.29). Different concentrations of tetracycline were used to control the level of expression of 

GFP-FPC4. We observed a difference in expression between 1 ng/mL and the other 

concentrations, whereas no major differences were noticed between 10, 100 and 1000 

ng/mL of tetracycline. Interestingly, after quantification using mAb25 as loading reference, we 

noticed that the GFP-FPC4 construct resulted in 4-fold higher expression than the myc-

FPC4-FL. This might suggest that the expression of the myc-FPC4-FL is somehow controlled 

by the parasites and that the phenotypes occur when the over-expression level is higher than 

the myc-FPC4-FL. 
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Fig. 3.31 Immuno-fluorescence analysis on GFP-FPC4 overexpressing cells (CK). 

(A) CK of GFP-FPC4 expressing cells induced for 6 h and probed with anti-GFP showing the 

correct localization of the fusion protein. (B, C, D) CK of GFP-FPC4 expressing cells (48 h, 

10 μg/mL tetracycline) probed with anti-GFP. (B) shows a long GFP-FPC4 filament 

connecting two FPCs with BILBO1 relocated on it. (C) Detached flagella and 

mispositioned/not properly segregated kDNAs are also visible. (D) MORN1 localization is 

also affected by the GFP-FPC4 over-expression. Arrowheads indicate the kDNAs. Scale 

bars represent 5 μm. 

 

                          

Fig. 3.32 Phenotypes observed upon GFP-FPC4 overexpression in PCF cells 

Upon induction (24h or 48h) with 10 μg/mL of tetracycline, GFP-FPC4 over-expressing cells 

showed an increase of different morphological phenotypes, such as multinucleated cells, 

zoids and 1K2N cells. The percentage of normal cells (1K1N, 2K1N, 2K2N), compared to 

WT, dropped dramatically as early as 24h post induction. (Error bars SEM). 
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iii) Overexpression of GFP-FPC4 induces defect in kinetoplast segregation and in cytokinesis 

 

A culture of GFP-FPC4 overexpressing cells was induced with 10 μg/mL tetracycline and 

cells were counted every day. Cell death happened after two days of induction demonstrating 

that the over-expression of GFP-FPC4 is lethal for the parasites (Fig.3.30). 

 

We analysed further the phenotypes induced during the GFP-FPC4 overexpression by 

immunofluorescence and electron microscopy. 

After a short induction (6h)), GFP-FPC4 was labelled at the FPC with anti-GFP and assumed 

a shape similar to the hook obtained with the polyclonal antibody against FPC4 (Fig.3.31 A). 

At longer induction times (48h), we observed GFP-FPC4 at the FPC, but also along fibrous 

structures extending from the FPC area (Fig.3.31 B, C, D). In (Fig.3.31 B) The fibre induced 

by GFP-FPC4 seems to connect two FPCs. Surprisingly, BILBO1 labelling co-localised with 

GFP-FPC4-induced fibres suggesting that GFP-FPC4 induces some perturbation in the FPC 

structure (Fig.3.31 B, C). Furthermore, MORN1 localisation was also disturbed since it had 

lost its hook-structure to follow the GPF signal (Fig.3.31 D).  

 

We could conclude that the GFP tag did not impair FPC4 targeting, but the over-expression 

disturbed the FPC and the hook complex organization, as highlighted by the BILBO1 and 

MORN1 localization respectively. The most straightforward hypothesis is that this happens 

because FPC4 can interact with BILBO1, and maybe with MORN1, as well. 

On the other hand, GFP is a large tag and is notorious for dimerization and could therefore 

be the cause of these phenotypes. Nevertheless, this potential artefactual dimerization 

induced interesting phenotypes, demonstrating that disturbing FPC4, also affects, directly or 

indirectly, BILBO1 and MORN1.  

 

Since the parasites were monitored for their growth rate and they died within three days, their 

morphology was also examined. Cells were fixed and nuclei (N) and kDNAs (K) were 

labelled with DAPI for quantification of the different morphological phenotypes (Fig.3.26). 

Multinucleated cells were the major phenotype after 48h of induction with an increase in 

1K2N cells (20% at 24 and 48h of induction). Unusual 1K2N cells could either come from a 

2K2N cell that had lost a kDNA (thus producing a zoid), or a cell in which the kinetoplast was 

duplicated but not segregated. This hypothesis was supported by the defect in kinetoplast 

segregation and positioning that was observed (Fig. 3.31 B, C, D).  
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Fig. 3.33 TEM on thin sections on GFP-FPC4 expressing cells. 

(A) An electron dense filament (arrowheads) is visible upon GFP-FPC4 over-expression, for 

72 h with 10 μg/mL tetracycline. (B) Detached flagella, not associated to a FP, are visible as 

well. (C) The FP became enlarged and the PFR (§) was located within the Flagellar Pocket 

(FP). (D) A transversal section of the pocket shows the presence of material within the FP. 

 

                 

Fig. 3.34 Growth curves of myc-FPC4-FL over-expressing cell lines and protein over-

expression controlled by WB 

The over-expression was induced with 10 μg/mL tetracycline.  

The over-expression of myc-FPC4-FL (A) and myc-FPC4-B1BD (C) does not induce any 

growth defect, whereas the myc-FPC4-∆B1BD (B) cell line shows a reduced growth rate 

upon tetracycline induction. Error bars (SEM) are present but often smaller than the data 

point mark. To control and compare the expression level by WB, 5 x 106 cells/lane were 

loaded on SDS-PAGE, transferred onto PVDF membrane that was were probed with anti-

myc antibody and with anti-PFR2 as a loading control. (D) It is clearly visible that the myc-

FPC4-FL construct was less over-expressed than the myc-FPC4-∆B1BD and (E) FPC4-

B1BD. (D) 12% SDS-PAGE and (E) 15% SDS-PAGE.  
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The K and N numbers per cell were counted and compared with those of WT cells. The 

position of K and N were also taken into account. Abnormal cells, such as 1K2N, 1K0N 

(zoids) or multinucleated cells were observed as early as day one of induction (Fig.3.32). 

Some cells also showed detached flagella (Fig.3.31C). The increase in multinucleated cells 

suggested a cytokinesis defect (Fig.3.31 D) that would lead to 1K0N and 1K2N cells and cell 

death. 

 

To obtain more information about the FP and FPC structure after over-expression of GFP-

FPC4, the cells were induced for 72 h and analysed by transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). The cells were fixed, embedded in a resin-block and ultrathin sections were analysed 

by negative staining (data generated by Derrick Robinson). 

Similar to the IF labelling, we could observe some long uncharacterised fibre-like electron-

dense material extending from the FP and the FPC and along the FAZ (Fig.3.33 A). 

Interestingly, the detached new flagella, that we could observe by IF, were not associated 

with an FP whilst still associated with a kinetoplast. This phenotype is reminiscent of the 

BILBO1 RNAi phenotype (see Introduction Fig. 1.28 Fig. 1.29). Furthermore, we were able to 

observe a disorganized FP, where flagella with the PFR were located within the FP and 

uncharacterized material was present as well within the pocket (Fig.3.33 C, D). 

 

Conclusion: 

Taken together these observations can give a first clue about the reason why this over-

expression is lethal. First of all, the long GFP-FPC4 fibre observed by IF and by EM, led to a 

mis-localization of BILBO1 and MORN1. Secondly, the mis-positioning of the kDNAs, as 

possible consequence of a defect in segregation, might have caused problems in the 

cytokinesis process and induced the production of multinucleated cells and zoids. Moreover, 

the enlarged FP or absence of FP might have led to cell death. 
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Fig. 3.35 Phenotypes observed upon induction of the expression of myc-FPC4-FL, myc-

FPC4-B1BD and myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD  

Upon induction with 10 μg/mL tetracycline, myc-FPC4-FL (A) and myc-FPC4-B1BD (C) over-

expressing cells did not show any morphological difference compared to WT cells. Contrarily, 

myc-FPC4-∆B1BD (B), showed a decrease in normal cells (1K1N, 2K1N and 2K2N) and an 

increase in multinucleated cells, zoids and “mickey mouse” cells (meaning 2K2N cells, with 

the 2 kDNAs positioned in between the 2 nuclei). An interesting phenotype observed was the 

presence of epimastigote-like cells. 
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iv) Overexpression of myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD: effect on the kinetoplast segregation 

 

To circumvent the phenotypes that might have been induced by the GFP, we decided to 

monitor the growth rate of the three cell lines overexpressing myc-FPC4-FL, myc-FPC4-

ΔB1BD and myc-FPC4-B1BD.  

No differences were noticed between the growth of WT, uninduced and induced cells (10 

μg/mL tetracycline) of myc-FPC4-FL and myc-FPC4-B1BD cells (Fig.3.34 A, C).  

On the contrary, the growth rate of myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD induced cells was slower than WT and 

uninduced cells (Fig.3.34 B). Consequently, the over-expression of myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD is 

able to slow down the growth, without, however, inhibiting it.  

 

The fact that the over-expression of myc-FPC4-FL does not impair the cell growth is in 

opposition to the result obtained during the over-expression of GFP-FPC4, which was lethal 

within 3 days of induction. However, the higher level of expression of GFP-FPC4 compared 

to myc-FPC4-FL might participate to the induction of dominant negative phenotypes (Fig. 

3.29). Moreover, the myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD construct is approximately 9-fold more over-

expressed than the myc-FPC4-FL (Fig.3.34 D). 

The amount of the protein, rather than the truncation, might therefore play a role in the 

occurrence of the phenotypes.  

 

Even without major growth defects, we looked at morphological phenotypes to eventually find 

out which part of the cell was affected by this dominant negative effect. 

The number and position of kDNAs and nuclei were monitored by DAPI staining on CK.  

The myc-FPC4-FL and the myc-FPC4-B1BD expressing cells lines remained similar to the 

WT and did not show particular phenotypes (Fig.3.35 A, C). Contrarily, we observed a wider 

range of phenotypes in the myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD cell line (Fig.3.35 B) that we analysed further. 

After 24-48h of induction, the percentage of cells with normal morphology, referring to 1K1N 

– 2K1N – 2K2N in the correct position within the cell, decreased dramatically. The most 

striking effect was seen with 1K1N cells. Generally, in a WT population in exponential phase, 

around 75% of the cells are in G1 phase, corresponding to 1K1N, and the remaining 25% is 

distributed between 2K1N or 2K2N cells.  

In the myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD induced cells only about 30% of 1K1N cells were observed 48 h 

post-induction (Fig.3.35B). Interestingly, a considerable percentage of multinucleated cells 

and zoids appeared, as previously seen with the overexpression of GFP-FPC4. Two 

particular phenotypes were quantified; we observed almost 10% of cells with an 

epimastigote-like conformation – i.e. the kDNA is anterior to the nucleus –, and 10% of cells  
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Fig. 3.36 Position of kinetoplasts and nuclei in WT versus induced myc-FPC4-∆B1BD cells 

One of the observed phenotypes upon induction of myc-FPC4-∆B1BD was epimastigote-like 

cells. (A, B) This scheme represents the distances between the posterior end of the cell and 

the kinetoplasts and the nuclei in 1K1N and 2K2N WT (A) and epimastigote-like cells (B) 

(n=3, 50 cells, 10 μg/mL tetracycline for 48 h). (C). These schemes summarize the distances 

between the posterior end of the cells and the kinetoplasts and nuclei with two nuclei and 

one kinetoplast or two kinetoplasts between the nuclei – i.e. 1N1K1N, 1N2K1N– also called a 

“mickey mouse” phenotype. 
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with two nuclei and one kinetoplast or two kinetoplasts between the nuclei – i.e. 1N1K1N, 

1N2K1N– also called “mickey mouse” phenotype. 

 

Altogether these data show that the over-expression of myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD in PCF leads to 

the production of cells with a disturbed kinetoplast-nucleus position. Moreover, the 

duplication of the kDNA does not seem to be affected, whereas its segregation does.  

We therefore decided to measure, in the epimastigote-like cells, the distances between the 

kinetoplasts and nuclei, and their distance relative to the posterior end of the cell. The aim of 

this experiment was to try to figure out whether there was a kDNA segregation problem. We 

summarized the measurements in Fig.3.36. We could observe that in 1K1N cells, the 

kinetoplast remained almost in the same position as in WT cells, but the nucleus had moved 

toward the posterior end of the cell. In 2K2N, the new kinetoplast and the old kinetoplast 

were closer to each other than in WT and this can be a sign of an impaired BB/kDNA 

segregation. 
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Fig.3.37 Immuno-fluorescence analysis on myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD with BILBO1, a FAZ marker, 

MORN1 and an axonemal marker 

Myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD (anti-myc, green) expressing cells induced for 48 h with 10 μg/mL 

tetracycline were probed with anti-BILBO1 (A and B), anti-FAZ1 (C), anti-MORN1 (D) and 

mAb25 (E).  

Morphological phenotypes such as epimastigote-like cells (A and C) and mickey mouse cells 

(B and E) were observed, with no apparent effect on BILBO1, FAZ or axoneme (mAb25) 

formation and localization.  

In mickey mouse cells, the myc signal connects the two FPCs (B, E).  

A myc-positive dot is often visible at the anterior end of the cell body where the flagellum 

detaches from the cell body (D, *), and MORN1 signal is present on it. 

 
Fig. 3.38 Immuno-electron microscopy on flagella probed with anti-BILBO1 and anti-myc. 

(A) On isolated flagella from myc-FPC4-∆B1BD expressing cells (48 h induced, 10 μg/mL 

tetracycline), a connection between two FPC (arrowheads) (a) is labelled with the anti-myc 

(15 nm gold particles). BILBO1 (10 nm gold particles) was located at the FPC (b - 

arrowheads), but not on this filamentous connection (a). 
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v) Overexpression of myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD: effect on cytoskeleton structures 

 

We proved that the FPC4 is targeted, thanks to its N-terminus, to the FPC and to the hook 

complex. For that reason, we wanted to determine what happens to these two cytoskeletal 

structures during FPC4 over-expression. Immuno-fluorescence analyses were performed at 

48 h post-induction and this time point was chosen according to the results of the phenotype 

counting (Fig.3.37). 

Different markers have been tested together with the myc antibody to determine the effect of 

the over-expression on different cytoskeletal structures. BILBO1 was used as an FPC 

marker, MORN1 as a Hook complex marker, FAZ1 (L3B2) as FAZ maker, mAb25 as an 

axonemal marker and DAPI was used to stain K and N DNA (Fig.3.37). 

 

Over-expression of myc-FPC4-FL did not affect any of the cytoskeletal structures as the 

labelling was the same as in WT cells (not shown). Despite the morphological phenotypes, 

BILBO1 localization, FAZ formation and the flagellum did not seem to be affected by the 

over-expression of myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD (Fig.3.37 B, C, E). 

Interestingly, in 2K2N cells the myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD overexpression induced a connection 

between the two FPCs (Fig.3.37 B, E). The same connection between two FPCs was visible 

on iEM on extracted flagella by iEM (Fig.3.38). The myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD were induced for 48 h 

with 10 μg/mL tetracycline and probed with anti-myc (15 nm gold-beads) and anti-BILBO1 

(10nm gold-beads). The myc signal present at the FPC was extended on a filament-structure 

and connected to a second FPC. No BILBO1 signal was observed on this FPCs-connection 

(Fig.3.38). 

 

Furthermore, in the myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD overexpressing cells, the Hook structure appeared to 

be affected, as shown with the anti-myc and anti-MORN1 labelling (Fig.3.37 D). We noticed 

that, often, a myc positive dot was visible at the anterior end of the cell, where the flagellum 

loses its connection with the cell body (Fig.3.37 D, *), and MORN1is also present on it. 

This additional FPC4 signal will be considered in the discussion. 
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Fig. 3.39 The length of the FPC4-hook 

Additionally to the myc-FPC4 and myc-FPC4-∆B1BD constructs, we generated cell lines 

expressing myc-FPC4-1-252 and myc-FPC41-217. Expression of the constructs was 

controlled by WB with anti-myc anti-body and anti-PFR as loading control, and quantified. 

Except for the FL (*), which showed a lower expression level, the other three constructs were 

respectively 9- 6- and 5-fold more expressed than the FL. 

The length of the myc labelled hook structure was measured for the different myc-FPC4 

constructs after 48 h of induction with 10 μg/mL tetracycline by immunofluorescence.  

The length measurements of the hook are summarized in the table, as well as the fold of 

over-expression compared to myc-FPC4-FL. The myc-FPC4-∆B1BD construct was almost 

twice the length of the normal size of myc-FPC4-FL. (n=3, 60 cells, measured on 1K1N or 

2K2K cells, where the two structures were completely separated). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.40 Immuno-electron microscopy labelling of isolated flagella from myc-FPC4-∆B1BD 

overexpressing cells. 

(A). Isolated flagella were probed with anti-myc antibody (10 nm gold particles) that was 

decorating a fibre-like structure from the BB (a) passing the FPC (b) and extending 

downstream the FPC (c). Cells were induced 48 h with 10 μg/mL tetracycline. 
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vi) Overexpression of myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD affects the Hook complex 

 

Since we noticed that the myc signal in myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD expressing cells appeared 

extended in length, we decided to measure the size of the hook structure in 1K1N or 2K2N 

cells, when the two structures were well separated. Additionally to the myc-FPC4 and myc-

FPC4-∆B1BD constructs, we generated cell lines expressing myc-FPC4-1-252 and myc-

FPC41-217.  The expression levels of the different constructs were compared by WB (Fig. 

3.39). The myc-FPC4-FL construct was clearly less expressed than the other constructs. The 

constructs ΔB1BD, 1-252 and 1-217 were respectively 9-fold, 6-fold and 5-fold more 

expressed than myc-FPC4-FL, showing again a cellular control over the expression level of 

the recombinant proteins. 

Immunofluorescence using anti-FPC4 and anti-MORN1 on WT cells, and anti-myc on 

overexpressing myc-FPC4 constructs cell lines and on FPC4-myc endogenous cell line, 

allowed us to measure the length of the hook structure (summarized in Fig.3.33). In WT cells, 

the Hook structure labelled with anti-MORN1 measured 1.56 μm (n=1, 37 cells), a length 

slightly shorter than measured by Morriswood (Morriswood, 2015); this length was even 

shorter with anti-FPC4 ser294 (1.13 μm). In myc-FPC4-FL expressing cells the structure 

measured 1.87± 0.07 μm, showing a direct effect of the overexpression on the structure 

length. 

The myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD, that was 9-fold more expressed than myc-FPC4-FL, resulted in a 

hook almost twice as long: 3.32 ± 0.15 μm. We additionally measured the size of myc-FPC4-

1-217 and myc-FPC4-1-252 FPC4 constructs, in order to compare the hook length of the 

constructs in absence or presence of the CC domain. The myc-FPC4-1-217 construct, which 

lacks the CC domain, resulted in a slightly shorter hook (1.67 ± 0.05 μm) than with myc-

FPC4-FL, whereas the myc-1-252-FPC4 construct, carrying the CC domain, resulted in a 

longer hook than with myc-FPC4-FL (2,74 ± 0.15 μm) but shorter than the myc-FPC4-

ΔB1BD (3.32 ± 0.15 μm) (Fig.3.33). 

 

We do not know whether the myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD signal was larger due to the efficiency of the 

over-expression and therefore a larger amount of protein producing a longer fiber, or the fact 

that lacking B1BD allowed FPC4 to elongate. 

Hypothetical explanations will be discussed in the discussion chapter. 

 

The myc-FPC4-∆B1BD localization was analysed by iEM on isolated flagella (Fig.3.40) 

(induced 48 h with 10 μg/mL tet). The myc-FPC4-∆B1BD signal was found on a fibre-like 

structure visible from the BB, passing by the FPC and extending toward the flagellar tip. Myc-

FPC4-∆B1BD was co-labelled with BILBO1 (Fig.3.41 A). We could observe that BILBO1  
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Fig.3.41 BILBO1 or MORN1 and myc-FPC4-∆B1BD co-immuno-gold labelling. 

(A). Isolated flagella were probed with anti-myc antibody (15 nm gold particles – black arrow-

heads) and anti-BILBO1 (10 nm gold particles- white arrow-heads) (a) is an enlargement of 

(A) which shows that myc-FPC4-∆B1BD sits on top of BILBO1 on the FPC (distal to the BB 

compared to BILBO1) and elongates along the flagellum toward the flagellum tip. 

(B). Isolated flagella were probed with anti-myc antibody (15 nm gold particles – black arrow-

heads) and anti-MORN1 (10 nm gold particles – grey arrow-heads). (a) and (b) are an 

enlargement of (B). The myc-FPC4-∆B1BD signal is found together with MORN1 at the FPC 

(b) and on an elongated structure toward the flagellum tip (a). Cells were induced 48 h with 

10 μg/mL tetracycline. 
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was present at the FPC, assuming a collar-shape, and that myc-FPC4-∆B1BD was observed 

on top of it (distal to the BB compared to BILBO1) as well as was extended along the 

flagellum (Fig.3.41 A). The flagella were also probed with anti-myc and anti-MORN1 

(Fig.3.41 B). In this case, the two signals (15 nm gold for the myc antibody, 10 nm gold 

particles for MORN1), localised on the same structure, confirming that FPC4 and MORN1 

are both at the hook complex (Fig.3.41 B). 

 

To obtain more information and have a more precise overview of the phenotypes produced 

by the over-expression of the myc-FPC4-ΔB1BD cell line, thin sections were analysed by 

TEM (Fig.3.42). Epimastigote-like cells, visible on fluorescence microscopy, were identified 

on EM as well. The typical epimastigote conformation is clearly visible in Fig.3.42 A, with the 

nucleus positioned posterior to the kDNA. Additionally, peculiar phenotypes were discovered 

(Fig.3.42). By IF analyses we could observe that BILBO1 was not particularly disturbed, but 

by EM we could see that the FP sometimes appeared “open”, allowing the release of its 

content (Fig.3.42 B). The flagellum and the FAZ seemed correctly formed, although the PFR, 

which is normally located within the flagellum on the cell body side close to the FAZ, was 

located on the opposite side of the flagellum, facing toward the outside (Fig.3.42 B). 

 

General conclusion: 

The over-expression of myc-FPC4-∆B1BD induced severe morphological defects without 

greatly affecting the cell growth. If the ability to precisely accomplish the cytokinesis process 

is lost, the scission might occur more randomly resulting in some cells able to properly divide 

and some cells that need more time to properly divide. 

We observed a drastic reduction in normal phenotypes (1K1N, 2K1N, 2K2N) one and two 

days post-induction and an increase in multinucleated cells, zoids, epimastigote-like cells 

and mickey mouse cells, where the two kDNAs were found in between the two nuclei.  

The same phenotypes were observed by TEM on thin sections. Additionally, a myc signal 

connecting two FPCs has been observed by iEM on extracted flagella, as well. 

These results confirmed, as for the GFP-FPC4-FL, a defect in cytokinesis and suggested an 

additional impairment of the proper BB/kDNA segregation. 

 

A clearer view of the FPC area was obtained by iEM on myc-FPC4-∆B1BD flagella.  

Myc-FPC4-∆B1BD signal was detected situated on top of BILBO1, whereas myc-FPC4 and 

MORN1 were located within the same structure. These observations strengthened the fact 

that FPC4 is located at both, the FPC and the hook-complex. 
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Fig. 3.42 Thin sections of myc-∆B1BD FPC4 expressing cells 

Epimastigote-like cells (A) in which the nucleus (N) is located posterior to the kDNA (k).  

(B) The FAZ was correctly formed (arrowheads), but the PFR (*), normally found on the cell 

body side of the flagellum, was found facing toward the outside of the cell. An additional 

observed phenotype was the unusual opening of the flagellar pocket (FP). Most likely a loose 

FPC, or no FPC at all in this region (arrows), would allow the dissociation between the 

plasma and the flagellar membrane, and the release of the FP content.  
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Our data showed that FPC4 is a FPC and Hook complex protein and that its B1BD is not 

required for targeting. Essentiality of FPC4 was not demonstrated by RNAi, however 

overexpression of mutant FPC4 induces defect in kinetoplast segregation, most probably due 

to a connexion that is maintained between the old and the new FPC as observed by IF and 

immuno-EM. It also affects the localization of MORN1, a Hook complex protein. Altogether 

these results identified FPC4 as a physical link between the FPC and the Hook complex. 
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Fig. 3.43 Immunofluorescence analysis on U-2 OS cells expressing FPC4 and FPC4 

domains. 

Different FPC4-GFP truncations were expressed in U-2 OS cells and probed with anti-GFP 

(green) and anti-tubulin (red). We noticed that when the N-terminal part of FPC4 was present 

(A, B, C), the recombinant proteins were located on MTs. On the contrary the B1BD-FPC4-

GFP construct (D) was soluble, as previously shown in U-2 OS cells (Fig. 3.18 D). Shuffling 

the first 217 aa of FPC4 allowed us to test the specificity of this MT-interaction. The basic pI 

(11.05) of this truncation was maintained as well as the aa composition but not the order of 

the residues; this shuffling abolished the MT interaction (E). 

 

                     
Fig. 3.44 FPC4 is a microtubule binding protein. 

Microtubule-co-sedimentation assay. Increasing amounts of purified FPC4 aa 1-2606His 

(upper panel) and 6His-FPC4 aa 357-440 (lower panel) were incubated with 0.4 mg/ml 

polymerized microtubules (tubulin), then centrifuged to collect the MTs and the MT-binding 

proteins in the pellet (P), whilst non MT-binding proteins remain in the supernatant (S). 

Samples were loaded on SDS-PAGE and proteins were stain with Instant BlueTM. 
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b4) FPC4 is a microtubule binding protein 

 

By bioinformatics analyses, FPC4 did not show any functional domain, except for a CC 

domain. However, FPC4 has an overall basic pI (10.61) and shows two couples of repeated 

sequences (Fig. 3.10), that are typical features of microtubule associated proteins (MAPs). 

 

i) FPC4 binds to microtubules in mammalian cells 

 

We decided to have a closer look at FPC4 behaviour in U-2 OS to find out its intrinsic 

properties. To do this, we tagged FPC4 and other four truncations with a C-terminal GFP tag. 

FPC4-FL-GFP and FPC4-∆B1BD-GFP localized on MT as shown with an anti-acetylated 

tubulin antibody labelling (Fig.3.43 A, B). Similar to the cytoplasmic localization in the 

trypanosome, the FPC4-B1BD-GFP construct localized in the U-2 OS cytoplasm (Fig.3.18 D 

Fig.3.43 D).  

The domain of FPC4 involved in the MT association resides therefore within the FPC4-

∆B1BD construct. Consequently, we tested a shorter domain (1-217 aa), which is involved in 

the targeting to the FPC in trypanosomes. FPC4-1-217-GFP behaved exactly like FPC4-FL-

GFP and FPC4-∆B1BD-GFP also localizing onto the MTs (Fig.3.43 C). 

 

One of the characteristics of MT-associated proteins (MAPs) is their basic pI (Amos and 

Schlieper, 2005). FPC4 has an overall pI of 10.61, the first 1-217 aa domain has a pI of 

11.05, and the 218-444 aa domain is also basic (pI 8.7). To be sure that the association with 

MT in U-2 OS is specific to the amino acid sequence of the protein and not to its basic pI, we 

shuffled the sequence of the first 1-217 residues (FPC4-shuffled-1-217-GFP), i.e. the amino 

acids composition remained the same, but the residues where randomly mixed (produced by 

Eurofins MWG). FPC4-shuffled-1-217-GFP expressed in U-2 OS localized in the cytoplasm 

and not to the MTs (Fig.3.43 E). This result confirms that it is the sequence specificity of 

FPC4, which determines the MT interaction in vivo, and not the basic characteristics of the 

residues. 

 

ii) FPC4 binds directly to microtubules in vitro 

 

The ability of FPC4 to interact directly with MT was additionally tested in vitro, with a 

technique called MT co-sedimentation assay. This method is conceptually very simple: when 

a soluble protein, able to bind to MTs, is incubated with MTs, the protein-MTs complex can  
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Fig. 3.45 IF on isolated flagella from myc-FPC4 and myc-FPC4-∆B1BD expressing cells 

probed with anti-tubulin and anti-myc. 

Isolated flagella of cells expressing myc-FPC4 (A) or myc-FPC4-∆B1BD (B) (48 h induced 

with 10 μg/mL tetracycline) were probed with anti-tubulin and anti-myc. In both cases, the 

myc signal was co-localizing with a tubulin positive structure originating from the BB, visible 

by phase contrast. Scale bar 5 μm 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.46 Immuno-gold electron microscopy of isolated flagella from myc-FPC4-∆B1BD 

expressing cells. 

(A) Isolated flagella from myc-FPC4-∆B1BD expressing cells (induced for 48 h, 10μg/mL 

tetracycline) were probed with anti-tubulin (15 nm gold particles) and anti-myc (10 nm gold 

particles). (a) The myc signal was mainly present on the FPC (black arrowheads), with an 

additional signal toward the BB (grey arrowheads) on a tubulin positive structure. The myc-

signal was seen extending towards the flagellum tip, co-localizing with a tubulin positive 

structure (b, arrows). This tubulin positive structure (*) originating from the BB, crossing the 

FPC and elongating along the flagellum, most likely represents the MtQ. 
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be pelleted with a centrifugation step. On the contrary, a soluble protein, without MT-binding 

properties, remains in the supernatant after the centrifugation step. 

 

The experiment was performed by Marie Eggenspieler, a master student. We purified two 

recombinant forms of FPC4, aa 1-260 (FPC4-1-2606His) and aa 357-440 (6HisFPC4-357-440), 

with a 6His tag on the C- and N- terminus, respectively. In vitro polymerized MTs were 

incubated with increasing amount of the purified proteins and then ultra-centrifuged. 

Supernatant (S) and pellet (P) fractions after centrifugation were loaded on an SDS gel. The 

gel was stained with Instant BlueTM and revealed a band at 50 kDa, which corresponded to 

tubulin, and a band at 30 kDa and 10 kDa for FPC4-1-2606His and 6HisFPC4-357-440, 

respectively (Fig.3.44). We found FPC4-1-2606His in the pellet fraction together with the MTs 

(Fig.3.44 upper panel) and 6HisFPC4-357-440 mostly in the supernatant fraction (Fig.3.44 

lower panel). At high concentrations of the purified proteins, the system can be saturated, 

and therefore the proteins might be found in both fractions. Very little amount of 6HisFPC4-

357-440 was found in the pellet fraction even at high concentration due to little precipitation 

of the protein (data not shown). 

We confirmed thus that the N-terminal part of FPC4 is involved in the interaction with MT. 

Preliminary experiments estimated the dissociation constant (Kd) – which represents the 

protein concentration at which 50% of the available MT binding sites are occupied – to be 

120 nM for FPC4-1-2606His, and this value is comparable with other MAPs (Roger et al., 

2004). 

 

iii) FPC4 binds to the MtQ in trypanosome 

Knowing that FPC4 is able to interact with MT and that, by IF, FPC4 localizes to a specific 

region of the cell and not on the entire MT corset, we started thinking that FPC4 binds to a 

specific sub-set of MTs. Close to the FPC, there are the neck MT and the MtQ (Lacomble et 

al., 2009). 

We observed, by IF analysis on isolated flagella that the myc signal of myc-FPC4-FL and 

myc-FPC4-∆B1BD expressing cells localized on a tubulin-positive structure emerging from 

the base of the flagellum (see Fig.3.45). Similar samples were analysed by iEM 

demonstrating that the myc signal was present on the FPC (Fig. 3.46 a) and was elongating 

towards the anterior end of the flagellum. On this elongated part the myc signal was co-

localizing with a tubulin positive structure (Fig 3.46 b). This structure originated from the BB 

and pBB region (Fig.3.46 A) and resembled the MtQ. 

We therefore concluded that FPC4 is a new MAP, able to bind to the MtQ anterior to the 

FPC. Currently, only SpefI (Gheiratmand et al., 2013) has been identified as MAP uniquely  
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located on the MtQ. However, this protein binds exclusively to the first part of the MtQ, from 

the BB to the FPC.  

 

In many immuno-EM pictures, we could observe some labelling of FPC4-FL (or FPC4-

∆B1BD) on the MtQ between the BB and the FPC. We, however, never saw this signal by IF 

on PCF. This, most probably, is due to the detection level of the protein or due to differences 

in the protocol for the preparation of the samples. A slight, but clear, FPC4 signal towards the 

BB has been seen, however, on BSF by IF (Fig.3.24 E, F). More work needs to be done on 

BSF in order to define whether FPC4 is located only from the FPC toward the flagellum tip or 

if it also partially co-localizes with SpefI. 

 

c) Conclusion: FPC4 a new MAP linking the FPC, the Hook complex and the MtQ 

 

We were able to demonstrate that FPC4 is a new MAP of T. brucei. Its localization at the 

FPC, at the hook complex and also on the MtQ renders FPC4 a multi-partner protein.  

In U-2 OS cells FPC4 was located together with acetylated tubulin, a marker for stable MTs. 

This suggests that FPC4 plays a role in the stabilization of MTs. Moreover, the fact that, by 

over-expressing FPC4, we see an impairment in the proper BB/kDNA segregation, can be 

explained by the fact that the MtQ originates from the BB, and an excess of FPC4 on this 

structure might stabilize the MtQ and block or slow down the proper segregation of the BBs. 

An alternative explanation can be that the new MtQ originates close to the old MtQ and a 

connection between the two MtQs, mediated by the excess of FPC4, might limit their 

separation and consequently the BB/kDNA segregation. 
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Fig. 3.47 BioID attempt for N-terminal Ty1-BirA*-FPC4 

Cells overexpressing Ty1-BirA*-FPC4 (induced 24 h with 10 μg/mL tetracycline) were probed 

with anti-Ty1. The construct Ty1-BirA*-FPC4 was not targeted to the FPC/Hook complex 

position, but was soluble (WC). This cell line was therefore not suitable for the BioID 

experiment (scale bar 5 μm). 
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III. FPC4, one of the missing links? 

 

Introduction:  

 

After the localization of the novel MT-associated protein FPC4 at the FPC and at the Hook 

complex, and the confirmation of its interaction with BILBO1, we wanted to insert these 

discoveries into a more general context. 

The fact that the FPC and the hook complex are two very close but distinct structures and 

the fact that FPC4 localizes above BILBO1, might suggest that FPC4 could be the linker 

between these two structures. 

 

Objectives: 

 

A series of experiments have been performed in order to obtain a more general picture of the 

FPC/Hook complex area, to identify additional proteins located in this area and to figure out 

their interactions. The results presented here are preliminary. 

 

Results: 

 

a) BioID: a screen to identify additional FPC4 interaction partners 

 

After BILBO1, FPC4 is now the second protein identified to belong to the FPC. Moreover, 

FPC4 is also part of the Hook complex. This suggests that FPC4 is a multi-partner protein. 

Recently, the BioID technique was used to identify proximity partners of the MORN1 protein 

in the Hook complex structure (Roux et al., 2012; Morriswood et al., 2013). However, FPC4 

was not identified among the Hook complex protein candidates. 

In order to identify FPC4 partners, we decided to try the same experiment using FPC4. 

Because the C-terminal myc-tag of FPC4 was cleaved when overexpressed, a PCF cell line 

over-expressing the N-terminally tagged fusion protein Ty1-BirA*-FPC4 was generated. 

Unfortunately, this fusion protein was not targeted to the FPC and remained in the cytoplasm 

as shown by IF (Fig.3.47). We consequently did not pursue this experiment. 

 

b) The FPC4 - MORN1 interaction  

 

Given that MORN1 and FPC4 are located in the same structure, or in close proximity, we 

decided to test their interaction by Y2H and in the heterologous system (U-2 OS). 
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Fig. 3.48 Y2H interaction test between FPC4 and MORN1 

The interactions between MORN1 and FPC4 were tested on three different media: - Histidine 

(1st panel), - Adenine (2nd panel) and –Histidine and – Adenine (3rd panel). A growth control 

was also performed (4th panel). 

In the lower panel, a summarizing scheme of the truncations of FPC4 tested by Y2H with 

MORN1. Only the two full-length proteins were able to interact (√). We were not able to 

define the specific domain involved in the interaction (X). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.49 MORN1 and FPC4-GFP co-localize in the heterologous system U-2 OS cells 

MORN1 expressed in U-2 OS cells (A) assumes a smarties-like shape with spikes or forms a 

filament. When MORN1 is co-expressed with FPC4-FL-GFP (B, C) FPC4-FL-GFP localizes 

on the MORN1-structures. The interaction between the two proteins is abolished when the 

first 252 amino acids of FPC4 are absent (D). FPC4-1-217 is sufficient to promote the FPC4-

MORN1 interaction (E). 
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MORN1 was cloned into the Y2H prey and bait vectors and its interaction with the FPC4 was 

tested (experiment performed by Johanna Cormenier, a bachelor student). 

The full-length FPC4 and MORN1 proteins indeed interacted as shown in Fig.3.48. Deletion 

of the FPC4 B1BD abolished this interaction but this domain alone was not sufficient to 

promote the interaction. 

Unfortunately, we were not able to determine which domain of FPC4 interacts with MORN1 

because every other interaction tested was negative. This suggests that the folding of the full 

length FPC4 might be affected when the B1BD is deleted, consequently affecting the 

interaction with MORN1. For this reason, we used the U-2 OS heterologous system to 

confirm the FPC4 – MORN1 interaction and identify the domains involved. 

 

In U-2 OS cells, when MORN1 was expressed alone it assumed a “smarties”-like shape with 

spikes in the cytoplasm and also within the nucleus (Fig.3.49 A). This is the first evidence 

that MORN1 is able to form atypical structures. This aspect of the work will be analysed 

further in collaboration with Brooke Morriswood (Wurzburg university) 

When MORN1 was co-expressed together with FPC4-FL, the two proteins co-localized on 

these “smarties with spikes” shape and, rarely, on tiny sticks (Fig.3.49 B C). 

Different truncations of FPC4 have been tested with MORN1-FL. Interestingly, the 

truncations FPC4-253-444, which lacked the aa 2-252 (Fig.3.49 D), was not able to interact 

with MORN1. However, the FPC4-1-217 protein also co-localized with MORN1 (Fig.3.49 E, 

G). 

 

These results confirm the interaction between MORN1 and FPC4, mediated by the N-

terminal domain of FPC4 (aa 1-217). More work needs to be done to identify the MORN1 

interaction domain, and characterise further this complex. 

 

FPC4 is therefore a multi-partner protein, which is able to interact with MORN1, BILBO1 and 

the MtQ. It can now be described as one of the missing links connecting the three structures: 

the FPC, the Hook complex and the MtQ. 
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Fig. 3.50 Three-dimensional model of the FP and FAZ proteins in promastigote L. mexicana 

from (Wheeler et al., 2016).  

The FP is enclosed at its proximal end via a ring-shaped structure formed by FAZ1 and 

FAZ8. FLA1BP and ClpGM6 are located at the FP neck (between the ring formed by FAZ1 

and the flagellum exit site), together with FAZ1, FAZ2, FAZ5 and FAZ8. FAZ10 is located at 

the flagellum exit site and assumes a horseshoe-shaped structure. 

 

 

Tab. 3.1 Episomal gene expression cell lines in Leishmania major 

This table summarizes the different L. major cell lines generated for the study. 
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IV. FPC4, the FPC and the Hook complex in Leishmania; preliminary study. 

 

a) Introduction 

Leishmania promastigote parasites, differently from T. brucei trypomastigote, possess a 9+2 

flagellum which protrudes from the FP in the anterior part of the cell body. Amastigote 

parasites, instead, possess a short 9+0 flagellum, which does not exit the cell body. Since 

the FP is an essential structure in T. brucei, the FP in Leishmania is likely to be important as 

well. 

In a recent study on the FAZ organization in Leishmania, Wheeler and colleagues have 

localized 7 FAZ orthologues, myc-LmBILBO1 and eYFP-LmLRRP1 in L. mexicana (Wheeler 

et al., 2016). All the proteins localized to structures in the FP region and the architecture of 

the FP in promastigote parasites is shown in Fig. 3.50. 

In L. major the FPC/Hook complex region has never been studied, although the orthologue 

genes (such as FPC4 and MORN1) are present in the genome. 

 

Objectives: 

 

In a collaborative project within the ParaFrap network with the Bastien Laboratory 

(UMR5290, Laboratory of Parasitology and Mycology) in Montpellier, we decided to localize, 

and if possible co-localize, LmBILBO1, LmMORN1 and LmFPC4 in order to understand the 

FPC and Hook complex organization in promastigote Leishmania major and potentially find a 

common therapeutic target for both parasites, T. brucei and L. major. 

 

b) Results 

b1) Orthologues identification 

 

Bioinformatic (BLASTp) searches in the Lm Friedlin genome allowed us to identify Lm 

orthologues of BILBO1, MORN1 and FPC4. LmBILBO1 (LmjF.09.0100 – 582 aa) and 

LmMORN1 (LmjF.30.3310 – 358 aa) were found by BLASTp and were 58% and 76% 

identical at the protein level respectively. Compared to the T. brucei BILBO1, LmBILBO1 is 5 

aa shorter, whereas LmMORN1 is a 358 aa protein in both species. The identity between 

LmFPC4 (LmjF.24.1860 – 535 aa), and TbFPC4 is of 37%, but only over a 75 aa region in 

the middle of the protein, corresponding to the CC domain (protein alignments in the Annex 

5.1, 5.2, 5.3). The aa sequence of LmFPC4 (535 aa) is longer than the Tb orthologue (444 

aa). Except for the CC, no predicted domain could be identified for LmFPC4. 
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Fig. 3.51 Immunofluorescence of L. major cell lines expressing tagged versions of 

LmBILBO1-mRed, LmMORN1-GFP and myc-LmFPC4. 

(A, B) show the localization of myc-LmFPC4, (C, D) LmBILBO1-GFP and (E, F) LmMORN1-

GFP. Cell line, co-expressing LmBILBO1-mRED and LmMORN1-GFP are shown in (G, H). 

(scale bar 5 μm). 
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b2) Cellular localization 

 

An advantage of L. major parasites compared with T. brucei is that they can maintain an 

exogenous DNA sequence as an episomal plasmid and can replicate and transmit them to 

the daughter cells. We therefore used this easy technique to produce cell lines carrying 

episomal plasmids, allowing the constitutive expression of tagged versions of LmBILBO1, 

LmMORN1 and LmFPC4, as tag-fusion proteins (see table 3.1). 

Immunofluorescence on detergent extracted cells showed that the three proteins localized in 

the same area of the parasite, between the kDNA and the flagellum exit site (Fig. 3.51). 

Myc-LmFPC4, localized in very close proximity to the flagellum exit site (Fig. 3.51 A, B). The 

shape of the labelling looked like a “plate” / “disc”, close to the anterior end of the cell, 

resembling FAZ10 localization in Fig. 3.44. 

LmBILBO1-mRED or GFP assumed a horse-shoe/ring-shaped structure. Interestingly, we 

observed that the horse-shoe/ring structure was extending towards the kDNA (Fig. 3.51 C, 

D). This extension was also visible in the case of myc-BILBO1 in the work of Wheeler and 

co-workers (Wheeler et al., 2016). We have recently observed a similar signal on T. brucei 

labelled with a novel anti-BILBO1 antibody (Robinson lab), suggesting that this is a 

conserved feature. We will pursue the analysis of this novel BILBO1 localization as it might 

shed some light on the processes involved in the segregation of the FPC. 

LmMORN1-GFP looked like a tubular or bi-lobed structure between the kDNA and the 

flagellum exit site (Fig. 3.51 E, F), similar to eYFP-LRRP1 signal in L. mexicana. The cell line 

co-expressing LmBILBO1 and LmMORN1 gave us a clearer idea of the relative position of 

both proteins. LmBILBO1 labelling localized between the kinetoplast and the LmMORN1 

labelling (Fig. 3.51 G, H). Unfortunately, we did not succed yet in generating cell-lines co-

expressing myc-LmFPC4 and LmBILBO1 or LmMORN1, and co-expressing the three 

proteins. 

 

It is interesting to see that in L. mexicana there is a ring-shaped structure enclosing the FP, 

distal to the flagellum exit site where FAZ1 and FAZ8 localize, similar to what we observed 

for LmBILBO1 in L. major. We observed a similar bi-lobed structure with our LmMORN1 

labelling that is similar to the localisation of FLA1BP, ClpGM6, FAZ1, FAZ2, FAZ5 and FAZ8 

in the FP neck of L. mexicana. This can suggest that MORN1 localizes at the neck of L. 

major. Proximal to the flagellum exit site, Wheeler and colleagues (Wheeler et al., 2016) 

observed an open ring (FAZ10) where we localized LmFPC4.  
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Fig. 3.52 The probable localization of LmFPC4 and LmMORN1 in a modified three-

dimensional model of the FP and FAZ proteins in promastigote L. mexicana (modified from 

(Wheeler et al., 2016). 

(A)LmFPC4 (black) might localize at the flagellum exit site together with FAZ10, whereas 

LmMORN1 (green) can be located at the FP neck together with FLA1BP and ClpGM6 and/or 

with FAZ1, FAZ2, FAZ5 and FAZ8. LmBILBO1 (red) is located together with FAZ1 and FAZ8 

and possesses an elongated tail toward the kDNA. (B) The 3D model in L. major, with 

LmFPC4 (black), LmMORN1 (green) and LmBILBO1 (red). 
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Using these data, we could, on the previous scheme, superimpose LmFPC4 and LmMORN1 

as the first evidence of a Hook structure in Leishmania (Fig.3.52). 

These preliminary data suggest that the organization of the FP-neck region of promastigote 

L. major and promastigote L. mexicana seem to be conserved. However, the arrangement of 

the different proteins in this region, compared to T. brucei, might differ. Furthermore, the 

situation in amastigote L. major parasite has not been investigated. 

 

Perspective: 

The next step into this study is to label the flagellum to see whether LmMORN1 is located 

around it, as a tubular structure, or if it is close to it, as ClpGM6. 

Moreover, we will have to localize other Hook-complex orthologous proteins, such as 

Centrin-2 and Centrin-4. Furthermore, the localization of LmSpefI, protein that in T. brucei is 

located on the MtQ between the BB and the FPC, might shed some light on the MtQ 

organization in L. major. In fact, the LmSpefI localization might help the understanding of the 

functioning of the FP/FP-neck region in these parasites. 
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4. Discussion and Perspectives 

 

I. BILBO1, an essential scaffold protein 

 

T. brucei parasites are the causative agents of the human African trypanosomiasis and 

Nagana disease in cattle. These parasites are one of the major factors, which have an 

impact on the economy and the life standards in sub-Saharan Africa. 

The fact that a vaccine is not available, due to antigenic variation, and the fact that the 

current treatments are highly toxic, renders the research in this field of major interest in order 

to find potential therapeutic targets to combat this neglected disease. 

 

The laboratory focuses its interest on the biogenesis of the Flagellar Pocket, and the 

Flagellar Pocket Collar, a cytoskeletal structure. 

The cytoskeleton is indeed important for the parasite morphology, since the cell body shape 

is constituted and maintained by a sub-pellicular MT array. Moreover, the cell shape is 

modified during the life cycle to adapt to the vector and to the mammalian host. Furthermore, 

the cytoskeleton plays an important role in organelles positioning and in the flagellum 

biogenesis, an essential organelle with motility and pathogenicity role. Cytoskeletal elements 

are therefore promising drug targets. 
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Fig. 4.1 NMR structure of BILBO1-NTD reveals an ubiquitin-like fold 

Comparison (D) and superimposition (E) of BILBO1-NTD (violet) and the PB1 domain of 

Par6 (green) (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a). 

 

 

 

 

              

Fig. 4.2 Comparison of BILBO1-NTD with the PB1 domain of Par6 in the Par-complex. 

Red and blue residues show the conserved surface patch of the NTD (A). The interaction 

surface between aPKC and Par6 in the Par complex is shown in (B) and the superimposition 

with BILBO1NTD (C) shows the C-terminal loop of the NTD (encircled) that blocks the aPKC 

binding site of Par6 (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a). 
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a) BILBO1 is a cytoskeletal ring scaffold protein in T. brucei 

 

The results obtained in this study allowed us to define the self-assembly properties of 

BILBO1. In fact, this protein is able to interact with itself via its CC-domain, and can 

autonomously form polymers, including helical-shaped ones. The shape of these polymers 

can be influenced by the EF-Hands domains, depending on their association with calcium, 

which has been proved in this study and by Vidilaseris and colleagues (Vidilaseris et al., 

2014b). 

The intrinsic polymer forming properties of BILBO1 might therefore be important for the 

building of a FPC.  

It is unlikely that BILBO1 acts on its own to create and make the FPC function, so it must 

interact with other proteins and might serve as template for the FPC structure. For this 

reason, in this study, we were able to demonstrate the interaction of BILBO1 with a 

kinetoplastid-specific protein, FPC5. 

 

With these results, we suggest that BILBO1 is indeed a structural scaffold protein with self-

assembly properties, which is probably one of the main components of the FPC and is 

essential for the FPC and FP biogenesis. 

 

b) The 3D structure of the BILBO1 N-terminal domain: a hint for its function? 

 

The three-dimensional structure of the N-terminal domain (NTD) of BILBO1 has been solved 

recently (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a) (Fig.4.1) and shows similarities with the PB1 domain of 

Par6. The PB1 (Phox and Bem1) domain is a protein-binding domain involved in 

heteromerization or oligomerization and has a ubiquitin-like fold (Terasawa, 2001). 

Par6 is part of a larger complex of polarity proteins constituted primarily by Par3, Par6 and 

aPKC (atypical Protein Kinase C), which regulates, for example, cell polarization or tight 

junction’s formation in epithelial cells (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013). 

 

The structure of Par6-PB1 domain in the Par-complex has been solved and has been 

compared with that of BILBO1-NTD (Fig.4.2). Interestingly, substituting Par6-PB1 domain 

with BILBO1-NTD in the model with aPKC, revealed that the aPKC-interacting interface is 

blocked by the long loop of the C-terminal domain of the NTD. This long loop can therefore 

be a domain used in protein-protein interaction, maybe involving other FPC components. 
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The similarities with Par6 and BILBO1, and between FPC4 and Par3 are multiple. Both Par3 

and Par6 are multi-modular scaffold proteins, able to interact with each other, as well as with 

other proteins. They are located at junctional complexes, where two different membranes 

come closer and interact. Moreover, the ubiquitin-like fold of BILBO1 and of Par6 is in both 

cases located at the N-terminal part of the proteins (Chen et al., 2013). 

Par3 is composed of a multimerisation domain including a MT-binding domain, both located 

at the N-terminus of the protein, and a C-terminal domain involved in aPKC binding (Chen et 

al., 2013). FPC4, as well, possesses a MT binding domain in its N-terminus and the BILBO1 

binding domain at its C-terminus. 

 

The third component of the Par complex is aPKC, a kinase, which phosphorylates Par3 and 

induces its release from the Par6-aPKC complex (Chen et al., 2013). 

T. cruzi FPC4 orthologue possesses multiple putative phosphorylation sites, and two of the 

residues are conserved in the TbFPC4 protein (Marchini et al., 2011): a serine residue (S83) 

in the N-terminus and a threonine residues (T334). Additionally, a recent phosphoproteome 

of T. brucei identified 6 putative phosphorylation sites in FPC4, with two of them, S394 and 

S396 located within the B1BD (Urbaniak et al., 2013). Their phosphorylation status might be 

involved in regulatory processes. It would therefore be of major interest to mutate these 

residues and test the constructs in U-2 OS cells for MT binding and BILBO1 interaction. 

We can hypothesize that the FPC, the complex containing BILBO1 and its partners, shows 

similarities with the Par3/Par6/aPKC complex and might play a role in polarity, for example 

by determining or influencing cytokinesis-related tasks, or organelle positioning. 

 

A second hypothesis about BILBO1 and, more in general, the FPC function could be related 

to its morphological similarities to septin rings. In fact, septin rings in yeast act as diffusion 

barriers or are involved in cytokinesis (Hu and Nelson, 2011). Septin-rings in yeasts and the 

annulus in sperm cells represent a junction between two or more membranes. 

Could thus the FPC be a sort of diffusion barrier between the flagellar, the plasma and the 

FP membrane? This question was already raised in 2008 (Bonhivers et al., 2008b), but no 

clear answer has been found yet. 

 

II. BILBO1 and FPC4 interaction 

 

We demonstrated that BILBO1 and FPC4 are authentic interacting partners, involving their 

N-terminal and C-terminal domain respectively. Thanks to the collaboration with Dr..G. Dong   
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and its PhD student Keni Vidilaseris, an in vitro analysis using gel filtration chromatography 

showed that this interaction occurs in a 1:1 ratio (unpublished data).  

The BILBO1 NTD is required neither for targeting to the FPC nor for the polymerisation 

(Vidilaseris et al., 2014b; Florimond et al., 2015) but has, more likely through its conserved 

surface patch, a role in protein interaction. The conserved surface patch appears as a crater-

like structure, and seven residues in this patch are important for the correct function of 

BILBO1. Mutations in this surface patch (mut1 or mut2) led to morphological phenotypes, 

similar to those of BILBO1 RNAi, and ultimately to cell death (Vidilaseris et al., 2014a). 

We have tested two additional sets of mutations, mut2b (Y87A and F89) and mut3 (K60A 

and K62A). Mut2b completely abolishes the interaction with FPC4 in vivo in the heterologous 

system U-2 OS cells and its over-expression in T. brucei leads rapidly to cell death. The 

overexpression of mut3 shows a milder phenotype in T. brucei and the interaction with FPC4 

is not completely abolished in U-2 OS cells. 

In light of these data, it is clear that FPC4 and BILBO1 are real interacting partners. 

However, my hypothesis is that the FPC4-BILBO1 interaction is mediated by the proximity of 

the two proteins, but the retention of FPC4 at the collar is mediated by the interaction with 

other proteins or structures close to the FPC, such as the MtQ or the hook-complex. This 

hypothesis is supported by the fact that the FPC4 does not need the B1BD to be targeted to 

the FPC and, moreover, the B1BD alone results in a cytosolic localization. 

The hypothesis could be tested in T. brucei with RNAi cell lines depleting MORN1 or SpefI to 

see whether the absence of one of the main components of the hook-complex or the 

absence of the new MtQ, respectively, leads to the misplacing of FPC4. 

Could thus FPC4 be principally a Hook-complex protein, which additionally interacts with the 

FPC? 

 

a) Which role does FPC4 play? 

 

We progressed in the characterization of FPC4 as BILBO1 partner and as a member of the 

hook-complex. 

 

a1) GPF-FPC4 and myc-FPC4-∆B1BD induced phenotypes: Real or artefactual? 

 

We know that GFP tag is a large molecule and, due to its dimerization ability, might induce 

undesirable phenotypes, which are not forcedly related to the expressed fusion protein. 

Indeed, the GFP used to create the construct possesses a single mutation S65T (Leica 

webpage) to enhance the brightness of the signal, but does not carry the   
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three mutations (A206K, L221K, F223R) that reduce the ability of GFP to form dimers. 

Therefore, at high concentration GFP can form dimers (Zacharias et al., 2002; LaCount et 

al., 2002). The phenotypes observed with the over-expression of GFP-FPC4 might be due to 

the excess of FPC4 in the cell, but we cannot exclude that the GFP itself influenced the 

formation of the long fibres. However, the dominant negative phenotypes can still be 

analysed. 

The over-expression of GFP-FPC4 leads to the production of cells with a detached flagellum, 

multinucleated cells and zoids formation and, ultimately, to rapid cell death. Interestingly, 

cytokinesis defects are often associated with the absence of the FAZ, which therefore 

induces a detachment of the flagellum. In the literature it is documented that the lack of the 

FAZ proteins can impair the correct cleavage furrow ingression and consequently results in 

an incorrect cytokinesis (zoids for example) or in the cytokinesis block (multinucleated cells) 

(LaCount et al., 2002; Sunter et al., 2015). The over-expression of GFP-FPC4 could thus 

impacts the FAZ. 

 

The over-expression of myc-FPC4-∆B1BD leads, as well, to morphological phenotypes. In 

this case, we strongly doubt that the myc tag provokes these phenotypes, since it is smaller 

than GFP. 

An interesting phenotype observed in this cell line, additionally to multinucleated cells and 

zoids, are the epimastigote-like cells (> 10%). In these cells the nucleus is positioned 

posterior to the kDNA. Moreover, we observed cells with the two kinetoplasts in between the 

two nuclei (> 10%). It might seem surprising that the growth rate was not so strongly affected 

by these phenotypes, but, this has already been observed with the RNAi of ClpGM6 (a 

calpain-like protein) that induced epimastigote-like cells without affecting proliferation (Hayes 

et al., 2014). 

 

The fact that the myc-FPC4-FL does not lead to any morphological or growth defect, 

whereas the myc-FPC4-∆B1BD does, can have two explanations. First, modification of the 

expression level of a protein (reduction or increase) might induce some phenotypes. The 

myc-FPC4-FL construct is less expressed than the myc-FPC4-∆B1BD construct, suggesting 

that the level of expression is responsible for the phenotype. Myc-FPC4-∆B1BD is more 

overexpressed than GFP-FPC4 but showed a less potent phenotype suggesting that deletion 

of the B1BD does affect the function of the protein. Second, deletion of the B1BD leaves the 

FPC4 with its MT binding domain and without any interaction with BILBO1. Overexpression 

of the MT binding domain might therefore disturb the equilibrium of the binding between the 

FPC, the Hook complex and the MtQ affecting the segregation of the FPC, and in 

consequence the segregation of the kDNAs.  
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a2) FPC4: a FAZ-interacting protein? 

 

In the literature it was reported that transition to epimastigote-like cells can be the results of 

the knock down of FAZ proteins proliferation (Hayes et al., 2014; Sunter et al., 2015). I 

personally do not think that FPC4 belongs to the FAZ complex per se. However, the origin of 

the FAZ structure is close to the FPC, then it runs along the MtQ. Therefore, FPC4 might 

also interact with some FAZ proteins due to their vicinity. In a recent publication, FPC4 has 

been identified by BioID as a TbSAS-4 neighbour partner (Hu et al., 2015). TbSAS-4 is 

concentrated at the distal tip of the FAZ filament and is involved in regulating the length of 

the FAZ. FPC4 and TbSAS-4 more likely come in close proximity when the FAZ starts its 

elongation. Interestingly, when overexpressed, FPC4 is occasionally observed as a dot at the 

end of the cell body together with MORN1. 

 

a3) FPC4: a new MT-associated protein of T. brucei 

 

Our data demonstrate that FPC4 is a new MAP of T. brucei that binds to the MtQ.  

IF analysis in PCF showed that FPC4 is located on the MtQ, anterior to the FPC, and iEM 

labelling suggests that FPC4 is also present on the MtQ posterior to the FPC. The situation 

for FPC4 is slightly different in BSF; in fact, the FPC4 signal by IF shows a little tail toward 

the BB, which could be in the same region where SpefI is located. This discrepancy between 

IF and iEM labelling might be due to a low FPC4 protein level posterior to the FPC that is not 

labelled by IF. SpefI also binds to the MtQ, between the BBs and the FPC. Interestingly, in 

Xenopus embryos, SpefI (also named CLAMP) interacts with aPKC and is stabilizing MT 

(Werner et al., 2014). Further work on the role of FPC4 might help understanding how the 

FPC is segregated, if it is mediated by the “MtQ separation”. 

 

Preliminary results in BSF show, as in PCF, that BILBO1 and FPC4 are located together at 

the FPC, and additionally that FPC4 assumes an elongated shape. Differently to PCF, the 

elongation of FPC4 is visible on both sides of the FPC, toward the BB and the flagellar tip. 

This is for sure a part of the project, which should be analysed in more details since the 

kDNA positioning differs between WT PCF and BSF parasites. The fact that WT BSF 2K2N 

show a KKNN distribution rather than KNKN, as in WT PCF, might be the results of a slightly 

different kDNA segregation, or the results of a different cytoskeletal organization. 
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Fig. 4.3 Three-dimensional model of the FPC area in T. brucei 

A 3D-model of the FP-FPC area. BILBO1 (red) is an open-ring crossed by the MtQ (blue) 

located proximal to the FP. FPC4 (green), in the hook complex, sits on top of BILBO1 and 

elongates in between the MtQ and MORN1 (violet). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Model of BILBO1 organization within the collar (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b) 

(right panel) BILBO1 is able to polymerize and laterally assembly with other BILBO1 

polymers. 

(left panel) The NTD (red) and the EF-hands domains can be represented as “exposed” 

domains since they do not play a role in BILBO1 polymerization (modified from (Vidilaseris et 

al., 2014b). BILBO1 partners can therefore bind to these exposed domain (X). 
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Altogether these results allow me to state that FPC4 is a multi-partner protein, which 

acts as a linker between different cytoskeletal structures. It is the first identified link 

between the FPC, the hook-complex and the MtQ and might play a role in FPC 

segregation and cytokinesis. 

 

We generated a simple 3D model for the physical organization of the FPC area (Fig.4.3). 

FPC4 is located at the hook-complex together with MORN1 (most probably by a direct 

interaction), on the MtQ, and is connected to the FPC via BILBO1. 

 

A theoretical model about the organization of BILBO1 within the collar is shown in Fig.4.3 

(modified from (Vidilaseris et al., 2014b). BILBO1 molecules are able to polymerize and to 

laterally interact. In the proposed model BILBO1 forms an open ring allowing the MtQ to pass 

by the structure. In the zoom (Fig.4.4 right panel) the NTD (red) and the EF-Hand domains 

(green) are represented exposed/”free”, since they are not involved in the oligomerization of 

BILBO1. The fact that these two domains are not necessary for BILBO1 self-assembly, make 

us hypothesize that they might be involved in the binding of other BILBO1 partners. 
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Fig. 4.5 Three-dimensional model of FP and FAZ proteins in L. mexicana 

The promastigote organization of FAZ proteins in L. mexicana (Wheeler et al., 2016). The FP 

is enclosed, proximal to the FP, via a ring-shaped structure formed by FAZ1 and FAZ8. 

FLA1BP and ClpGM6 are located at the FP neck, together with FAZ1, FAZ2, FAZ5 and 

FAZ8. FAZ10 is located at the flagellum exit site and assumes a horseshoe-shaped 

structure. 

LmBILBO1 (red), LmMORN1 (green) and LmFPC4 (blue) are superimposed on the Lmx 

model based on our data in L. major. 
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III. A first view of the FPC/hook-complex region in L. major 

 

Recently in L. mexicana (Lmx) the FP and the FAZ have been studied in more details and 

LmxBILBO1 was identified and localized (Wheeler et al., 2016). Based on their model and on 

our data generated (by the localization of BILBO1, MORN1 and FPC4 in L. major) we have 

positioned LmBILBO1, LmMORN1, and LmFPC4 relative to the architecture of the FP in 

promastigote parasites (Fig. 4.5). BILBO1 position in promastigote L. mexicana is 

comparable to what we observed in promastigote L. major. It is interesting to see that 

Wheeler and colleagues observed a ring-shaped structure distal to the flagellum exit site 

(resembling FAZ1 and FAZ8 localization), similar to what we observed for LmBILBO1 in L. 

major. They then noticed a bi-lobed structure (with FLA1BP, ClpGM6, FAZ1, FAZ2, FAZ5 

and FAZ8) on the FP neck, where we localized LmMORN1. Proximal to the flagellum exit site 

they observed an open ring (FAZ10) where we localized LmFPC4. 

The striking difference with T. brucei was the FPC4 localization. Considering the respective 

localization of LmBILBO1 and LmFPC4 is it difficult to imagine an interaction, whilst LmFPC4 

and LmMORN1 could interact. Yet, major rearrangement occurs in amastigote (Wheeler et 

al., 2016) suggesting that in this life cycle stage LmBILBO1 and LmFPC4 could be in closer 

proximity. 

This field remains mostly undiscovered and requires some additional work in order to shed 

some light in evolutionary processes within the trypanosomatid family. 
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IV. Perspectives 

Although intense researches in the FP-FPC area are in progress, the precise role of BILBO1 

remains elusive. It is clearly involved in FP and FPC biogenesis, but still a lot of details and 

connections need to be discovered. Here I suggest some experiments that can help to shed 

some light on it. 

 

First of all, to solve the mystery about of the collar formation (semi-conservative vs de novo), 

cells in early 2K1N stage should be analysed with an antibody against BILBO1 and an 

inducible expression of a tagged version of BILBO1. If tagged-BILBO1 only localizes at one 

of the collars, one can conclude that the FPC formation occurs de novo. If tagged-BILBO1 

localizes at both collars, it is a semi-conservative biogenesis. 

 

It would be interesting to look for BILBO1 partners that show GTPase activity, such as the 

cdc42 protein, which activates aPKC in the Par3/Par6/aPKC complex. Or it would be of 

major interest as well to directly look for a kinase, such as aPKC, which would be able to 

phosphorylate FPC4. As such, the Polo-like kinase (TbPLK) identified and characterized in T. 

brucei (Graham et al., 1998; Kumar and Wang, 2006; Hammarton et al., 2007a) is able to 

phosphorylate SPPB1, located at the BBs (Hu 2015), and Centrin-2 (de Graffenried et al., 

2013; de Graffenried et al., 2008) which is located at the hook-complex. FPC4 could be a 

substrate as well for this kinase. This could be tested in vitro with a kinase assay with WT 

FPC4 and a mutated version of the predicted phosphorylation sites of FPC4 as substrate. 

 

To prove or falsify the hypothesis that BILBO1 might play the role of a cytokinesis septin-ring, 

it could be possible to perform a complementation assay in yeast. A mutant yeast strain, 

lacking the septin genes, but expressing TbBILBO1, could be tested to see whether 

TbBILBO1 can act as septin. In the laboratory Annelise Sahin expressed TbBILBO1 in yeast 

(not depleted by septin genes), but no cytokinesis ring was formed by TbBILBO1. 

 

Localization and role of FPC4 in T. cruzi? 

Epimastigote T. cruzi possesses additionally to the FP, a cytostome and a cytopharynx that 

are involved in the endocytosis and exocytosis processes. Interestingly, additionally to the 

MtQ around the FP, T. cruzi owns two sets of MT around the cytostome: a triplet of MT and 

another quartet of MT (Alcantara et al., 2014). It would be interesting to localize the T. cruzi 

orthologue of FPC4 and see if this can bind to MT and if it is located specifically to one of 

these additional MT subsets. 
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The research on cytoskeleton is, as previously said, of outstanding interest, since it is a 

source of potential drug targets. More than single proteins, also protein-protein interactions 

can be used as a target, and destroying those interactions can be the aim of a drug screen. 

FPC4-BILBO1 interaction has been proved in vitro (gel filtration) and in vivo (Y2H and U-2 

OS). Moreover, the domains involved in this interaction are known, as well as key residues in 

the NTD of BILBO1. A drug screen (for example, the alpha-screen Amplified Luminescent 

Proximity Homogenoeous Assay) could be performed to try to block or dissociate this 

interaction. 

 

Since the domains of FPC4 and BILBO1 responsible for their interaction are known, and 

since the 3D structure of the BILBO1 NTD has been solved, it would be interesting to co-

crystallize these two interacting domains to identify key residues within the B1BD. These 

residues could be lately tested in T. brucei to assess FPC4 functionality. Moreover, the 

identification of key residues can be very important in drug design. 

 

The essentiality of FPC4 has not been proved and knock down experiments did not lead to 

any growth defect. Knock out attempts in PCF and BSF have failed and therefore the best 

solution to solve this “mystery” is to try a conditional knock-out. In a conditional knock out 

cell, the first FPC4 allele is substituted by a resistance gene, then, an inducible ectopic copy 

of FPC4 is added. Then, the second allele of FPC4 is knocked out. Removing the 

tetracycline will stop the ectopic FPC4 expression and might give an idea about the 

essentiality and the function of the protein. 

FPC4 is a multi-partner protein and, additionally to BILBO1 and MORN1, it can eventually 

have other partners belonging to the FPC or the hook-complex. In the laboratory we have 

other FPC-candidates. Testing the interaction with these other FPC proteins by Y2H or in U-

2 OS might help identify the FPC-members. 

 

A further technique, which is taking hold recently, is CLEM (Correlative Light and Electron 

Microscopy). This technique allows the analysis of the same sample with a combination of 

light and electron microscopy. It might therefore be useful to see if FPC4 binds to only one 

MT of the MtQ, or if FPC4 interacts on a particular region of the FPC only. It is, however, to 

take into account that the Hook-complex has never been seen by EM or tomography studies. 

It would also be interesting to test SpefI-FPC4 interaction in U-2 OS cells, to see whether 

these two proteins are able to interact and therefore hypothesize a potential connection on 

the MtQ, too. 
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In L. major, only preliminary data have been produced. To broaden the knowledge about this 

area, it would be fruitful to localize LmSpefI, LmCentrin-2 and LmCentrin-4, to obtain a 

clearer view of the MtQ and the hook-complex, respectively. 

 

To conclude, the ultimate goal of our research remains to find conserved structures or 

features that can be used as common drug target for the three main kinetoplastids 

responsible for diseases in humans, i.e Leishmania sp., T. cruzi, and T. brucei. 
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6. Annex 

 

 

Fig.6.1 Alignment of LmBILBO1 vs TbBILBO1  

LmBILBO1 (LmjF.09.0100) is composed of 582 aa, whereas TbBILBO1 (Tb927.11.12150) of 

587 aa. The two proteins share 58% of identity. (Clustal Omega - (Sievers et al., 2011) 
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Fig.6.2 Alignment of LmMORN1 vs TbMORN1 

Both proteins, LmMORN1 (LmjF.30.3310) and TbMORN1 (Tb927.6.4670), are composed of 

358 aa and share 76% of identity. (Clustal Omega –(Sievers et al., 2011) 
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Fig.6.3 Alignment of LmFPC4 vs TbFPC4 

LmFPC4 (LmjF.24.1860) is composed by 535 aa, whereas TbFPC4 (Tb927.8.6370) is 

shorter and is composed by 444 aa. These two proteins share 37% of identity over a 75-aa-

long stretch, located in the CC domain. (Clustal Omega - (Sievers et al., 2011) 

 


